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Abstract
The worldwide explosion of Internet traffic demand is driving the research
for innovative solutions in many aspects of the telecommunication world.
In access systems, passive optical networks (PONs) are becoming the
preferred solution towards which most providers are migrating thanks to
the unrivalled bandwidth they can offer. PON systems with a capacity
of 100 Gb/s are envisioned as the solution to the dramatic increase in
bandwidth and will be essential to support the future fixed and mobile
broadband services. However, many challenging aspects have to be ad-
dressed in order to overcome the limitations imposed by the physical layer
while meeting the economical requirements for mass deployment. In this
thesis a comprehensive approach is taken in order to address the most
compelling problems and investigate a series of solutions to the current
capacity limitations of PONs.
Advanced modulation formats are used to achieve bit-rate enhance-
ment from 10 Gb/s to 25 Gb/s re-using the same optoelectronic devices in
order to provide a 2.5x increase in transmission speed without resorting
to a newer, more expensive generation of higher speed devices. The man-
agement of chromatic dispersion is also addressed in order to extend the
reach of the networks beyond the standard 20 km using either electronic
or optical based compensation strategies. Transmission of 25 Gb/s traffic
over fibre lengths of 40 and 50 km is demonstrated confirming the suit-
ability of the proposed technologies for extended reach networks which
could greatly reduce the number of existing nodes and hence the capital
and operational costs of PONs. Optical amplification strategies are also
discussed as a means to improve the physical reach of the networks, both
in terms of distance and number of customers. Raman amplifiers and
semiconductor optical amplifiers are investigated in order to extend the
reach of a PON upstream channel. The results demonstrate a reach of
up to 50 km which is more than double the typical fibre length of 20 km
adopted in deployed systems today. A number of customers, up to 512,
was also demonstrated in a 20 km network, increased from the typical 32
or 64 users of most commercial networks.
ix
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1 Introduction
In the last 20 years an exceptional growth in bandwidth demand to ac-
cess the Internet has occurred and this trend is expected to continue,
if not increase, over the coming years. This growth is due to the wider
proliferation of Internet access across the globe, driven by services with
increasing popularity like cloud storage and computing, video streaming,
Internet television and the rapid diffusion of mobile devices, just to name
a few. The global Internet traffic has been steadily increasing over the
last decades and is predicted to grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 24 % in the period 2016-2021 [1]. Currently the transmis-
sion speed bottleneck of the Internet is the access network, which covers
the last span of the communication between customers and the closest
Central Office node. This access network nowadays still largely relies on
copper based communication but the digital subscriber line (DSL) tech-
nologies are reaching their capacity limit and cannot support the foreseen
traffic growth. Optical fibre communication, on the other hand, can offer
a much greater bandwidth and provide a channel with higher capacity. In
the next generation of systems the optical transmission will be brought
closer to the end customers in order to exploit the superior performance
of the fibre and provide a solution to the increasing bandwidth demand.
1.1 Context and motivation
The Internet is enabled by a physical network infrastructure capable of
transferring data across the globe. This complex structure can be di-
vided into three hierarchical levels which are called the core network,
the metro network and the access network (Fig. 1.1). The difference
is in their geographic coverage and data traffic capacity. The core net-
work is the backbone of the Internet and is made of links spanning up
1
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to several thousands of kilometres, connecting together large cities and
metropolitan areas inside a country or connecting different countries and
even continents. Core network links make use of the most refined tech-
nologies available to ensure the best performance. The metro network
connects the main distribution nodes to the closest core node and has
ranges of typically 40 to a few hundreds of km, 300-400 km, generally cov-
ering large cities or metropolitan areas. Fibre optics is a well-established
technology for core and metro networks because it offers unrivalled band-
width compared to other transmission mediums and the high installation
and operational costs are justified by the large amount of end customers
availing of these network links. Access networks cover the last span, from
the metro node to the customer premises, providing Internet connection
to the end users. Access hence needs a capillary structure in order to
provide appropriate geographic coverage, and at the same time suffers
from stricter cost restrictions due to the limited number of customers
availing of the network. Also the cost distribution is peculiar in access
networks where the equipment at the user side tends to be more cost crit-
ical than the one in the Central Office because it is dedicated for a single
customer and not shared among the network users. The global increase
of Internet traffic will affect all the network layers, however while core
and metro networks are already entirely relying on optical fibres, access
networks will have to go through an extensive upgrade of the physical
Figure 1.1: Structure of the Internet physical network layers. Adapted
from [2].
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layer which is still largely based on copper. Identifying the right com-
promise between performance and cost will be essential to encourage the
diffusion of optical technologies in the cost-constrained segment of access
networks.
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) latest 2017 statis-
tic report reveals that 3578 million people use the Internet. Worldwide,
53.6 % of households have access to the Internet through either wired
or wireless technology, a percentage that increase to 84.4 % when con-
sidering developed countries [3]. The global number of fixed-broadband
subscriptions has increased by 9 % annually in the last five years, from
2012 to 2017, and 330 million new fixed-broadband subscriptions have
been added. As of 2017 there are 998 million active fixed broadband
subscriptions [3]. DSL is still the dominant fixed-broadband technology
worldwide with 4.7 connections for every 100 inhabitants but is followed
closely by fibre to the home (FTTH) and fibre to the building (FTTB),
which account for 4.5 subscriptions per 100 inhabitants. The share of
fibre in total fixed-broadband subscriptions is highest in Asia and Pacific
countries and the Commonwealth of Independent States. An interest-
ing trend is that developing countries and least developed countries are
now deploying fibre infrastructure directly, leapfrogging cable and DSL
technology which have been instead re-used extensively in Europe in an
attempt to avoid or delay big capital investments needed to deploy new
fibre infrastructure. In the latest report from the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD) the percentage of broad-
band connections backed by optical fibre was 23.3 % among the adhering
countries, with peaks of above 70 % in countries as Korea and Japan
(Fig. 1.2) [4]. According to the same report, OECD countries have ex-
perienced an average 14.6 % increase in fibre subscription during 2017,
with Ireland measuring a striking 420 % [4].
The trend is clearly visible looking at how the distribution of access
broadband technologies in Sweden has evolved between 2013 and 2017
(Fig. 1.4) [5]. Fibre based Internet access has increased from 18 % to
51 % in the space of four years, absorbing customer segments from all
the alternative technologies which reported a decrease in the number of
subscriptions.
PONs are the preferred system deployed for optical access because
3
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Figure 1.2: Percentage of fibre based fixed-broadband in OECD coun-
tries, December 2017.
Figure 1.3: Fibre based fixed-broadband growth from December 2016 to
December 2017 in OECD countries.
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Figure 1.4: Access medium distribution between 2013 and 2017 in Sweden
[5].
they are a cost-effective point-to-multipoint solution that provides con-
nection from the metro node to a multitude of users allowing for partial
sharing of resources. Compared to other optical access solutions PONs
minimise the amount fibre and active components in the network allow-
ing for great reduction in the overall deployment and operational costs.
Point-to-point networks or active optical networks offer higher perfor-
mance to the customers but in many application their cost is prohibitive
for adoption. A recent report from Zion Market Research reveals that
the global Gigabit-capable passive optical network (G-PON) equipment
market is expected to reach a value of USD 25.82 billion by 2024, from
USD 5.50 billion in 2017, growing at a CAGR of around 24.72% between
2018 and 2024 [6]. The predicted growth in fibre access connections is
not only due to the residential fixed broadband demand but also to the
upcoming 5G mobile communication standard which will need a capillary
high performance underlying transport network [7–9].
In order to effectively tackle the rise in bandwidth demand, PONs
not only have to increase the number of installed systems but also their
capacity. Currently the majority of deployed networks are G-PON sys-
tems with asymmetric speed of 2.5 Gb/s in downstream and 1.25 Gb/s
upstream [10], and the most recent standards that can be adopted of-
fer either a 10 Gb/s symmetric transmission speed over a single wave-
length (XGS-PON), or up to 40 Gb/s with wavelength multiplexing
(next-generation passive optical network 2 (NG-PON 2)). In order to
5
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respond to the increasing pressure of delivering higher speed broadband
service, PONs with speed per wavelength above 10 Gb/s are currently
under standardisation by both the Institute of Electrical and Electron-
ics Engineers (IEEE) and the ITU with their 100G Ethernet passive
optical network (100G-EPON) and high-speed passive optical network
(HS-PON) respectively [11, 12]. Several technological challenges need to
be addressed to meet the physical requirements of these next generation
of networks. Improved bit-rate is desired, along with enhancement of
the physical reach and number of customers, all of which requires a new
family of technologies to be investigated and implemented.
1.2 Thesis overview
In this thesis a comprehensive approach is taken towards the develop-
ment of a 100 G PON based on wavelength multiplexing of four 25 Gb/s
channels. Figure 1.5 shows a simple schematic of a PON highlighting the
main impairments encountered in the implementation of higher perfor-
mance networks. The 100 G PONs will be based on multiple channels
with a bit-rate of 25 Gb/s. However, in order to improve the modu-
lation speed beyond 10 Gb/s, a new family of higher bandwidth opto-
electronic components is needed. The high cost of these devices might
be an obstacle for their adoption in access networks in the near future.
On the other hand, 10 G components are readily available for high vol-
ume production at an affordable price and can rely on a well established
fabrication process. More advanced modulation formats can be used to
Figure 1.5: Major impairments in PON systems addressed in this thesis.
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exploit more efficiently the available bandwidth and hence are seen as
promising solutions to enhance the bit-rate of the current generation of
optoelectronic devices in a cost-effective way. When the data transmis-
sion speed is increased, chromatic dispersion (CD) affects more heavily
the signal quality due to the higher symbol-rate and/or higher constel-
lation complexity. Hence, CD becomes a more serious impairment than
it is in legacy PONs and compensation strategies must be considered
to avoid irrecoverable signal distortions. Various compensation schemes
can be implemented, either optically or electronically and both at the
transmitter or the receiver to increase the transmission reach. The use
of higher speed data transmission also means that the minimum optical
power required at the receiver is higher. This, along with the insertion
losses of the additional components necessary to operate a multiple wave-
length network, means that optical amplification might be necessary in
next-generation networks in order to meet the power budget specification
of legacy systems. Different technologies and system architectures can
be adopted for both downstream and upstream amplification researching
the most cost-effective solution.
Outline of the thesis
The thesis presents a set of contributions towards the realisation of
100 Gb/s optical access networks addressing the most challenging tech-
nological aspects. In Chapter 2, optical access networks, PONs in par-
ticular, are introduced and the roadmap and challenges towards the re-
alisation of next-generation networks are discussed.
Chapter 3 addresses the issue of bandwidth limitation in PON
transceivers and introduces the use of more spectrally efficient modu-
lation formats to achieve higher bit-rate in a cost-effective way, open-
ing the possibility of re-using the previous generation of optoelectronic
devices. Three different intensity-modulation/direct-detection (IMDD)
modulation formats are analysed to address their potential to enable
25 Gb/s single channel traffic: discrete multitone (DMT), 4-level pulse-
amplitude modulation (PAM4) and electrical duo-binary (EDB). PAM4
and EDB are investigated in detail and their advantages over non-return
to zero (NRZ) in terms of bandwidth requirements and chromatic disper-
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sion tolerance are shown. For the more challenging burst-mode upstream
direction a novel linear burst-mode receiver (BM-Rx) is characterised us-
ing advanced modulation formats which require a linear channel. PAM4
is also demonstrated in a downstream application where it provides ex-
tension of the network power budget exploiting the distribution network
asymmetry without bit-rate reduction and/or optical amplification.
In Chapter 4 the limitations due to CD are addressed with two dif-
ferent approaches. The first solution investigated targets the upstream
direction and makes use of electronic linear filtering at the Central Office
to implement a burst-mode electronic dispersion compensation (EDC).
The second approach is intended for downstream traffic and adopts nar-
row optical filtering to implement a chirp managed laser (CML) trans-
mitter to reduce the effect of chirp during transmission over fibre. Both
solutions propose the use of a single device placed at the network Central
Office, either the upstream receiver or the downstream transmitter, to
provide cost-effective solutions attractive for access networks.
Chapter 5 describes optical amplification solutions, necessary to im-
prove the power budget of the network, focusing specifically on the up-
stream direction where burst-mode traffic compatibility must be ensured.
Raman based amplification is investigated in a configuration that pre-
serves the passive network structure, providing optical gain to the up-
stream transmission using high-power semiconductor laser pumps at the
Central Office. Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are proposed
for the realisation of a pre-amplified upstream receiver which performs
optical power equalisation of the incoming bursty traffic and makes use
of a simple AC coupled photoreceiver.
Figures 1.6 and 1.7 present an overview of the thesis contribution in
the context of the upcoming 100 G PON systems. In figure 1.6 the topics
presented in each Chapter are presented in the context of their impact on
PONs, where the aim is to increase the bit-rate and reach in both length
and number of users. More complex modulation formats are investi-
gated for both upstream and downstream purpose while other solutions
are tailored to a specific traffic direction. In particular, EDC and opti-
cal amplification are proposed for the upstream traffic while CMLs and
hierarchical modulation aim to improve the downstream performance.
Figure 1.7 shows the transceiver blocks impacted by the various solu-
8
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Figure 1.6: Overview of contributions presented in the thesis with rele-
vant Sections in brackets.
Figure 1.7: Areas of investigation in PONs addressed in this thesis.
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tions proposed. The majority of the contributions focus on the Central
Office transceiver since more complex technologies can be employed in
this location as the cost is shared among all the network users. This
transceiver could host the more expensive CML downstream transmitter
and upstream burst-mode receiver, either electrically or optically imple-
mented. To mitigate the effect of CD burst-mode EDC filtering can also
be added in the same receiver. The Central Office is also the site of the
Raman amplifier reach extender used for power budget extension.
10
2 Next Generation Passive Optical Networks
Optical access networks are a strong candidate among the technologies
supporting broadband services, competing with other solutions such as
copper (either twisted pair or coaxial) and wireless. The competition
is mostly driven by the search for the best compromise between a cost
affordable solution and its bandwidth. While copper is still largely em-
ployed, mostly because of legacy systems already in place which have
been constantly modernised, it is clear that optical fibre is the only tech-
nology which will be able to support the predicted growth in bandwidth
demand worldwide. This is confirmed by the observed migration towards
fibre based broadband at the expense of DSL and by the high volume
deployment of optical systems in developing countries instead of copper
based solutions.
In this Chapter, an overview of optical access systems is given in Sec-
tion 2.1 where PONs, which are the dominant technology in this segment,
are presented along with a brief historical evolution of PON standards.
Section 2.2 introduces the main metrics used throughout the thesis to
evaluate the performance of optical communication links. The funda-
mental aspects of bit error rate (BER) and eye diagram are presented.
In Section 2.3, the common impairments of optical communication sys-
tems are reported and in particular the ones which are more relevant
to PONs. Finally, Section 2.4 presents and introduces the 100 G PON
system currently under standardisation where research efforts are con-
centrated. The targets and main challenges in the realisation of this
next generation network are discussed.
11
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2.1 Optical access networks
Since the development of practical optical fibre communication systems,
the widespread introduction of optical based broadband access has been
predicted. The original vision was to replace the copper telephone lines
with fibre, but that has not happened rapidly. Instead, a wide variety of
architectures with deeper fibre penetration was developed where the fibre
network was taken closer to the end customer, including PON-based fi-
bre to the premises. When FTTH development began in the 1990s, both
fibre and the optoelectronic components needed to operate the network
were costly. This directed the majority of the work towards PON where
fibre and devices are shared, and that decision is responsible for the vast
majority of FTTH today being based on PON systems. PONs intrin-
sically have the advantage of reducing the number of transceiver at the
Central Office, compared to point-to-point alternatives, which results in
lower footprint and power consumption. It is interesting to note that the
original motivation of sharing expensive fibre and optics is not true any
more, with PON optical transceivers now available for less than $ 10 each
and optical fibre having a cost similar to copper twisted pairs. What still
holds is the high installation and operation cost of an extensive access net-
work and this has been the continuing reason for the dominance of PON
technologies, since they minimise the required network infrastructure and
require minimal maintenance compared to copper technologies [13]. An-
other advantage is the intrinsic traffic aggregation that is obtained with
the adoption of PONs. This simplifies the aggregation layer switch, gen-
erally Ethernet, that is located in the exchange node. As port count
is always limited, with a current generation PON the number of ports
of the switch matrix can be reduced, for example, by a factor of 32 or
64. The installation of this fibre infrastructure is the major cost, reach-
ing up to 80 % of the total cost for FTTH, so it is highly desirable to
reuse the infrastructure through several PON generations and possibly
for more than just a single service, for example combining residential and
business subscribers or mobile cell sites [14]. Since not all users are si-
multaneously active in a PON, the network capacity can be redistributed
between the users via dynamic bandwidth allocation in order to make a
more efficient usage of the available bandwidth. Statistical multiplexing
12
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is intrinsic in PONs and thanks to this, in order to offer the same quality
of service, a point-to-point network would require a higher aggregated
capacity.
Access networks are now becoming optical everywhere around the
globe, substituting the declining copper lines, all the way from the Cen-
tral Office up to the home/building or radio antenna. FTTH increases
the user bandwidth to hundreds of Mbit/s bidirectionally and does it at
a similar cost to copper access since the external plant is highly simpli-
fied by deploying common PONs, powering and maintenance are avoided
and it can even make local offices redundant. It is also possible to realise
intermediate network solutions, where the optical fibre is not reaching
the customer house but its premises. These are generally referred to as
fibre to the x (FTTx) and comprise fibre to the node (FTTN), fibre to
the cabinet (FTTC), FTTB and FTTH, which offer an increasing pen-
etration of fibre. The variety of fibre based solutions offers a degree of
flexibility in selecting the best trade-off between cost and performance
when a network is designed in a specific area.
Several topologies of optical access networks are possible, in particu-
lar point-to-point networks, active optical switched networks and PONs
(Figure 2.1). In point-to-point networks, the packet switching is per-
formed at the Central Office and every customer is provided with an
exclusively dedicated optical link. While this has the advantage of being
able to deliver a high bandwidth service, it is expensive to deploy and
operate because there is no resource sharing and the link costs have to
be covered by a single customer. Similar solutions have been adopted for
business customers with high bandwidth requirements and higher eco-
nomic budget available. In active optical networks, the packet switching
is relocated from the Central Office to a remote active node closer to the
customer premises. This allows for partial sharing of the fibre but at
the same time it introduces the need for a remote electrically powered
hardened cabinet. The introduction of a remote switching node reduces
the size of the Central Office switch, typically reducing the number of its
ports by between one and two orders of magnitude. In PONs the active
node is replaced with a passive optical splitter which does not require
power supply and the management of packet-based traffic is performed
at the Central Office. This provides a lean physical structure and max-
13
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Figure 2.1: Optical access networks architectures.
imises the sharing of optical fibre and devices. All of these networks
have had some successful commercial deployment, however, PONs are
the preferred solution thanks to their cost-effectiveness which is derived
from the efficient resource sharing [15].
PONs are point-to-multipoint networks with a tree architecture where
a single Central Office, also called the optical line terminal (OLT), is con-
nected to a node of the metro network on one side, and to multiple end
customers on the other side (Figure 2.2). The PON structure offers a
capillary access to the Internet network enabling end users to communi-
cate with the metro and core links. A PON typically consists of an OLT
and several optical network units (ONUs). In the simplest topology, an
optical trunk line (OTL) is the single span of fibre shared among all the
ONUs, at the end of which a passive optical splitter is located. The
splitter distributes identical copies of the downstream signal to all the
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ONUs and merges the upstream signals travelling from the users towards
the OLT. Single mode fibres (SMFs) are used in the network to ensure a
single-mode propagation regime and support higher physical reach than
would be possible with multi-mode fibres. While a double fibre config-
uration is possible, downstream and upstream generally coexist on the
same fibre using coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM), with
the two signals well spaced in frequency so that inexpensive filters can be
used to separate them. A time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol
is adopted to provide access to the medium to the users, with time-slots
exclusively dedicated to each ONU both for the downstream and up-
stream. While this is not of great difficulty for the downstream, it poses
more challenges in the upstream direction. In the downstream direction
the entirety of the transmission is detected by every ONU, as would hap-
pen in a broadcast scenario, and proper addressing and encoding ensure
that the intended payload is received and decoded by the correct ONU
only.
On the other hand, in the upstream the ONUs need to be synchro-
nised to ensure multiple transmissions are not happening during the same
time slot. Each ONU must ensure that its transmitter is switched on dur-
ing a limited time only and is in an off-state during the time dedicated
to other users’ transmissions. This type of traffic, where bursts are alter-
nated on the same channel, is called burst-mode and requires specifically
designed devices. Due to the asymmetric nature of the network and varia-
Figure 2.2: Passive optical network structure.
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tion in the transmitted optical powers, the optical bursts generated from
different ONUs reach the OLT receiver with a different optical power,
where the difference between the most and the least energetic bursts is
called the differential optical path loss. This introduces a dynamic range
(DR) in the traffic, which is determined by the combination of different
path losses along the network and different launched powers among the
ONUs, and its maximum value is typically limited to 20 dB in PON stan-
dards. This comes from the maximum difference of 15 dB in the optical
distribution network (ODN) losses and the variation in the ONU trans-
mitter power, limited to a maximum of 5 dB. A special optoelectronic
receiver, called BM-Rx, is needed at the OLT to properly decode the
signal without information loss. This receiver has to adjust to different
power levels as well as synchronise the phase on a burst-by-burst basis
in a short period of time in order to avoid large overhead transmission,
which would degrade the overall net bit-rate of the network. In order to
simplify their design BM-Rxs are usually equipped with electrical limit-
ing amplifiers, however the adoption of newer transmission technologies
is driving the necessity for a linear optical-electrical interface. A novel
linear burst-mode transimpedace amplifier (BM-TIA), which is a critical
building block of a BM-Rx, is presented in Section 3.3 of this work and
demonstrated to support an enhanced bit-rate in the upstream.
2.1.1 PON evolution roadmap
With the fibre reaching the user premises, and the bandwidth demands
exponentially increasing beyond 100 Mb/s per user and much more for
4G and 5G mobile front-hauling, telecommunication operators require an
unconstrained upgrade path towards a next generation of PON systems.
Operators will benefit from the huge potential bandwidth of the installed
fibre as only a small portion of the fibre bandwidth itself is exploited, with
the limiting factor typically being the transceivers. Different upgrade
strategies are being proposed by industry, standard bodies and research
institutions, but the architecture is always based on a point-to-multipoint
tree topology, sharing the maximum length of feeder fibre and OLT ports.
For several generations of PONs, it has been a key requirement from
network operators that these systems could coexist on the same fibre
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infrastructure as the previous ones. As well as facilitating the wholesale
reuse of the deployed fibre infrastructure, this also enables a smooth
evolution of individual subscribers from one system to the next, without
forced migration of all subscribers.
PON technology has gone through the standardisation of several sys-
tems from two standardisation bodies, the ITU and the IEEE. The ITU
started the development of its first standard, A-PON, in 1995 which
was a 155 Mb/s symmetric bi-directional transmission system. The fol-
lowing B-PON, G-PON and 10-Gigabit-capable passive optical network
(XG-PON) were mainly driven by the progress in the underlying opto-
electronics and kept a similar physical layer with progressively enhanced
rates [16,17]. Each system represented a four-fold speed increase but all
of these essentially used the same TDMA system, with wavelength divi-
sion multiplexing (WDM) for co-existence of upstream and downstream
traffic over a single fibre splitter-based PON [13]. The latest of these
single channel systems is XG-PON which has a downstream capacity of
10 Gb/s over a single channel, and 2.5 Gb/s in upstream. The IEEE
variants were Ethernet passive optical network (EPON) and 10G EPON
which had significant deployment in Japan and South Korea, while ITU
standards have been more common in North America and Europe. Un-
like the copper access systems, the upgrade of PON does not require
changes to the optical fibre network infrastructure: all of the systems
Figure 2.3: Evolution of PON standards capacities in 20 years.
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have the same reach and power budget, and the bandwidth of the fibre
is far wider than any other access system could use. This is important
to justify the business case for fibre deployment, since it is so expensive
and, therefore, must be amortised over as long a period as possible. In
all likelihood, the PONs being deployed today will still be in use decades
from now. This has also motivated the coexistence capability of all these
systems: it is possible to operate three generations of PON system on a
single system [13].
The first system to be developed beyond 10 Gb/s operation was the
NG-PON 2 standard. The ITU NG-PON 2 was a big evolutionary jump
from the previous systems in that it introduced multi wavelength opera-
tion in order to reach total bandwidths of 40 Gb/s [18]. This was the first
standard with 4 to 8 WDM channels which uses time and wavelength di-
vision multiplexing (TWDM) channels at 2.5 to 10 Gb/s and also allows
the possibility of point-to-point WDM dedicated channels. This consid-
erably increased device complexity and raised channel crosstalk issues, as
the system must keep the ONU transmissions separated in wavelength as
well as time. This requires the ONU laser to be very spectrally pure and
well controlled, with minimal energy in other channels, and the ONUs
need to be tunable to select the desired channel. The NG-PON 2 has
been an ambitious step and the development of the necessary optoelec-
tronics did not follow quickly at an affordable cost. Research on enabling
devices is still ongoing and cost reduction will happen, but it will take
time. This caused an impasse, as operators have gigabit rate PONs that
they would like to upgrade and are not willing to wait. This helped to
motivate the latest ITU PON standard, XGS-PON, which is a symmet-
rical version of XG-PON with 10 Gb/s upstream and downstream [19].
This standard provides a solution to increase the bit-rate to a symmetric
10 Gb/s without the complexity of WDM operation and can respond
to the operators’ need for increased bandwidth while waiting for WDM
optoelectronics to be available at a commercial scale.
2.2 Performance metrics
The quality of a transmission link is ultimately described by its accuracy
in delivering a message, hence the number of errors that are introduced in
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the original data sequence during modulation, propagation and reception
of the lightwave signal is of primary concern.
2.2.1 Bit error rate
The bit error rate (BER) is used to quantify the probability of having
errors in the signal and is defined as the ratio between the number of bits
erroneously detected and total number of transmitted bits:
BER =
nerrors
nbits
(2.1)
In a simple binary system, with modulated symbols being 0 and 1, the
BER is expressed as
BER = p0P (1|0) + p1P (0|1) = 1
2
[P (0|1) + P (1|0)] (2.2)
which is the weighted sum of the probabilities for a transmitted 0 to be
detected as 1, and for a 1 being detected as 0. In a binary transmission
of a random or pseudo-random data pattern, p0 = p1 =
1
2
.
The BER of a signal depends on its statistical properties which are
determined by noise and distortions. In a thermal noise limited scenario
the noise can be described by Gaussian statistics with zero mean and
variance σ2, with normal distribution expressed as
f(x|mean, variance) = f(x|µ, σ2) = 1
σ
√
2pi
e−
(x−µ)2
2σ2 . (2.3)
It is useful to introduce the error function and complementary error func-
tion as follows:
erf(x) =
2√
pi
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt , erfc(x) = 1−erf(x) = 2√
pi
∫ ∞
x
e−t
2
dt
(2.4)
For a binary constellation signal affected by additive-white-Gaussian-
noise (AWGN), in which I0 and I1 are the average photo-current for
symbols 0 and 1 respectively, σ0, σ1 their respective noise variances, and
the symbol decision threshold is set at a current Ith (Figure 2.4), the
following expressions are obtained [20,21]:
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P (0|1) = 1
σ1
√
2pi
∫ Ith
−∞
e
− (I−I1)2
2σ21 dI =
1
2
erfc
(
I1 − Ith√
2σ1
)
(2.5)
P (1|0) = 1
σ0
√
2pi
∫ +∞
Ith
e
− (I−I0)2
2σ20 dI =
1
2
erfc
(
Ith − I0√
2σ0
)
(2.6)
BER =
1
4
[
erfc
(
I1 − Ith√
2σ1
)
+ erfc
(
Ith − I0√
2σ0
)]
(2.7)
The decision current threshold Ith is optimal when:
(Ith − I0)2
2σ20
=
(I1 − Ith)2
2σ21
+ log
(
σ1
σ0
)
. (2.8)
In AWGN conditions at the receiver, the same noise variance is observed
for both symbols, σ1 = σ0, and, hence, the last term of Equation 2.8 is
null. This is because thermal noise is independent of the average photo-
current and, hence, affects in equal measure both symbols. The value of
Ith that minimises the BER is obtained from:
(Ith − I0)
σ0
=
(I1 − Ith)
σ1
. (2.9)
Introducing the quality factor Q as:
Q =
I1 − I0
σ1 + σ0
(2.10)
the signal BER is then determined by the Q parameter:
BER =
1
2
erfc
(
Q√
2
)
(2.11)
Figure 2.4: Gaussian distribution of binary symbols and decision regions.
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A similar equation can be obtained for higher order amplitude mod-
ulation constellations with M equidistant symbols, such as PAM4 for
M = 4. Under the AWGN assumption, for an average photo-current Iavg
and with equal noise distribution σN for every modulated symbol, the
symbol error rate (SER) results in [22,23]:
SER =
M − 1
M
erfc
(
Iavg√
2σN(M − 1)
)
=
M − 1
M
erfc
(
SNR√
2(M − 1)
)
.
(2.12)
When Gray coding is used,
BER ' 1
log2M
SER (2.13)
is also valid as it is assumed that nearly all errors arise between neigh-
bouring regions in which the encoded words only differ by one bit.
2.2.2 Eye diagram
The eye diagram is a visually intuitive instrument which provides an
insight into the quality of the signal and the impairments of the trans-
mission link [23]. An eye diagram is so called because of its resem-
blance to a human eye, for a binary modulation, and is obtained by
superimposing multiple traces of the same signal. As a general exam-
ple of how to generate an eye diagram, a long pseudo random binary
sequence (PRBS) sequence, ak, is transmitted over a channel at a fre-
quency R = 1
T
. Portions of the received sequence taken at intervals
[t1, t1 +T ), [t1 +T, t1 + 2T ), [t1 + 2T, t1 + 3T ), ... are mapped on the same
interval of length T (Figure 2.5). Because of the way this is constructed,
every trace of the diagram carries the information of its previous sym-
bols in the profile of its rising or falling edge. The use of a high order
PRBS sequence in particular is important to ensure that inter-symbol
interference (ISI) contributions are captured in the eye diagram.
Looking at Figure 2.6 the height a of the eye diagram is an indica-
tor of the noise immunity of the system which depends on the spacing
between two symbols’ average photo-currents and the noise distribution
affecting them. The width b indicates the immunity with respect to phase
deviations from the optimum sampling point. The histograms on the side
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Figure 2.5: Generation of an eye diagram through superposition of de-
layed copies of a waveform.
Figure 2.6: Binary eye diagram with constellation symbol distributions
at the sampling point.
show the distribution of the received constellation symbols measured at
the optimum sampling point.
Figure 2.7 shows eye diagrams, along with the corresponding symbols
probability distribution at the sampling point, for various common im-
pairments of optical communication links. It is easy to distinguish how
the symbol’s Gaussian distribution in the first example suggests the pres-
ence of thermal noise while the multiple traces obtained for bandwidth
limitations and chromatic dispersion are a clear sign of ISI. In the case of
electrical bandwidth limitations the eye diagram is symmetric as the slow
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Figure 2.7: Effect of various optical link impairments on a binary eye
diagram.
pulse response affects similarly the rising and falling edge of the signal.
For distortions caused by chromatic dispersion instead, the eye diagram
is asymmetric and more features appear on the high power symbols.
2.3 PON impairments
The required increase of bit-rate and reach of PONs poses new challenges
on the physical layer design in order to meet the desired performance in
a cost-effective way. Performance limitations in optical communication
systems are due to both optoelectronic components and the optical fibre
through which the signal propagates. In this Section the aspects most
relevant to PONs are introduced and discussed while factors that have a
significant impact on higher capacity systems are omitted.
2.3.1 Optoelectronics impairments
Optoelectronic devices are employed in the transceivers to achieve optical
modulation, by means of either direct modulation or external modula-
tion, and optical to electrical signal conversion at the receiver. Modu-
lators and photodetectors determine the maximum symbol-rate that the
system can achieve because of their finite bandwidth. Photodiodes intro-
duce noise when the incident optical signal is converted into an electrical
signal and this behaviour is governed by different noise mechanisms.
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Optoelectronics bandwidth
The limited bandwidth of the frequency-response of the optoelectronic
devices at the transmitter and receiver limits the Baud-rate of the data
signal that can be supported without introduction of a high amount of ISI
and the consequent degradation in performance. The bandwidth critical
components in a PON are generally the electronic driver circuitry and
modulator at the transmitter, the photodiode and the transimpedance
amplifier (TIA) at the receiver.
Message symbols are transmitted in a sequence at a rate called the
Baud-rate of the transmission, where one Baud equals one symbol per
second. If the channel bandwidth is limited, as if a low-pass filter is ap-
plied, symbol pulses are spread out in time, or dispersed. A minimum
interval between pulses must be ensured to avoid ISI between successive
pulses. The maximum symbol rate supported in a transmission link is
therefore limited by the channel bandwidth. From the Nyquist crite-
rion, symbols may be communicated without ISI at a modulation rate of
R = 1
T
, where T is the symbol period, provided that the channel has a
bandwidth equal to at least 1
2T
[23]. Optimised filter shapes can be used
to ensure transmission of pulses at the Nyquist rate without ISI, however
their implementation can be costly for access systems. In a practical NRZ
system, the optimum receiver bandwidth required to limit the degrada-
tion introduced by ISI is 2
3
of the Baud-rate, or equal to the Baud-rate
for systems operating away from a thermal noise limited regime [24–26].
In optical transceivers, bandwidth limitations arise from the mod-
ulation bandwidth of the transmitter and the frequency response of
the receiver. High bandwidth directly modulated lasers (DMLs) or
electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) for the transmitter, and positive-
intrinsic-negatives (PINs) or avalanche photodiodes (APDs) for the re-
ceiver, are more expensive, more power hungry and ensuring sufficient
yield requires the development of robust fabrication processes. Also, the
electronic driver and TIA circuits need to be designed with sufficient
bandwidth in order to work at the desired bit-rate. Hence, the increase
of signal Baud-rate might not be achievable due to the lack of availabil-
ity of affordable optoelectronics and this drives the research into more
spectrally compact modulation formats where more bits per symbol are
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encoded. The use of multi-level modulation formats beyond binary sig-
nalling is a possible solution because at the same Baud-rate, and hence
required bandwidth, these can enhance the information content of the
transmission system.
Photo-receiver noise
An optoelectronic receiver detects the incoming optical signal and con-
verts it into the electrical domain for further processing and data re-
covery. In optical communications such a receiver uses a photodiode
to convert the incident light into a photo-current. In photodiodes the
current generated is proportional to the power of the incident electro-
magnetic radiation, rather than its amplitude, and they are hence called
square-law detectors. The linear relation between photo-current, iP , and
incident optical power, POPTin , is expressed as:
iP (t) = RPOPTin(t) (2.14)
where the parameter R [A/W ] is called responsivity and indicates the
efficiency of the light conversion process in the diode. A photodiode has
both an optical and an electrical bandwidth. The former is determined
by the dependence of R on the wavelength and determines the optical
frequency interval in which the receiver can operate with sufficient effi-
ciency. This is determined by the characteristics of the semiconductor
material employed for the fabrication of the diode, which has a range
of wavelengths where stimulated absorption occurs for a significant por-
tion of the incident light. The electrical bandwidth is the frequency up
to which the diode can generate an electrical signal proportional to the
time-varying optical input power. This is described by the 3 dB cut-
off of the frequency response and determines the maximum Baud-rate
supported by the receiver without introducing ISI.
The most common type of semiconductor detector is the PIN pho-
todiode in which an intrinsic region, with very light or no doping, is
inserted in between a p-n junction. The name PIN photodiodes derives
from the alternation of positive, intrinsic and negative doped layers in the
semiconductor structure. The intrinsic region is generally wide so that
the absorption of the incoming photons has greater probability of tak-
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ing place in the intrinsic region rather than in the p-doped or n-doped
regions. Because of the very low density of free carriers in the intrin-
sic region and its high resistivity, the applied bias drops almost entirely
across the i-region. The high electric field across the intrinsic region en-
sures that the electron-hole pairs generated in the intrinsic region are
separated and drift rapidly to the n- and p- contact [20, 27, 28]. The
electrical bandwidth of a PIN photodiode depends on the time needed
by the electron and holes to travel from the stimulated absorption region
to the electrical contacts and, hence, is ultimately limited by the transit
time across the i-region. The second important factor in determining the
receiver bandwidth is the time constant of the electrical circuit used to
process the diode photo-current, in particular its RC constant. In high-
speed applications it is hence desirable for the photodiode to have small
capacitance.
When the photodiode noise is taken in account the output current
can be expressed as
iP = RPOPTin + id + iν (2.15)
where the first of the noise terms is the dark current id, which is the
current generated in the photodiode without any input optical power.
Dark current originates from thermally generated electron hole pairs and
is generally negligible in communication photodiodes compared to other
noise sources. The term iν is the noise generated by the detector which,
in a PIN photodiode, is the sum of thermal noise and shot noise.
Thermal noise
Thermal noise is generated in all resistive materials and is dependent on
the temperature and electrical bandwidth of the measuring system. In
a resistive material at a finite temperature the electrons are in constant
random motion, colliding with each other and with atoms of the material.
As each electron carries a charge, its motion produces a short impulse of
current. The average value of the currents generated in this process is
zero, which means there is no overall charge transport, however the large
amount of electrons and collisions causes a measurable alternating com-
ponent with a statistical power distribution which sums to the detected
signal [29]. The thermal noise could be reduced by cooling the system
or changing the resistor value, although the latter has repercussions on
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the achievable bandwidth. In a photo-receiver, the load resistor adds
this fluctuating current, known as thermal noise, to the photo-current
generated by the diode. The variance of the thermal noise is
σ2th =
4kBT
RL
Be (2.16)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the material absolute temperature
in [K], RL the value of the load resistor and Be is the receiver electrical
bandwidth. Taking into account only the thermal noise, the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) of the detected signal can be expressed as
SNR =
i2P
σ2th
=
(RPOPT )
2RL
4kBTBe
. (2.17)
When the detector operates in this thermal-noise limited regime, the SNR
is proportional to the square of the incoming optical power, because the
thermal noise is only dependent on the receiver temperature and band-
width. The thermal noise in a real system is mostly determined by the
characteristics of the TIA used, after the photodiode, for amplification
of the photo-current.
Shot noise
Shot noise in electronic circuits consists of random fluctuations of the
electric current due to the discrete nature of charged particles. It origi-
nates from the fact that an electron is generated by each incident photon,
but the process happens at random times following a Poisson distribu-
tion. The random generation time of electrons in response to a constant
optical signal creates a current fluctuation, called shot noise, whose vari-
ance is
σ2sh = 2qiPBe (2.18)
where q is the electronic charge q = 1.602 · 10−19 C. Considering only
the contribution of shot noise, the SNR at the detector can be expressed
as
SNR =
i2P
σ2sh
=
RPOpt
2qBe
. (2.19)
For a shot limited system the SNR varies linearly with the incident optical
power, differently from the thermal noise, because the amount of shot
noise generated is itself proportional to the signal photo-current.
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The total noise current, ignoring the dark current, is obtained by
adding the thermal and shot noise contributions and its variance is given
by
σ2N = σ
2
th + σ
2
sh =
4kBT
RL
Be + 2qiPBe (2.20)
from which the SNR of the signal results in
SNR =
i2P
σ2sh
=
RPOpt
4kBTBe + 2qBe
. (2.21)
It can be observed that in order to obtain σ2sh > σ
2
th the optical input
power must satisfy
Pin >
2kBT
qRRL
(2.22)
and assuming room temperature conditions of T = 300 K, and R = 50 Ω
impedance matching, this results in a discriminant Pin ' 1 mW. In
non amplified optical communication systems it is hence common for a
receiver to be operated in the thermal noise limited regime.
Sensitivity
The noise equivalent power (NEP) of a PIN photodiode is by definition
the optical input power which produces an additional output power iden-
tical to the noise power, for a certain electrical bandwidth, Be. In this
condition the SNR is equal to 1. The NEP is expressed in pW
√
Hz and
the minimum detectable power for a given receiver electrical bandwidth,
Be, is
Pfloor = NEP
√
Be . (2.23)
In a thermal noise limited scenario where σ0 = σ1 and assuming negligible
current associated to the constellation symbol 0 (I0 = 0), the quality
factor Q introduced in equation 2.10 is equal to:
Q =
I1
2σ0
=
√
SNR
2
. (2.24)
Using Equation 2.11, a BER estimation can then be obtained for a given
NEP and Be as a function of the received optical power, which determines
the signal SNR. Assuming 50% duty cycle of the binary modulation the
optical power of a modulated 1, Psig1 , is twice the average incident power
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Psig into the photodiode. The SNR is equal to
SNR =
Psig1
Pfloor
=
2Psig
Pfloor
. (2.25)
The condition I0 = 0, used to derive the approximate Equation 2.24,
is based on the assumption that the signal has a high extinction ratio
(ER). In PONs, where the ER can be lower than 5 dB, a more rigorous
analysis is needed in order to take in account the not negligible power of
modulated zeros.
The curve in Figure 2.8 shows the theoretical derivation of the BER
as a function of the received optical power when only the effect of thermal
noise is taken into consideration. For the calculations, a receiver band-
width of 8 GHz and NEP of 25 pW
√
Hz were used. The received optical
power that corresponds to a specific BER, for example 10−3 which is a
common reference value for pre-forward error correction (FEC) applica-
tion, is called sensitivity and is a metric used to compare the performance
of a system. The presence of additional sources of impairments in the
system, for example bandwidth restrictions or CD, has the effect of re-
quiring more optical power at the receiver side to obtain the same BER,
and hence worsen the sensitivity.
Figure 2.8: BER of a thermal noise limited 10 Gb/s NRZ OOK trans-
mission.
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2.3.2 Fibre impairments
A lightwave signal travelling through a fibre is subjected to many effects
limiting the performance of an optical communication system, especially
as the bit-rates or fibre distances are increased. An optical pulse prop-
agating along a fibre is affected by both dispersive and nonlinear effects
which change the shape and spectrum of the original pulse. The linear
effects, which are the most relevant to PONs, are explained in more de-
tail in this Section and a brief introduction is given to the fibre nonlinear
phenomena.
Fibre attenuation
When an optical beam propagates through an optical fibre its power
is reduced due to various sources of attenuation affecting the travelling
electromagnetic radiation. The amplitude, A(L), of a signal propagating
along a fibre at the length L can be expressed as
A(L) = A(0)e−L
α
2 (2.26)
where A(0) is the electrical field at the input, for a fibre length equal
to zero, and α is the attenuation coefficient. The signal optical power,
|A(L)|2, decreases exponentially along the fibre, as expressed by e−Lα.
Because of the exponential dependence, α is generally expressed in dB
per length unit, and its relation to the linear attenuation coefficient is:
αdB = −10
L
log
[
P (L)
P (0)
]
' 4.343 α . (2.27)
The fibre attenuation has both intrinsic causes, due to intrinsic properties
of the silica glass, and extrinsic factors caused by material impurities and
manufacturing processes.
The intrinsic attenuation is due to material absorption and Raleigh
scattering [20]. Intrinsic material absorption losses are due to the elec-
tronic and vibrational resonances associated with the specific molecules.
In the case of silica, electronic resonances occur in the ultraviolet region,
for wavelengths shorter than 0.4 µm, where the energy of the radiation
is sufficient to move electrons of the silica molecules from the valence to
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the conduction band, with consequent radiation absorption. This phe-
nomenon is negligible in the infrared region, where vibrational resonances
occur instead for wavelengths above 1.6 µm. The interaction between the
atomic structure and the electromagnetic field increases the vibrational
energy of the former and provokes attenuation of the latter. Intrinsic
material absorption for silica is lower than 0.1 dB/km in the wavelength
region between 0.8 µm and 1.6 µm.
Rayleigh scattering is a loss mechanism that arises from localised mi-
croscopic fluctuations in the material density. This inhomogeneous den-
sity is caused by the random movement of silica molecules in the molten
state which are then frozen in place when the glass is cooled during fab-
rication. The resultant microscopic density variations cause fluctuations
of the refractive index at a scale smaller than the optical wavelength
of the light propagating through the fibre. In such a material the light
scattering takes place in the form of Rayleigh scattering. When light is
scattered by particles which are very small compared to the wavelength,
the ratio of the amplitude of the vibrations of the scattered and incident
light varies inversely as the square of the wavelength. Hence the intensity
of the light scales as the inverse fourth power, or αR ∝ 1λ4 .
Extrinsic absorption is caused by the presence of impurities in the sil-
ica fibre introduced during the manufacturing process. The main source
of extrinsic absorption is due to the presence of water vapour in the form
of hydroxide ion, OH−. The ion vibrational states cause absorption
peaks at wavelengths of 0.95 µm, 1.24 µm and 1.38 µm when residual
water vapour is present in silica fibre. At 1.38 µm the OH− absorption
is 48 dB/km · ppmw (parts per million weight), hence the need for mod-
ern manufacturing to reduce the OH− ion concentration below 10−8 to
lower the 1.38 µm absorption peak below 1 dB/km. Figure 2.9 shows the
attenuation profile of different silica fibres in the range of wavelengths
commonly employed for telecommunications and the communication win-
dows that are commonly used, corresponding to the low absorption region
of the wavelength spectrum. It can be appreciated from the graph how
the fabrication process has been improved over the years to suppress the
attenuation peak caused by the presence of the hydroxide ion.
Attenuation can also be induced by curvatures in the optical guide
and these can be distinguished as macro-bending losses and micro-
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Figure 2.9: SMF attenuation profile for different generations of fibre and
transmission windows used for optical communication [30].
bending losses [31]. The first occur when the fibre is bent and, as a
result, the propagating mode hits the core cladding interface at an angle
that does not ensure total internal reflection and generates leakage into
the cladding. The macro-bending losses are proportional to the bending
radius and also depend on the radiation wavelength. To avoid them care
must be taken during the cabling installation phase to avoid sharp bend-
ing of the fibre. Micro-bending losses, on the other hand, are caused by
small, random curvatures in the fibre which are induced during manu-
facturing and cabling. Micro-bending losses also transfer power from the
guided modes to irradiated modes in the cladding and their magnitude
increases with wavelength.
Attenuation in an optical communication system decreases the op-
tical power reaching the receiver, thereby lowering its SNR and limit-
ing the reach of a transmission within which the receiver sensitivity is
met. In state-of-the-art fibre manufacturing attenuation coefficients be-
low 0.2 dB/km can be achieved, in the 1.5 µm region.
Dispersion
In an optical communication system dispersion is the dependence of the
group velocity on the signal wavelength, or on the propagation mode.
Dispersion generally causes broadening in time of a light pulse as it
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propagates along the fibre. However, with engineering of the transmit-
ted signal, chromatic dispersion can also lead to pulse compression. The
spreading out of the pulse causes ISI which introduces distortions and
limits the data-rate and maximum length of the optical link. Various
dispersive phenomena take place in optical fibre systems.
Modal dispersion
Multimode optical fibres have a core diameter ranging between 50 µm
and 80 µm, which, at optical communication frequencies, allows the prop-
agation of multiple modes. When in a lightwave signal travelling through
a multimode fibre several propagation modes are excited, each of these
modes travels at a different speed through a fibre span. The broadening
of a light pulse due to different propagation speed of the modes is known
as multi-path dispersion, or modal dispersion. In a multimode fibre dif-
ferent rays travel along paths of different lengths. As a result, these rays
are dispersed in time at the end of the fibre, even if they travelled at the
same speed within the silica fibre. Because different modes are associated
with different light paths, the mode following the shortest overall path
near the centre of the core arrives at the end of the fibre before the mode
following the longer outer path. In a multimode fibre an optical pulse
may comprise a significant number of modes and, hence, the potential
for pulse broadening and signal degradation due to modal dispersion is
considerable. A short pulse would broaden significantly as a result of
different path lengths.
A multimode transmission system has to be designed in order to avoid
temporal overlap of components from different propagation modes, and
this heavily limits the achievable Baud-rate and/or reach. Due to the
low cost and ease of connection, multimode fibres are still the choice for
short reach applications where the limited length of the transmission link
keeps the overall modal dispersion low. The natural way of eliminating
modal dispersion is to use SMFs where the pulse propagation is limited
to a single mode regime thanks to the smaller core diameter. All the
analysis and experiments presented in this thesis are performed using
SMFs, which are the only type of fibre employed in PONs, hence modal
dispersion is not taken into account.
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Chromatic dispersion
In SMF, the dimension of the core ensures that only a fundamental mode
is propagating along the fibre, thereby eliminating the possible impact
of modal dispersion in the channel. This provides a great advantage
over multi-mode fibres, where dispersion of the propagation modes is
generally the major impairment that limits the transmission distance.
However, even for single mode propagation, CD causes time broadening
of a transmitted pulse. CD is caused by the frequency dependence of the
fibre refractive index, which means the various spectral components of a
signal propagate with a different group velocity. This dispersion causes
the transmitted pulses to spread in time by an amount determined by
the length of fibre used. If the symbols broaden beyond their symbol
period, invading the neighbouring symbols period, ISI is introduced (Fig-
ure 2.10). It is also possible, however, with the use of chirped laser at
the transmitter, to achieve compression of the optical pulse propagating
through a dispersive fibre.
A specific spectral component with a frequency ω propagates along
the fibre with a group velocity vg defined as
vg =
(
dβ
dω
)−1
(2.28)
where β is the propagation constant which uniquely determines a mode
describing how its phase varies along the propagation direction. The fre-
quency dependence of the group velocity causes pulse broadening because
the various spectral components of the pulse do not arrive simultaneously
at the fibre output, dispersing during propagation. The parameter β2,
called group velocity dispersion, determines how much an optical pulse
Figure 2.10: Inter-symbol interference caused by pulse spreading over
dispersive fibre.
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broadens during fibre propagation and is defined as
β2 =
d2β
dω2
(2.29)
which is expressed in [ps2/km]. In fibre communication systems it is more
common to define CD as a function of wavelength instead of frequency (
ω = 2pic
λ
) by introducing the parameter D:
D =
dβ1
dλ
=
d
dω
(
1
vg
)
dω
dλ
= −2pic
λ2
β2 (2.30)
whose unit is [ps/(nm km)]. CD can be positive or negative, using either
the parameter D or β2. Rewriting β2 as:
β2 =
d2β
dω2
=
dβ1
dω
=
d
dω
(
1
vg
)
= − 1
v2g
dvg
dω
(2.31)
offers a more physical interpretation of CD, observing that vg is the group
velocity. For CD to be non zero it means that vg is dependent on the
frequency and, hence, the spectral components of the signal travel with
different velocities. In particular, for β2 > 0, or D < 0, high frequen-
cies have a lower propagation speed than the lower frequencies and this
regime is called normal dispersion. For D > 0, higher frequencies have a
higher group velocity and this is the common case of anomalous disper-
sion observed in SMF for signals above the zero dispersion wavelength,
around 1.3 µm. CD is one of the most serious impairments for transmis-
sion around 1.55 µm in SMFs when the Baud-rate is increased because
the same amount of pulse broadening causes heavier ISI when the sym-
bol period is reduced. The induced ISI places a limit on the maximum
distance a signal can reach without being regenerated or without using
dispersion compensation techniques. CD effect is particularly evident
when the transmitted signal is chirped, as it is common when employing
cost-effective transmitters such as DMLs and EAMs.
The total CD is the sum of three different contributions: material dis-
persion, waveguide dispersion and profile dispersion. Material dispersion
is caused by the dependence of the silica refractive index on the wave-
length of the propagating signal. Material dispersion occurs also in a
homogeneous medium and, for silica, it is positive for wavelengths above
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1.27 µm and negative otherwise. Waveguide dispersion is caused by the
guiding properties of the fibre which change with the signal frequency.
When the frequency nears the fibre cut-off frequency the propagating
mode tends to irradiate in the cladding. On the other hand, for increas-
ing signal frequencies the mode is confined in the core. This means the
structure of the propagating mode, and consequentially its propagation
constant, is dependent on the signal frequency. In the telecommunica-
tion windows region, waveguide dispersion is always negative for SMF
but the index profile can be engineered to create fibre with shifted zero-
dispersion. Profile dispersion is again caused by the frequency depen-
dence of the refractive index. The refractive index varies differently for
core and cladding because of their different doping. As a result, signals at
different frequencies experience a different index-profile between core and
cladding. This dispersion is, however, negligible in SMF when compared
to the two described above.
The CD effect does not disappear completely when operating at the
zero dispersion wavelength as the pulse still broadens due to higher order
dispersive effects. It can be intuitively noted that D cannot be null for
all the frequencies of the pulse spectrum. The higher-order dispersive
effects are dependent on the dispersion slope S [20]
S =
dD
dλ
(2.32)
also called the differential dispersion parameter. This also plays an im-
portant role in WDM systems where different channels experience a dif-
ferent amount of CD and simultaneous compensation for all channels
becomes more difficult. Higher-order dispersion effects did not play a
relevant role in this thesis and hence are not discussed further.
Polarisation mode dispersion (PMD)
A single mode fibre, despite the name, is not truly single mode because it
can support propagation of two degenerate modes polarised in orthogonal
directions. In ideal optical fibres, these two modes have identical prop-
agation properties and are indistinguishable. In reality, however, fibre
birefringence, which is the difference in refractive index experienced by
light in different polarisation modes, causes the two polarisation modes
to become slightly non-degenerate. The two polarisation states, propa-
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gating in the x- and y-directions respectively, are called principal states
of polarisation and they are characterised by different mode propagation
constants. Birefringence is caused by minute waveguide asymmetries
either due to intrinsic perturbations, for example manufacturing imper-
fections that cause non-circular geometry of the core, or extrinsic pertur-
bations such as pressure, vibrations, bending and temperature variations.
In conventional single-mode fibres, birefringence is not constant along the
fibre but changes randomly, both in magnitude and direction, because
of variations in the core shape (elliptical rather than circular) and the
anisotropic stress acting on the core. PMD is a source of pulse broadening
caused by fibre birefringence. If the input pulse excites both polarization
components it becomes broader as the two components disperse along
the fibre because of their different group velocities. In other words, the
PMD resulting from fibre birefringence leads to fast and slow modes of
propagation and, consequently, to dispersion.
The extent of pulse broadening can be estimated from the time delay
occurring between the two polarisation components of the optical pulse
for a given length L. However, in real optical fibres, the birefringence
changes randomly along the fibre and these changes tend to average the
propagation time for the principal states of polarisation. PMD can hence
be characterised by a root mean square value obtained by averaging the
random perturbations which is proportional to
√
L. Because of the
√
L
dependence, PMD induced pulse broadening is relatively weak compared
to the broadening caused by CD.
PMD can become a limiting factor at higher Baud-rates, for exam-
ple 40 GBd or higher, or in systems designed to operate near the zero-
dispersion wavelength of the fibre over long distances. All the experi-
mental results presented in this thesis were carried out at either bit-rates
or transmission distances not high enough to allow PMD to become a
limiting factor in comparison to other impairments such as CD.
Nonlinear effects
Nonlinear effects are phenomena dependent on the intensity of the elec-
tromagnetic field under consideration. In optical fibres nonlinear re-
sponses of the silica become significant for intense electromagnetic radi-
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ations and are due to changes of the refractive index with the optical
intensity or inelastic scattering phenomena.
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)
SBS causes a loss of power of the incident wave which is governed by
an intensity dependent attenuation constant. The intensity of the scat-
tered light grows exponentially with the power of the optical signal. The
scattering of an incident photon interacting with the dielectric medium
results in the emission of a photon with lower energy, while the energy
difference is released in the form of a phonon. SBS is a narrow band effect
with a typical bandwidth of 50 MHz compared to signals operating in the
terahertz range. The physical process underpinning SBS is the tendency
of materials to compress in the presence of an electric field. As a result, an
oscillating electric field generates an acoustic wave at a certain frequency
which modulates the refractive index of the fibre. The resulting periodic
variation behaves similarly to a Bragg grating causing back-reflections
of the incident beam. The virtual grating moves with a certain acoustic
velocity that depends on the material of the medium, and in silica fibres
it causes a shift of approximately 11 GHz at 1.55 µm between the original
and reflected signals. Because of its mechanism the scattering only takes
place in the backward direction. A common method to suppress SBS is
to inject a lightwave signal with a large optical bandwidth. This broad-
ens the Brillouin gain spectrum and, accordingly, reduces the peak gain,
hence the scattering becomes significant only at higher signal powers. In
PONs, where it is common to employ DML transmitters, which have a
broad demission spectrum, SBS is usually not relevant.
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
SRS is also an inelastic scattering but is caused by the interaction be-
tween the vibrational states of the atoms in the medium and the incident
optical signal. A portion of the photons propagating through the fibre
excites the atoms to higher energy vibrational states. This results in
the emission of a lower energy photon whereas the remaining energy is
absorbed by the silica glass molecules’ excited vibrational state. The
SRS effect occurs in both co- and counter-propagating directions in opti-
cal fibre. The vibrational energy of the silica determines the bandwidth
and optical shift of the Raman effect which extends over a much larger
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frequency range of more than 20 THz, with two peaks at 13 THz and
15 THz [20]. SRS effects are generally negligible in single wavelength
PON systems which operate at relatively low power. However, when
multiple PON systems are co-existing on the same optical fibre, Raman
effects can cause modulation crosstalk between the signals and power de-
pletion of the signals at shorter wavelengths. Some mitigation techniques
have been taken in consideration for similar scenarios in the NG-PON
2 standard, where there are consideration on Raman crosstalk between
G-PON and ngpon2 downstream [18]. SRS is treated in more detail in
Section 5.1 of this thesis, where it is exploited as the mechanism under-
pinning Raman optical amplifiers.
Kerr nonlinearities
The refractive index of silica is generally assumed to be power inde-
pendent in the description of optical fibre communication systems. In
reality, at high intensities the refractive index of the material increases
with intensity, which means the phase delay gets larger when the optical
intensity increases. High power densities are not uncommon in optical fi-
bre communication systems due to the small area of the optical fibre core
where modes are confined, even if the absolute powers are in the range
of tens of milliwatts. The variation of the refractive index of the medium
with the optical power is known as the Kerr effect and is responsible for
different effects, depending on the type of input signal.
Self-phase modulation (SPM) is a nonlinear phase modulation of a
beam that is caused by its own intensity. This happens because, due to
the intensity dependent variations in the refractive index, optical power
oscillations in the signal are converted into phase fluctuations. In this way
an optical pulse acquires a temporally varying instantaneous frequency,
known as chirp. The chirp induced by SPM affects the pulse shape and
often leads to additional pulse broadening during fibre propagation. SPM
is, generally, not relevant in PONs because the launched power is limited,
but it would need to be taken in account if considering DMLs, or optically
pre-amplified transmitters, capable of emitting in excess of +10 dBm.
Cross-phase modulation (XPM) is another nonlinear impairment
caused by the Kerr effect which occurs when multiple optical channels are
propagating simultaneously along the same fibre. In such conditions the
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nonlinear phase variation of a specific channel does not solely depend on
its own power (SPM) but also on the power of the other optical channels.
XPM becomes particularly significant in WDM systems where the total
phase shift depends on the powers in all channels and varies from bit
to bit, depending on the bit pattern of the neighbouring channels. For
this reason XPM can potentially impose greater limitations than SPM
in WDM systems since a significant number of channels can contribute
to generate the phase fluctuations. The phase shift induced by XPM can
occur only when two pulses overlap in time, however pulses in different
wavelength channels travel at different velocities. The difference in ve-
locity depends on the channel spacing and, hence, neighbouring channels
have a greater impact than widely separated channels. This makes it
difficult to estimate the impact of XPM and so a numerical approach is
generally used to investigate its effect. In WDM PON systems, NG-PON
2 in particular, where the channels are closely spaced at 100 GHz, XPM
could be significant if using high-power transmitters.
Another consequence of the Kerr effect relevant to WDM systems is
four-wave mixing (FWM). When two or more signals at different wave-
lengths propagate along a fibre FWM can lead to the generation of new
frequency components. The signals create an oscillation of the total in-
tensity with a frequency which is due to beating of the channels and
modulates the refractive index of the fibre. This beating creates addi-
tional signals at new frequencies which are a combination of sums and
differences of the channels frequencies, and this comes at the expenses of
the power of the original signals. FWM requires the channels to be phase-
matched and, hence, it often occurs near the zero dispersion wavelength
of a fibre. In the IEEE 100G-EPON, where the O-band transmission
window was selected, a channel spacing of 800 GHz was chosen in order
to mitigate phase matching of the signals. However, FWM could be sig-
nificant for signals across the zero dispersion wavelength of the fibre and
operation outside of the zero dispersion window was recommended.
The nonlinear effects caused by the Kerr effect have negligible or no
impact in the experiments conducted in this thesis and, hence, are not
discussed further. However, their investigation could be of significant
interest for next-generation PON systems.
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2.3.3 Optical amplification
Optical amplifiers are a fundamental element in optical communication
systems as they offer a solution to greatly increase the span of a fibre
link without the need for costly optical-electro-optical regeneration of
the signal. Optical amplification compensates for the fibre attenuation
directly in the optical domain increasing the intensity of the optical signal
and, remarkably, does so irrespective of the specific modulation format or
symbol-rate adopted. This means that a link with optical amplification
can be upgraded without replacement of the amplifiers, unlike a system
with in-line signal regeneration.
An optical amplifier is generally formed by an active medium, which
provides gain to the incoming electromagnetic radiation, and a pump
source, either optical or electrical. The amplifier can be thought of as a
two-level energy system where the pump provides energy to move carri-
ers to an excited energy state from where they are then transferred to
the incident signal, at the ground energy state, increasing its optical in-
tensity. Various solutions are available to achieve optical amplification,
the most important of which are erbium doped fibre amplifiers (EDFAs),
SOAs and Raman amplifiers. Each one of them has advantages and dis-
advantages compared to the others and could fit better for particular
applications, depending on the target costs, performance and physical
footprint. Further details on SOAs and Raman amplifiers are provided
in the respective Sections of Chapter 5 of this work, where they have
been employed to extend the reach of PONs.
Gain saturation
Gain saturation is a phenomenon that originates from the dependence of
the amplifier gain, G, on the input power of the signal being amplified,
PS,in. When this becomes comparable to the amplifier saturation power,
PS, the gain is reduced and, hence, the amplification factor decreases
with an increase in the input signal power. The amplifier gain is defined
as the ratio between the output and input power of the signal
G =
Pout
PS,in
. (2.33)
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The power of the signal propagating through the amplification medium
can be expressed as
P (z) = PS,ine
gz (2.34)
where g is the material gain and from which the following holds
dP (z)
dz
= gP (z) . (2.35)
The material gain, g, can be expressed as a function of PS and the small
signal gain g0 [20]
g =
g0
1 + P
PS
(2.36)
and hence
dP (z)
dz
=
g0P (z)
1 + P
PS
. (2.37)
By integrating this equation over the amplifier length the following
relation for the large-signal amplifier gain is obtained:
G = G0e
(
−G−1
G
Pout
PS
)
. (2.38)
The equation shows that the amplification factor G decreases from its
unsaturated value G0 when Pout becomes comparable to Ps. A useful
metric commonly used is the output saturation power, which is defined
as the output power for which the amplifier gain is reduced by a factor
of 2, or 3 dB, from its unsaturated value G0.
Raman amplifiers, which are addressed in Section 5.1 of this thesis,
are generally not affected by significant saturation in power regimes typ-
ical of PONs due to the high pump powers used and negligible pump
depletion.
On the other hand, SOAs, employed in Section 5.2, suffer from carrier
depletion induced saturation. When working in the saturation regime
the SOA behaviour becomes nonlinear causing a number of effects to
occur including SPM, XPM, FWM, cross-gain modulation, and self-gain
modulation. The latter is the only effect of interest in this thesis and
is discussed in Section 5.2. When an SOA amplifies a high intensity
modulated signal, self-gain modulation can lead to a serious waveform
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distortion commonly referred to as patterning. Under these conditions,
an SOA behaves as a nonlinear element due to carrier depletion induced
saturation. Equations 2.37 and 2.38 offer a simplified description of an
SOA and are not sufficient to investigate its non-linear effects. More
comprehensive models have to be adopted in order to take in account
those phenomena.
Optical noise
Optical amplifiers unavoidably add amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise to the signal they amplify. ASE is generated in the optical
range where the active medium used can provide gain and, hence, is gen-
erally much broader than the signal bandwidth. While the out-of-band
ASE, which is the noise in a wavelength region different from the signal
one, can be suppressed with appropriate optical filtering, the ASE in the
signal bandwidth cannot be separated from the signal. This is the noise
added by optical amplifiers to their output signal, which causes degra-
dation of the optical signal to noise ratio. The power spectral density of
the ASE, SASE [W/Hz], can be expressed as [20,27]
SASE = nsp(G− 1)hν (2.39)
where nsp is a dimensionless parameter larger or equal to unity called
the spontaneous-emission factor, G is the amplifier gain, h is Planck’s
constant and ν is the signal optical frequency. For an ideal amplifier,
nsp = 1 but, in practical applications, it is generally higher [32]. The
ASE power depends on the optical bandwidth Bo where it is measured
and, assuming a flat spectrum for SASE, is related to it by
PASE = 2SASEBo (2.40)
where the factor of 2 is due to the fact that the spectral density is ex-
pressed per mode and, in a SMF, there are two polarisation modes.
The OSNR of an optical signal is by definition the ratio between the
signal power and the ASE optical noise power. Using Equation 2.40 the
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OSNR can be expressed as
OSNRout =
PS,out
PASE
=
PS,out
2SASEBo
=
GPS,in
2nsp(G− 1)hνSBo (2.41)
with PS,in and PS,out = GPS,in the signal input and output power of
the amplifier, respectively. To quantify the amplifier impact on the sig-
nal OSNR the noise figure (NF) parameter is used, defined as the ratio
between the input signal OSNR and the output signal OSNR:
NF =
OSNRin
OSNRout
(2.42)
If the signal input is assumed to be only affected by quantum noise
fluctuations and using OSNRout as obtained above, the NF results as [33]
NF =
(
PS,in
hνSBo
)(
GPS,in
2nsp(G− 1)hνSBo
)−1
= 2nsp
(
G− 1
G
)
(2.43)
Assuming G  1, the above expression gives NF ≈ 2nsp which, in an
ideal scenario where nsp = 1, results in NF = 2 ≈ 3 dB, which is the
theoretical performance limit. This means in practice that an optical
amplifier degrades the OSNR by at least 3 dB.
ASE beat noise
An optical amplifier can be used in front of a photo-receiver to amplify
the optical signal incident on it. By increasing the intensity of the op-
tical signal the thermal noise of the photodiode becomes negligible and
the performance of the receiver is improved. Optical amplification de-
grades the signal OSNR because of the incoherent ASE generated in the
process. When a signal with limited OSNR is detected by a photodiode
this generates currents due to the signal and ASE components beating.
The photo-current is proportional to
iP (t) ∝ |ES(t) +EASE(t)|2 = |ES(t)|2 + 2Re[ES(t) ·E∗ASE(t)] + |EASE(t)|2
(2.44)
where ES and EASE are the electromagnetic field components of the
signal and the ASE, respectively. In Equation 2.44 EASE includes only
the ASE components co-polarised with the signal which are contributing
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to the noise, because the orthogonally polarised component cannot beat
with the signal [20, 27]. The first term of the right side part of the
equation is proportional to the signal power and has a non zero average.
The second term, with zero average, generates noise due to the beating of
signal and ASE. The third term generates both shot noise from the ASE
and noise due to the beating of the ASE spectral components. The three
noise components due to ASE have the following variances for signal-ASE
beating, ASE shot noise, and ASE-ASE beating noise respectively [32]:
σ2S−ASE =
4Be
Bo
(RPS)(RPASE) (2.45)
σ2ASE,sh = 2qBe(RPASE) (2.46)
σ2ASE−ASE =
Be
B2o
(2Bo −Be)(RPASE)2 (2.47)
where Be is the electrical bandwidth of the receiver and Bo is the optical
bandwidth of the optical filter used between the amplifier and photodi-
ode. It is assumed that Be ≤ Bo2 . Expressing PASE as [20,27,32]
PASE = (G ·NF − 1)hνSBo ≈ G ·NFhνSBo = GPASE,in (2.48)
with PASE,in the equivalent input power of the ASE into the amplifier,
and similarly PS = GPS,in, the above equations can be reformulated as
σ2S−ASE ≈ 4Be(hνS)(RG)2PS,inNF (2.49)
σ2ASE,sh ≈ 2qBeBo(hνS)(RG)NF (2.50)
σ2ASE−ASE ≈ Be(2Bo −Be)(hνS)2(RG)2NF 2 (2.51)
In conditions where G 1 and PS,in is significantly higher than PASE,in,
the signal-ASE beat noise, σ2S−ASE, is the dominant contribution. How-
ever, if proper optical filtering is not performed after the amplifier and
the value of Bo increases, σ
2
ASE−ASE can become the principal source of
impairment [20,32].
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2.4 Route to 100G PON
In order to respond to the increase in bandwidth demand higher capacity
PONs beyond NG-PON 2 are being studied and standardised. Currently
the IEEE is in the process of standardising transmission at 25 Gb/s per
wavelength that could be used to create a single-channel 25G PON, or
even a multichannel 50G or 100G PON system [11]. Wavelength multi-
plexing 4 channels with a bit-rate of 25 Gb/s has been identified as the
cost-effective approach to achieve an aggregated 100 Gb/s PON system.
2.4.1 Enhanced bit-rate
The optoelectronic components to realise an NRZ single-wavelength
25 Gb/s channels require high bandwidth and their cost represents a limit
to their adoption [34]. It is hence desirable to use 10 G devices which
are cheaper and readily available for high volume production even for
the enhanced bit-rates of 25 Gb/s. NRZ transmission at 25 Gb/s can be
achieved using 10 G optoelectronic components but that is possible only
using intense digital signal processing (DSP) in the transceiver to com-
pensate for the lack of bandwidth as shown in many recent works [35–42].
Other approaches improve the transmitter frequency response, making
use of additional optical components which increase the complexity and
cost of the network [43,44].
An alternative solution to achieve 25 Gb/s data modulation with
10 G devices is to use more advanced modulation formats to avail of their
higher spectral efficiency. While a minimum amount of DSP is needed for
the conversion of a data stream from binary to a higher modulation order,
they can achieve 25 Gb/s without pre- or post-compensation techniques,
either optical or DSP based. The most promising modulation formats
are PAM4 and EDB which have constellations of limited complexity but
offer a two-fold improvement in spectral efficiency [34,42,45–55].
More DSP hungry modulation formats can also be employed such
as DMT which can achieve a higher spectral efficiency than PAM4 and
EDB [50, 56–62]. However, the implementation of a 25 Gb/s channel
DMT requires more complex DSP than PAM4 or EDB, hence, high
speed analog to digital converters (ADCs) and digital to analog con-
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verters (DACs) are required in the transceiver, and also needs a linear
channel. While this is a limit for 25 Gb/s channels, the advantage of
DMT is that it is possible to scale the bit-rate on the same physical net-
work without significant increase of the computation complexity of the
DSP, reaching 40 or 50 Gb/s with 10 G devices. The same bit-rates can
be achieved with PAM4 or EDB but only by adopting intense DSP for
pre- and post-compensation and adding ADCs and DACs in order to have
a linear electro-optical and optical-electrical interface [62–70]. Hence, for
single channel rates higher than 25 Gb/s using 10 G optics, the likeli-
hood of adoption will be determined by the cost, power consumption and
availability of ADCs and DACs not only for DMT but also for PAM4 and
EDB as the DSP requirements are similar. For such applications DMT
could then offer the advantage of lower electronic Baud-rates as well as
higher flexibility and software reconfigurability at a similar cost. This
means that, if the cost of optoelectronic devices will remain an obstacle
to the increase of single-lane bit-rate, DMT could play an important role
in the implementation of 40 and 50 Gb/s channels. In Section 3.1 of
this work a DMT modulation scheme is demonstrated to enable 10 Gb/s
transmission employing a 1 GHz bandwidth limited transmitter thanks
to the improved spectral efficiency.
For the upstream transmission the availability of a linear BM-Rx is
a key requirement in order to support the adoption of multi-level modu-
lation formats and/or electronic compensation techniques which need a
linear copy of the received optical waveform. Linear BM-Rxs have been
demonstrated operating with NRZ modulation at 10 Gb/s [71–74] but
similar devices are not available yet as commercial products. For higher
rates of 25 Gb/s, binary [75] and multi-level BM-Rxs [76, 77] have been
reported but, do not provide a linear optical-electrical signal conversion.
In this thesis simple multi-level modulation formats, PAM4 and EDB,
are analysed for the realisation of 100 G (25 Gb/s × 4λ) PON sys-
tems based on 10 G optoelectronic devices. A linear 10 G BM-Rx is
also demonstrated with the use of PAM4 in order to reach a bit-rate of
25 Gb/s and support electronic equalisation thanks to the receiver linear-
ity [54]. The IEEE 100G-EPON standardisation body recently decided
to use 25 Gb/s NRZ transmitters, with either binary or duobinary de-
tection to allow for 10 G receivers to be used [78]. The choice of using
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a transmission window in the O-band could leverage the high volume
data-centre devices, helping with the cost reduction of high bandwidth
components.
2.4.2 Chromatic dispersion tolerance
The main challenges encountered in increasing the transmission bit-rate
beyond 10 Gb/s are the decreased CD tolerance and, consequently, re-
duced fibre reach, as well as the reduction in optical power budget due to
the higher minimum received optical power required. Chromatic disper-
sion can be addressed with optical or electronic post-compensation at the
receiver, as well as with pre-compensation techniques at the transmitter.
Optical post-compensation, which makes use of dispersion compensat-
ing fibre (DCF) or fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs), is effective but requires
bulky components and also has to be dimensioned to every specific link
to perform at its best, making it unsuitable for burst-mode networks with
an asymmetric physical structure. Electronic compensation, on the other
hand, can provide reduced footprint, high flexibility and can leverage the
progress in complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) based
DSP technology with potential advantages both in terms of costs and
scalability. In this thesis both an electronic post-compensation and an
optical pre-compensation technique are proposed to extend the reach of a
25 Gb/s single channel transmission. The electronic post-compensation
is tailored to burst-mode application, while the optical solution is de-
signed for downstream transmitters which could have additional com-
plexity while still preserving a small form factor. In the upcoming 100G-
PON standard, the O-band was identified as the preferred transmission
window to avoid complications due to CD [78]. This eliminates the need
for dispersion compensation at 25 Gb/s, but problems may arise due to
FWM.
2.4.3 Power budget
The use of higher bit-rate transmission results in a higher optical power
needed at the receiver to correctly decode the information sent because of
the decreased SNR, or higher SNR requirements. In addition the wave-
length selective components, which are necessary to operate a wavelength
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multiplexed network, cause additional insertion losses. Hence, to meet
the power budget requirements of the legacy PON systems, it becomes
necessary to introduce optical amplification [78]. In the downstream
direction a transmitter booster amplifier could be used to increase the
fibre launched power, thus employing a single downstream amplifier and
avoiding the adoption of multiple, costly, pre-amplified receivers in the
ONUs. For the same reason, in the upstream, a pre-amplified solution
is preferable because it can share the cost of a single amplifier among
all the users, instead of providing every ONU with a high-power opti-
cally boosted transmitter. The challenge for the upstream pre-amplifier
is the compatibility with the incoming burst-mode traffic which could
lead to envelope transients or saturation of the amplifier if not properly
designed. Optical amplification strategies are investigated in this thesis
for the upstream traffic to enhance the power budget when the single
channel bit-rate is increased to 25 Gb/s. Burst-mode capable solutions
are designed, making use of either Raman amplification or SOAs.
2.5 Summary
This Chapter reviews the recent trends in optical access networks high-
lighting the currently ongoing shift towards optical fibre based networks
mostly based on the cost efficient PON architecture. The major im-
pairments and challenges encountered in the standardisation of higher
capacity optical access networks are discussed.
Section 2.1 describes the architecture of PON systems and provides
a brief history of the relevant standardisation activity. The structure
of a PON is based on a tree topology point to multi-point architecture
where a single Central Office provides connection between a core/metro
node to the end customers. Fibre networks based on PON technology
are gradually replacing copper cables in access networks thanks to their
superior performance and comparable costs. In the past decades the
evolution of PON systems was mostly driven by technological advances in
the supporting optoelectronic devices, which enabled enhanced bit-rates
over a similar network topology. Recently, because of the challenges
of developing affordable optics for operation beyond 10 Gb/s, WDM
systems have been, or are in the process of being standardised.
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In Section 2.2 the BER and the eye diagram, important metrics com-
monly used to measure the quality of a transmission link, are described.
Both are used extensively in the presentation of experimental results
throughout this thesis.
Section 2.3 describes the major impairments of optical communica-
tion systems, in particular focusing on PONs. The bit-rate increase is
limited by the reduced bandwidth of available optoelectronic devices such
as DMLs, externally modulated transmitters (EMLs) and photoreceivers.
The photoreceiver also adds noise to the signal, in the form of thermal-
noise or shot-noise, depending on the operating regime. The propaga-
tion of a signal through an optical fibre causes both attenuation, which
has to be accounted for in the power budget, and CD which limits the
maximum reach of a communication system because of the resultant
ISI. Optical amplification can be used to extend the network reach but
causes degradation of the OSNR due to the amplifier spontaneous emis-
sion noise, which is unavoidably added to the signal. When an optically
pre-amplified receiver is used additional sources of noise have to be ac-
counted for, the dominant of which is generally the signal-ASE beating
noise.
Section 2.4 discusses the ongoing activities towards the definition of
100 Gb/s optical access systems. The 100 Gb/s PON system currently
under study will be enabled by wavelength multiplexing of 4 channels
providing a 25 Gb/s bit-rate each. The challenges in the realisation of
these higher bit-rate PONs are due to the bandwidth limitation of the
optoelectronic devices and more advanced modulation formats can be
adopted as a solution. The network reach is limited by CD impairments
which are more severe at higher Baud-rates and for more complex modu-
lation formats. The power budget restrictions also come from the higher
required optical power at the receiver and the additional insertion losses
of wavelength selective components which are necessary for multi wave-
length networks.
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In the vast majority of deployed PON systems, the optical modula-
tion format of choice is on-off keying (OOK) NRZ due to its inherent
simplicity which allows the usage of simple electronic interfaces in the
transceivers, such as a two level electrical driver at the transmitter and
a single threshold detector at the receiver. However, as seen in Chapter
2, in recent years the price of higher performance optoelectronic com-
ponents has become prohibitive for the cost-constrained scenario of the
access market while DSP, that is based on the well-established CMOS
technology, is becoming more affordable. Hence, a notable research ef-
fort has gone into the improvement of data-rates so that they can still be
supported by the current generation of commercial optoelectronic devices
when combined with DSP [34, 45–47, 62]. In a simple NRZ modulated
system, linearity is not a strict requirement hence the specification of
the devices can be relaxed. This Chapter discusses the basics of higher
order modulation formats and their potential application in PON sys-
tems, addresses the consequent need for component linearity to support
these more advanced modulation formats and proposes a solution to mit-
igate the effects of the power budget reduction due to the increased SNR
requirements.
Initially, Section 3.1 reports on experimental results of DMT modu-
lation, a multi-carrier technique that offers the advantages of encoding
multiple bits per symbol, using complex constellations with in-phase and
quadrature components, but at the same time suitable for IMDD trans-
mission links. DMT is demonstrated as an option to extend the bit-rate
of 1 GHz G-PON components up to 10.4 Gb/s, suitable for XG-PON
systems.
In Section 3.2, other modulation formats are addressed, in particular
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PAM4 which is a multi-level amplitude modulation technique and par-
tial response signalling or EDB. These modulation formats have higher
spectral efficiency than NRZ and also have the advantage over DMT
of simpler implementation regarding the electrical components. Even
though PAM4 and EDB have higher bandwidth occupancy than DMT,
in this work they are demonstrated as a viable and cost-effective way to
reach 25 Gb/s with the 10 G generation of optical devices.
The focus of Section 3.3 is then shifted towards the required devices
with preliminary results obtained with a new linear BM-TIA prototype
developed in the Photonic Systems Group of Tyndall National Institute.
Such a receiver is necessary to enable the use of the above mentioned
more advanced modulation formats in the burst-mode upstream channel,
as linearity must be preserved in the electrical domain for the implemen-
tation of DSP functionalities.
Finally Section 3.4 presents an interleaved PAM4 decoding scheme
coupled with hierarchical modulation functionalities that avails of the
network asymmetry to improve the available power budget for PONs
downstream transmissions.
Section 3.5 then briefly summarises and discusses the results obtained
and presented throughout the Chapter.
3.1 DMT modulation for XG-PON enhanced rate
In this Section, DMT modulation is investigated as a way to increase
the bit-rate of previous generation PON devices to meet the newer tar-
gets of the standards exploiting its higher spectral efficiency. Specifically,
this Section shows how a G-PON compatible DML transmitter was used
in conjunction with DMT to achieve XG-PON compatible transmission
rates of 10 Gb/s whilst, on the other hand, the traditional NRZ would
necessarily require a newer generation of higher speed optoelectronic de-
vices.
3.1.1 Discrete multi-tone modulation
DMT is a multi-carrier modulation technique that uses the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) to divide the channel into several sine-shaped
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orthogonal sub-channels, in a similar fashion to orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM). DMT effectively is an implementation of
OFDM and can be considered a naming convention generally used for
application in an IMDD scenario and over a channel with a slowly vary-
ing response. With this definition in mind, while OFDM found large
usage in wireless communication, DMT has been adopted as a standard
for various digital subscriber line (xDSL) systems running over twister-
pair copper cable, but both can also be used in optical transmission
systems [79]. DMT is an attractive solution for IMDD optical systems
as it offers many of the advantages of OFDM while not requiring co-
herent detection and, for this reason, it is a topic of investigation for
PON applications [80]. Real-time operation of DMT transceivers based
on field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) has been reported [81] as
well as field trials of DMT based PON systems [82].
Fundamentals
In DMT, a data sequence of complex-valued symbols is shaped in multi-
carrier orthogonal frequency channels. Unlike WDM, the power in the
resulting signal is redistributed among long period, narrowband sub-
carriers which are orthogonal and, hence, can be partially overlapped
to improve the spectral efficiency while not introducing inter-carrier in-
terference. The DFT is used to convert the original sequence of com-
plex numbers (d0, d1, ..., dn−1) into a new sequence of complex numbers
(S = {S0, S1, ..., Sn−1}) with specific characteristics [83]. The orthogo-
nality derives from the choice of the DFT as a harmonic series to map
the input symbols into orthogonal sine-shaped sub-carriers. The mathe-
matical formulation of the DFT is the following
Sm =
N−1∑
n=0
dne
−j2pi nm
N =
N−1∑
n=0
dne
−j2pifntm (3.1)
with m = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 and having defined fn = nN∆t and tm = m∆t
where ∆t is the symbol period of the sequence S transmission. This
transformation modulates the data symbols in the different NC = N
total sub-carriers, the quantity of which is determined by the size N of
the DFT. All sub-carriers are sine shaped and their periods are multiples
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Figure 3.1: DMT generation scheme and frequency distribution of the
resultant signal.
of the fundamental. In DMT, contrary to OFDM, a real-valued signal is
desired for transmission and this is achieved by making the input of the
DFT a signal with Hermitian symmetry, mirroring it with its complex
conjugate.
The integral of the product of two sub-carriers over a symbol period
is:
1
T
T∫
0
(
ej2pik1
t
T
)
∗
(
ej2pik2
t
T
)
dt =
1
T
T∫
0
ej2pi(k2−k1)
t
T dt =
0 if k1 6= k21 if k1 = k2
(3.2)
which explains their orthogonality, the integral being null when the sub-
carrier indices are different. For a transmission at a baud-rate of RS
the frequency separation between sub-carriers is ∆f = 1
NC∆t
= RS
NC
= 1
T
,
where T = NC
RS
is the DMT symbol period. The signal bandwidth is thus
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B = NC∆f = RS and its baseband real-valued bandwidth occupation is
Bs =
RS
2
.
An interesting aspect of DMT is that, while the required bandwidth
only depends on the sample-rate, its spectral profile can be flexibly
shaped to optimally adapt to the frequency response of the transmission
system (Figure 3.2). Redistributing the transmitted power unequally
among the sub-carriers, it is possible to compensate for the frequency
response of the system, for example allocating higher power in the sub-
carriers subjected to higher attenuation. By measuring the SNR of each
sub-carrier at the receiver, and accordingly adjusting its launched power
at the transmitter, it is possible to achieve a flat SNR profile after the
signal propagation and reception. It is also possible to reduce the modu-
lation orders among sub-carriers or even not allocate data altogether in
some of them in the eventuality that their SNR at the receiver is seri-
ously compromised (for example due to frequency notches) [82]. The net
bit-rate, Rb, of a DMT transmission like the one described, where the
same quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) constellation of order M
Figure 3.2: DMT sub-carriers SNR profile without and with power load-
ing adjustment at the transmitter.
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is used in all sub-carriers, is calculated as:
Rb = RS
ND
NC
NC
NC +Np
log2M = RS
ND
NC +Np
log2M (3.3)
where ND are the data-carrying sub-carriers among the NC total and Np
is the size of the cyclic prefix (CP), explained in the following paragraph.
In a DMT system if all the available sub-carriers are loaded with data it
results that ND =
NC
2
− 1, where the factor 2 in the denominator comes
from the added redundancy of introducing the Hermitian symmetry. The
expression clearly states how the bit-rate can be increased by employing
a higher symbol-rate or by using a more spectrally efficient constellation,
for example a higher order QAM. On the other hand, increasing the size
of the CP for higher dispersion tolerance, or not encoding data in some of
the sub-carriers if the frequency response of the channel presents heavy
attenuation notches, diminishes the total bit-rate. From Equation 3.3, it
can be observed that a minimum QAM order of 16 is needed for DMT to
achieve a spectral efficiency comparable with PAM4 or EDB, which are
treated in Section 3.2.
Implementation
A DMT transceiver requires substantial DSP to realise the necessary
blocks of the diagrams in Figures 3.3, 3.4. At the transmitter a bi-
nary stream of data is firstly mapped into a complex constellation, such
as phase-shift keying (PSK) or QAM, of arbitrary size to increase the
spectral efficiency of the signal, as more bits per symbol are encoded.
The stream of data is then sent through a serial-to-parallel (S/P) con-
verter that formats the symbols in the word size needed for the inverse
discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). Before the IDFT block every signal
word is mirrored and a new word of doubled size is created attaching
its own complex-conjugate to the initial word. By doing so the overall
signal is transformed into an Hermitian signal before being processed by
the IDFT block and this ensures that its output is a real-valued signal,
hence suitable for IMDD systems. The IDFT size determines the num-
ber of sub-carriers in the system. After the IDFT a guardband period is
added to the DMT words to reduce inter-carrier interference in disper-
sive systems. This guard period is padded with a CP, which means the
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Figure 3.3: DMT transmitter block diagram.
sequence of symbols at the end extremity of the word is attached at its
beginning. The CP makes the DMT word cyclical to increase synchro-
nisation tolerance and its size can be increased to improve CD tolerance
in optical fibre systems. The DMT words are then serialised again to be
transmitted over the channel. The receiver performs the above steps in
inverse order to decode the incoming waveform. This is firstly synchro-
nised and arranged again into words of the required size by a S/P. The
CP is removed from the words and these are input to the DFT block,
whose output is parsed to remove the complex conjugate half of the word
and retain only the portion carrying data. A parallel-to-serial (P/S) is
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Figure 3.4: DMT receiver block diagram.
then used before de-modulation, according to the constellation used by
the transmitter, and the binary data stream is retrieved.
In the DMT experiments conducted as part of this work (Figure 3.5)
the transmitter had a power loading feature, similar to that illustrated in
Figure 3.2. Before performing the IDFT the relative power of the symbols
that are going to be assigned to the various sub-carriers was adjusted in
accordance with the attenuation profile of the system. Hence, every sub-
carrier at the receiver had similar SNR and BER values and the overall
system performance was optimised.
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3.1.2 Demonstration of G-PON devices bit-rate enhancement
DMT modulation was used to experimentally demonstrate data-rates
higher than 10 Gb/s with a 1 GHz G-PON transmitter. As part of
the European FP7 project Quaternian (QUAntum dot Technologies for
Extended Reach Nodes In Access Networks) [84] novel DMLs were devel-
oped exploiting quantum dot (QD) technology. The aim was to develop
high-speed devices with high spectral purity as discrete-mode transmit-
ter lasers for high-speed digital and analogue modulation. The developed
lasers achieved high power output and high spectral purity, but did not
have sufficient modulation bandwidth or temperature stability perfor-
mance. Limitations due to the QD material used for laser fabrication
lead to a high relaxation oscillation damping which reduced the mod-
ulation bandwidth. The DML had a 3 dB bandwidth of 1 GHz which
could only support up to 2.5 Gb/s NRZ modulation before incurring
bandwidth restrictions. However, it was possible to implement an XG-
PON compatible 10 Gb/s transmitter by adopting DMT. The results
were achieved thanks to the high spectral efficiency of the modulation
format and proved its potential as a candidate for bit-rate increase in ex-
isting systems, without requiring the replacement of the optoelectronic
devices. A large bandwidth optoelectronic receiver was used in the ex-
periment because a G-PON receiver was not available.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup in Figure 3.5 was assembled in order to vali-
date the performance of DMT to increase the data-rate of bandwidth
limited transmitters. A variable sample-rate arbitrary waveform genera-
tor (AWG) with 10 bit vertical resolution was used to directly modulate
the DMT waveform onto a laser whose bias was fixed at 68 mA. The
AWG had a maximum sample rate of 12 GS/s and values of 10 GS/s and
12 GS/s were used in the experiment, with an upsampling factor of 2
or 3 samples per symbol, depending on the Baud-rate investigated. The
DML used as transmitter had a 3 dB bandwidth of 1 GHz (Figure 3.6),
compatible with a G-PON upstream operating at 1.25 Gb/s or 2.5 Gb/s
NRZ modulation. The central emission wavelength was 1306 nm at the
operating temperature of 25 ◦C. A variable optical attenuator (VOA)
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Figure 3.5: Experimental setup for DMT performance characterisation.
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Figure 3.6: Measured bandwidth of DML transmitter under increasing
bias.
was placed in front of a linear 10 GHz PIN receiver that converted the
optical signal into an electrical waveform captured by a 12.5 GHz digital
storage oscilloscope (DSO) sampling the signal at 25 GS/s. The oscillo-
scope output was processed off-line to evaluated the link BER over the
acquisition and analysis of a million bits.
The DMT signal encoding and decoding was implemented off-line us-
ing a numerical computing environment where all the necessary functions
described above were realised. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) were used as efficient algorithms to numer-
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ically compute the DFT and its inverse. Power loading at the transmitter
was performed in front of the IFFT block to redistribute power among
the sub-carriers and compensate for the frequency roll-off of the system,
so that every sub-carrier had similar SNR and BER values at the receiver.
The FFT size was 32 and 15 of the sub-carriers were loaded with data
encoded in QAM constellations of different order. A CP of 4 was added
to the DMT symbols, adding a 12.5 % redundancy. Figure 3.7 shows the
frequency response of the transmission system along with the SNR of the
sub-carriers measured at the receiver when their transmitted power had
a flat frequency profile, that is to say when no power redistribution was
performed. The power loading profile used to compensate for the band-
width limitation is also shown, with a shape mirroring that of the SNR.
The SNR profile shows that most of the system bandwidth restriction
within 3 GHz is solely due to the DML, as expected due to the higher
bandwidth of the other components used. The DMT waveform was fil-
tered with a raised cosine filter with 0.2 roll-off factor to optimise the
bandwidth occupancy. At the receiver a one-tap equaliser was used after
the FFT block to estimate and compensate for the channel frequency
response. The computer generated DMT waveform was loaded into the
AWG at the transmitter and the traces captured by the DSO at the
receiver were analysed off-line for decoding and performance evaluation.
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Figure 3.7: System frequency response and power loading profile for data-
carrying sub-carriers, with a 5 GBd DMT modulation.
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Experimental results
Different combinations of baud-rate and QAM constellation order were
investigated and their optical back-to-back (B2B) sensitivity for a 10−3
BER was measured (Figure 3.9). Signals were transmitted at baud-rates
of 3.3, 4 and 5 GBd and QAM constellation orders were varied from
2 to 128, with their resulting net bit-rates reported in Table 3.1. The
power loading profile was optimised for every DMT setting to redistribute
the sub-carriers power according to the system conditions and obtain
optimum BER performance, as in the example case shown in Figure 3.7.
The 10−3 BER sensitivity of an NRZ modulated signal for increasing
data-rates is also shown in Figure 3.9 for comparison. The NRZ system
used a simple single-threshold receiver for symbol detection, with no
pre- or post-equalisation of the signal. NRZ has the best sensitivity
for bit-rates lower than 3 Gb/s but clearly the DML cannot support
rates higher than 5 Gb/s due to the bandwidth restriction induced ISI.
On the other hand, DMT can support enhanced bit-rates, achieving
values of up to 10.4 Gb/s with a 5 GBd transmission whose spectral
occupancy was only 2.5 GHz. The lower baud-rates performed better
for net bit-rates lower than 7 Gb/s having the advantage of a lower
bandwidth occupation and, hence, suffering less from the attenuation due
to the DML modulation response. However, for data-rates in the order
of 10 Gb/s, the 5 GBd transmission had the best sensitivity because
the high order of the QAM constellations needed for the other cases,
namely 128 QAM for 3.3 GBd and 64 QAM for 4 GBd, required higher
bit-rate (Gb/s)
baud-rate (GBd)
QAM order 3.33 GBd 4 GBd 5 GBd
2 QAM 1.39 1.67 2.08
4 QAM 2.78 3.33 4.16
8 QAM 4.17 5.0 6.25
16 QAM 5.55 6.67 8.33
32 QAM 6.94 8.33 10.42
64 QAM 8.33 10.0 /
128 QAM 9.72 / /
Table 3.1: Net bit-rates (Gb/s) for baud-rate and QAM combinations.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental sensitivities in optical B2B for DMT signals at
various Baud-rates and NRZ-OOK.
SNR than the 32 QAM used for the 5 GBd experiment (Table 3.1).
Despite the restricted DML 1 GHz modulation bandwidth, the 2.5 GHz
bandwidth DMT signal was supported thanks to the spectral shaping
obtained by performing power re-distribution among sub-carriers. For
this last 5 GBd DMT configuration in particular, more comprehensive
measurements of its application in a PON scenario are covered in Section
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5.1 of this thesis, where optical amplification is added in the link to
support higher distances and split-ratio networks.
DMT in future passive optical networks
DMT has been successfully demonstrated to be a viable way to increase
device bit-rate thanks to its spectral efficiency, allowing XG-PON com-
patible 10 G bit-rates with the use of G-PON transmitters, opening the
possibility of re-using cheaper devices in the next generation of PONs
and, hence, reducing the required investment for the development of new
optoelectronic devices. The work that was carried out and presented
in this Chapter successfully showed the capabilities of DMT in enabling
XG-PON rates with a bandwidth impaired transmitter. The experimen-
tal results enabled the target modulation speed and were instrumental
for the successful conclusion of the FP7 project Quaternian. This comes,
however, at the cost of implementing complex DSP functionalities for
the realisation of a DMT transceiver as well as the need for high-speed
high-resolution ADC and DAC at the front-end. These aspects cause a
consequent increase in price and power consumption of the transceivers.
On the performance side, the required receiver sensitivity is also higher
than for other multi-level modulation formats, treated elsewhere in this
thesis, and this represents a limit for the adoption in PONs due to the
required increase in the power budget.
Aiming for the realisation of 25 Gb/s single-lane bit-rates with 10 G
devices, the guidelines obtained from the experimental work presented
are still valid. Single λ data-rates of 25 Gb/s or higher, with 10 G
electro-optical components, can be achieved with DMT [50, 56–61, 85]
and the practical adoption limits are due to DSP complexity and re-
duced sensitivity. In addition, the higher Baud-rate would need to rely
more heavily on high-speed ADCs and DACs for the linear electro-optical
interfaces, which are expensive and power hungry for adoption in a PON
transceiver [86]. Looking at the recent research and standardisation
trends [34, 45, 46, 78], DMT does not appear likely to be adopted yet
because of its complexity and the need for optical amplification to meet
the link budget requirements. Simpler multi-level modulation formats
are, hence, investigated in the following Chapter 4, PAM4 and EDB, to
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increase the bit-rate aiming at the 100 G (25 Gb/s × 4λ) PON applica-
tions.
Nevertheless, DMT could become an interesting option for even
higher line-rates of 40 or 50 Gb/s where the amount of DSP required
by simpler modulation formats. such as PAM4, could be comparable to
DMT requirements [62–66, 70]. The electronic requirements of a DMT
transceiver for higher rates are very similar to the 25 Gb/s ones. On the
other hand, scaling the bit-rate of simpler modulation such as PAM4,
while using 10 G devices, requires more intense DSP for the implementa-
tion of pre-compensation, post-equalisers and decoding algorithms. High
resolution electronic front ends will also be needed to support the linearity
requirements of digital pre- and post-compensation filtering, ultimately
being limited by the availability of ADCs and DACs, as for DMT. If the
cost of 25 G optics will remain one of the main obstacles to the realisa-
tion of high speed transceivers and 10 G devices will be considered for
data-rates around 50 Gb/s, the availability of cost-effective ADCs and
DACs will play a key role in defining the future of modulation formats
in optical access networks and the flexibility advantages of DMT could
make it a favourite over EDB and PAM4.
3.2 25G PAM4 and EDB modulation for NG-PON2 bit-
rates
PAM4 and EDB are among the simplest multilevel modulation formats
in terms of pre- and post-processing requirements, lower than, for ex-
ample, DMT, but still providing a two-fold improvement in bandwidth
efficiency when compared to OOK NRZ. Thanks to the limited com-
plexity of the supporting electronic components, these are more likely
to be adopted in 100 G PON systems as the underlying technology is
cheaper and less disruptive, compared to DMT, but still enables en-
hanced bit-rates of 25 Gb/s using the current commercial generation of
10 G devices. PAM4 and EDB can provide higher speed with mini-
mum intervention in the transceiver design because the optoelectronic
components employed would not need replacement. The adoption of ap-
propriate electrical drivers at the transmitter and electrical front-end for
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the receiver, along with an interface to the legacy binary system, could
increase the single line-rate to 25 Gb/s.
3.2.1 Multilevel amplitude modulation
In most optical communication systems, OOK NRZ has been the refer-
ence choice for decades due to the inherent simplicity of the electrical
components. However, while still considering the IMDD scenario which
is desirable for cost-effective applications like PONs, more spectrally ef-
ficient modulation formats are available when multiple amplitude levels
are used.
On-off keying non-return to zero
OOK is a binary amplitude modulation format where one bit per sym-
bol is transmitted encoded in a minimum or maximum amplitude state.
NRZ means in the case of consecutive high amplitude symbols the signal
is not dropped to zero but kept at a high value, relaxing the bandwidth
requirements because less level transitions are needed in a symbol period.
The corresponding eye diagram is shown in Figure 3.10. NRZ directly
employs a binary stream for transmission without encoding and at the
receiver a simple comparator is sufficient to detect the amplitude status
and decode the information bit. Linearity of the devices is not a concern
in NRZ because only two amplitude levels are used and limiting radio
frequency (RF) amplifiers or modulators with nonlinear transfer func-
tion can be employed. The main drawback of NRZ is the low spectral
efficiency due to the single bit of information carried by every symbol.
This means the required bandwidth is similar to the Baud-rate, with an
optimised value of the 3 dB bandwidth of the system usually equal to
approximately 0.75 times the symbol-rate.
Electrical duobinary
EDB is a partial-response signalling technique where controlled ISI is in-
troduced in the signal by letting one pulse spread into the neighbouring
ones. By allowing this ISI the pulse duration is longer and, hence, the
frequency spectrum becomes narrower. The reduced spectrum is respon-
sible for increased spectral efficiency and improved tolerance to channel
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Figure 3.10: Eye diagrams measured in optical B2B and detection
schemes for the three modulation formats: a) OOK NRZ, b) EDB and
c) PAM4.
distortion. The duobinary encoding is done by summing the signal with
a delayed copy of the same and can be achieved either with a delay-and-
add filter or with a low-pass electrical filter with a bandwidth of about
1
4
of the symbol-rate. The resulting duobinary signal ck after filtering is
ck = ak + ak−1 (3.4)
When the input signal ak is binary, that is ak ∈ {0, 1}, the output is
a three-level signal but it is also possible to use, for example, a PAM4
signal for which the resulting duobinary would have 7 amplitude levels.
The receiver needs a feedback circuit to remove the ISI introduced with
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filtering and recover the original binary stream,
aˆk = ck − aˆk−1 (3.5)
however this implementation, with feedback in the decoder, introduces
the risk of unbounded error propagation at the receiver as a single error
will propagate through the decoding process. Generally a pre-coding
is performed at the transmitter to avoid error propagation due to the
feedback in the decoder. In this case, the pre-coded signal bk is encoded
from a binary ak as follows
bk = (ak − bk−1) mod 2 (3.6)
and, hence, the duobinary signal after filtering is
ck = bk + bk−1 (3.7)
and, to recover the estimated sequence aˆk at the receiver, a modulo op-
eration is sufficient
aˆk = ck mod 2 = (bk + bk−1) mod 2 =
= ((ak − bk−1) mod 2 + bk−1) mod 2 =
= ((ak mod 2)− (bk−1 mod 2) + bk−1) mod 2 = ak.
(3.8)
For the practical implementation of a NRZ EDB receiver, a two-threshold
interface is needed and the original signal is recovered with a logical XOR
of the comparator’s outputs (Figure 3.10).
For the three levels EDB, assuming the notation ak ∈ {0, 1} and
Figure 3.11: Block diagram of a duobinary transmitter with pre-coder
and duobinary encoder.
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ck ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, it can be observed that, at the receiver, symbols −1 and
1 of ck correspond to ak = 1 and, for ck = 0, ak = 0. This explains the
unequal distribution of the symbols probability in ck with P−1 = P1 = 14
and P0 =
1
2
. The output of the duobinary encoder ck is a correlated
signal and, hence, not all possible sequences of three values can occur. For
example, a 1 cannot be followed by a−1 and vice-versa, and combinations
{−1, 0,−1} and {1, 0, 1} cannot appear in ck. This has a significant
impact on the dispersion tolerance, as will be evident in the remainder
of this Section.
When EDB is implemented on a system with legacy lower bandwidth
components, it is possible to avail of the system overall bandwidth to
perform duobinary filtering instead of at the transmitter only. In this
case, the transmitter bandwidth does not have to be strictly a quarter of
the Baud-rate and the combined low-pass filtering effect of the system is
exploited instead. This configuration is of interest for a practical imple-
mentation because the bandwidth of transmitter components can vary
largely and does not necessarily equal the ideal one for duobinary encod-
ing. It is, hence, important to assess the performance and requirements
of this realisation to understand whether the transmitter design can be
more tolerant in terms of bandwidth and does not require a specific
electrical filter. Experimentally, this was implemented using the same
transmitter configuration as for the 25 Gb/s NRZ, to generate a binary
optical signal, and a 10 G receiver. This approach will be addressed in
this work as non-return to zero with duobinary detection (NRZ-EDB)
to distinguish it from the duobinary system with a bandwidth limited
transmitter.
4-level pulse amplitude modulation
PAM4 is a modulation format that uses 4 different amplitude levels to
represent an alphabet of 4 symbols, for example {0, 1, 2, 3}. A single
PAM4 symbol can hence carry two bits of information (Figure 3.10),
doubling its spectral efficiency. A PAM4 signal can be obtained com-
bining bit-by-bit two binary streams, called most significant bit (MSB)
and least significant bit (LSB), using a constellation map like the one in
Table 3.2. Gray coding is commonly used in PAM4 to minimise the BER
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PAM4 symbol MSB LSB
0 0 0
1 0 1
2 1 1
3 1 0
Table 3.2: Gray mapping of a PAM4 constellation.
in a way such that words encoded in neighbouring symbols only differ by
1-bit and, hence, the approximation BER ' SER
2
is valid. Thanks to the
double spectral efficiency, the Baud-rate of PAM4 is half that required
by NRZ to achieve the same bit-rate. This means the required electronic
components are working at half speed, making them more affordable and
reducing power consumption. The double symbol period is also respon-
sible for higher tolerance to ISI introduced by chromatic dispersion. On
the other hand, linearity requirements are more stringent to ensure the
equal spacing of the amplitude levels is maintained through transmission.
3.2.2 Thermal noise limit
The different spectral content of the modulation formats is reflected in
their amplitude profile, with the more spectral efficient formats having
more complex constellations. This causes them to be more sensitive to
SNR degradation as more bits are encoded in a single symbol and their
detection requires higher signal quality. In an optical thermal noise lim-
ited scenario, this means that the minimum required optical power at
the receiver end is higher for PAM4 and EDB than NRZ, when the same
Baud-rate is used. The comparison was done here for the same effective
bandwidth of the components employed in the setup which corresponds
to both different bit-rates and Baud-rates. In particular, in order to
avoid ISI, the NRZ and PAM4 were used at a Baud-rate of 12.5 GBd,
which corresponds to bit-rates of 12.5 Gb/s and 25 Gb/s respectively.
On the other hand EDB, which is a partial response modulation and
introduces controlled ISI, was tested at 25 GBd, hence 25 Gb/s. With
the simple optical B2B setup of Figure 3.12 the BER of the modulation
formats was measured as a function of the received optical power. A laser
emitting at 1550.116 nm (193.5 THz) was externally modulated with an
EAM. The modulator was driven by a DAC capable of generating both
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Figure 3.12: Experimental setup for BER measurement of different mod-
ulation formats in a 10 G network.
a 12.5 GBd NRZ and PAM4 signal, and a 25 GBd NRZ signal for EDB
implementation. The EAM was a device developed for 10 Gb/s systems
but its measured 3 dB bandwidth was 21 GHz and, hence, was sufficient
to generate a 25 Gb/s NRZ optically modulated signal. An electrical
low-pass filter with a 7.46 GHz cut-off frequency was placed in front of
the EAM to emulate a bandwidth limited 10 G transmitter. A VOA was
placed after the modulator to attenuate the optical power entering the
receiver, which was a 10 G PIN photodiode equipped with a linear TIA.
The 3 dB bandwidth of the photoreceiver was 10 GHz and its output was
captured with a 12.5 GHz, 50 GS/s DSO to be processed off-line. Syn-
chronisation of the pattern and error counting were implemented off-line
using a numerical computation software for all the modulation formats
analysed. The two variants of EDB discussed earlier were realised by
changing the bandwidth of the transmitter. In one case, this was limited
with the 7.46 GHz electrical low-pass Bessel filter before the EAM. This
filter, having a bandwidth of approximately a quarter of the bit-rate,
acted as a duo-binary encoder generating the partial response 3-level sig-
nal. The optical signal hence also had three distinct amplitude levels. In
the second case, the transmitter bandwidth was not limited and so the
signal generated by the EAM was a two level optical NRZ signal. The
use of the 10 GHz photoreceiver and DSO successively converted it to a
three level waveform which was detected as duo-binary. This approach
was called NRZ-EDB in line with the terminology discussed earlier in
Section 3.2.1.
The BER as a function of the received optical power is shown in Figure
3.13. The 12.5 Gb/s NRZ, having the simplest constellation, showed the
best performance in terms of sensitivity. However, it is worth remem-
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Figure 3.13: Error rate probability of different modulation formats using
10 G class optoelectronic components.
bering that its bit-rate was halved compared to the other modulation
formats, which operated at 25 Gb/s. Its sensitivity at a 10−3 BER was
−20.6 dBm. The two 25 Gb/s EDB approaches showed different BER
curves, depending on the transmitter bandwidth, with the EDB trans-
mitter showing a 1 dB penalty compared to the NRZ with duo-binary de-
tection. This is due to the use of 10 G components in the whole network,
which further limited the signal bandwidth at the receiver side, thereby
introducing additional ISI. The measured sensitivities were −16.3 dBm
and −17.3 dBm for EDB and NRZ-EDB, respectively. It is reasonable
to expect that intermediate values of transmitter bandwidth would lie in
between the two curves measured, hence for any bandwidth transmitter
within the interval from 7.46 GHz to 21 GHz, a maximum variation of
1 dB is expected. This is an important guideline result because the band-
width of 10 G devices can vary significantly and this indicates that precise
filtering is not needed to optimise the EDB performance and NRZ-EDB
could actually provide a better sensitivity.
PAM4 showed the highest required optical power because of its four
amplitude levels, with a sensitivity of−15.8 dBm. A sensitivity difference
of 4.8 dB is expected at the same Baud-rate, 12.5 GBd in this case,
between NRZ and PAM4 in an AWGN limited scenario and the observed
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performance matched with the analytical prediction [22]. PAM4 and
EDB had close performance under AWGN conditions with a sensitivity
difference of 0.5 dB.
3.2.3 Bandwidth requirements
The bandwidth requirements were evaluated for NRZ, EDB and PAM4,
in particular focusing on the receiver side. The bit-rate was fixed at
25 Gb/s in order to provide a fair comparison among the candidate mod-
ulation formats for a wavelength multiplexed, 25 Gb/s × 4λ, 100 G PON
and, hence, omitting the 12.5 Gb/s NRZ case. The experimental setup in
Figure 3.14 was used to capture optical B2B waveforms. A tunable dis-
tributed feedback (DFB) was emitting a signal at 1550.116 nm entering
an EAM with a power of +12 dBm. The 3 dB bandwidth of the EAM
was 21 GHz, which was sufficient to generate a clean signal for the most
bandwidth demanding NRZ (eye diagram of the output shown in Figure
3.10). The modulator was driven by a 2-bit DAC providing a 25 Gb/s, 2,
3 or 4 level signal for NRZ, EDB and PAM4, respectively. An electrical
low-pass filter, with a 3 dB cut-off frequency of 7.46 GHz, was used after
the DAC to convert the 25 GBd NRZ signal to an EDB one. In all cases,
a PRBS 15 bit pattern was used as data content, in the case of PAM4
obtained by summing bit-by-bit two PRBS sequences one of which was
delayed by half the length of the pattern. A VOA was used in front of the
receiver, which was a linear 50 GHz PIN photodiode. Its output was cap-
tured by a 36 GHz DSO and processed off-line for low-pass filtering and
error counting. The receiver bandwidth limitation was emulated using
off-line processing on the captured waveform, applying a 4th order Bessel
filter of the desired bandwidth. The frequency spectra of the electrical
Figure 3.14: Experimental setup for receiver bandwidth requirements
measurements.
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Figure 3.15: Spectra of the three modulation formats at 25 Gb/s at the
output of the 2-bit DAC.
signal driving the EAM are shown in Figure 3.15, captured directly at
the output of the DAC with a 36 GHz DSO. Clearly, the main lobe of the
PAM4 signal is half that of the NRZ one due to the Baud-rate difference.
The EDB signal was obtained here with electrical filtering and so its
spectral content reflects the frequency response of the specific low-pass
filter used and could be different if obtained with a delay-and-add filter.
The 3-dB corner of the frequency responses was 10.7 GHz, 7 GHz and
6.2 GHz for NRZ, EDB and PAM4, respectively, and the 6 dB corner
frequency increased to 16.3 GHz, 10.9 GHz and 8.9 GHz, respectively.
The curves show how both EDB and PAM4 have potential to employ
the previous generation of 10 G optoelectronic components while faster
devices are needed to support NRZ. The same transmitter signal was
used for both NRZ and NRZ with duobinary detection.
Figure 3.16 shows the sensitivity for a 10−3 BER as a function of the
receiver bandwidth. The best sensitivity for the NRZ was measured for
a receiver 3-dB bandwidth of 14.5 GHz. Below this value the BER in-
creased due to the ISI introduced by bandwidth restriction. On the other
hand, higher bandwidths worsen the BER because more thermal noise is
captured from the receiver in the high-frequency components of the spec-
trum which only offer marginal contribution to the signal content. Similar
behaviour was observed for EDB and PAM4 but their optimal receiver
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Figure 3.16: Sensitivities of the four modulation formats as a function of
the 3 dB bandwidth of the receiver.
3 dB bandwidths were 10.5 GHz and 9.75 GHz, respectively. Also, the
sensitivity penalty observed at higher bandwidths was more pronounced
because the multi-level modulation formats are more affected by SNR
degradation of the signal. For the NRZ-EDB case, limiting the receiver
bandwidth proved to be necessary to provide duobinary conversion. A
sensitivity penalty of 4 dB was encountered between the optimum receiver
bandwidth of 7.75 GHz and the full 36 GHz bandwidth case. The results
show how EDB and PAM4 could effectively employ 10 G transmitters
and receivers to achieve a 25 Gb/s line rate while NRZ needs devices de-
signed with a higher bandwidth. A higher penalty for EDB and PAM4,
compared to NRZ, was observed when comparing these measurements to
the previous ones. This is attributed to the high-bandwidth PIN photo-
diode that was not equipped with a TIA and, due to the high power of
the optical input, was operating in a shot-noise dominated regime. This
has a different impact on multi-level modulation formats compared to
the thermal noise regime of the 10 G PIN with TIA. Nevertheless, the
measurements clearly show the impact of the receiver bandwidth on the
sensitivity. Also, the absolute values of the sensitivities measured in this
experiment were not suitable for PON transceivers because a high band-
width photodiode was employed without TIA. The choice was made in
order to use a receiver with a high bandwidth (50 GHz) and high linearity
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thereby eliminating other experimental variables that could influence the
results. Similar measurements were repeated for a 10 GHz PIN photodi-
ode receiver with linear TIA implementing additional low-pass filtering
via off-line DSP (Figure 3.17). The receiver was, in this case, working
in a thermal noise limited regime with negligible contribution from the
shot noise and the sensitivities compared closely with the ones obtained
in Figure 3.13. The advantage of having additional bandwidth at the
transmitter in the NRZ-EDB case is evident when the other components
of the network are causing additional bandwidth limitation. While the
NRZ-EDB offers its best sensitivity with an off-line low-pass filter as low
as 8 GHz, the EDB system improves constantly with the higher available
receiver bandwidth. Also, the NRZ-EDB sensitivity is nearly 2 dB better
than the EDB one. Transmitter bandwidths between the 7.46 GHz of
the filter and the full EAM bandwidth of 21 GHz are expected to offer
intermediate performance, offering a wide range of flexibility with the
variations expected from practical 10 G components.
3.2.4 Chromatic dispersion tolerance
Chromatic dispersion tolerance was measured for the above modula-
tion formats using a tuneable dispersion compensation module (TDCM)
to add flexible amounts of dispersion to the signal. The experimental
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Figure 3.17: Sensitivities of the three modulation formats as a function
of the 3 dB bandwidth of the receiver for a 10 G system.
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Figure 3.18: Experimental setup for chromatic dispersion measurements.
setup in Figure 3.18 was used, where the transmitter implementation
was the same as described above for the bandwidth measurement setup.
A TDCM was placed after the modulator and tuned to the same fre-
quency channel as the transmitter to control the amount of dispersion in
the signal. A VOA was used in front of the receiver which consisted of a
40 GHz PIN with TIA for NRZ and a 10 GHz PIN with linear TIA for
EDB, NRZ-EDB and PAM4. The photoreceiver output was captured by
a DSO and processed off-line for error counting.
Dispersion was added in 50 ps/nm steps to the signal and the receiver
sensitivity was measured. A range of EAM bias was used to show how
bias change can be used as a way of pre-distorting the signal to improve
the dispersion tolerance. Changing the bias point affected the chirp but
also the linearity of the signal as the transfer function of the EAM was
not linear. Also, the ER of the optical signal changed with the bias point
because the amplitude of the electrical signal driving the modulator was
not varied. The ERs for the highest bias value of −1.68 V were 6.0 dB,
5.5 dB and 6.1 dB for NRZ, EDB and PAM4, respectively, and increased
up to a maximum of 7.1 dB, 6.8 dB and 7.4 dB, respectively, for the
lowest bias setting.
Figure 3.19 shows the sensitivity of a NRZ 25 Gb/s signal with in-
creasing dispersion and different EAM biases. In B2B the sensitivity was
affected minimally by the change in bias because the linearity is not a
main concern for a binary modulation format. With the increase of CD
the use of a lower bias clearly improved the tolerance of the system and
up to 350 ps/nm of CD was supported with a sensitivity of −6.8 dBm.
The high Baud-rate of the NRZ transmission is the main reason behind
the limit to its dispersion tolerance when ISI becomes more pronounced.
The results in this analysis indicate that uncompensated transmission of
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Figure 3.19: Sensitivity of a 25 Gb/s NRZ signal for various EAM bias.
a 25 Gb/s NRZ can be achieved for a maximum CD equivalent to 20 km
of SMF in C-band. The sensitivity curves in Figure 3.20 were measured
for the EDB system. The EDB signal, despite having the same 25 GBd
Baud-rate as the NRZ, showed improved tolerance to dispersion. The
lowest bias could offer a sensitivity of −11.9 dBm at a 10−3 BER with
700 ps/nm of CD, twice the amount supported by NRZ. This is due to
the reduced spectral content of the modulated signal and also to the
filtering process at the transmitter that, as discussed earlier, eliminates
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Figure 3.20: Sensitivity of a 25 Gb/s EDB signal for various EAM bias.
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certain symbol sequences that are the most affected by dispersion. In
B2B a 1.4 dB penalty was measured with respect to the best case when
using the lowest bias of −2.32 V because of the linearity degradation
introduced.
The NRZ-EDB case was also investigated using the full bandwidth
NRZ transmitter with the 10 G receiver. The results in Figure 3.19 show
the sensitivity under increasing amounts of CD and for various EAM bi-
ases. Similar to the EDB case, lowering the bias improved performance
for higher amounts of CD and a −2.32 V EAM bias allowed for trans-
mission with a 700 ps/nm accumulated dispersion. However, NRZ-EDB
also showed better overall performance across the entire range of mea-
surements with all the settings being able to support up to 500 ps/nm
dispersion. Also, the B2B penalty due to bias induced distortion of the
signal was lower because the EAM was driven by a two level signal, in-
stead of three, as in the EDB system. The B2B sensitivity of −17 dBm
was 1 dB better than the EDB, as expected from the thermal noise char-
acterisation, and the system could deliver a −13.8 dBm sensitivity with
700 ps/nm of CD, 1.9 dB better than EDB. This shows that a transmit-
ter with higher bandwidth than a quarter-rate EDB filter provides an
advantage not only in terms of sensitivity but also CD tolerance. Hence,
among the 10 G class devices available, a higher bandwidth transmitter
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Figure 3.21: Sensitivity of a 25 Gb/s NRZ signal with EDB detection for
various EAM bias.
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is preferable, provided that the receiver filtering is adequate, either be-
cause a 10 GHz photodiode is used or electrical filtering is performed.
PAM4, whose sensitivities are reported in Figure 3.22, showed the
highest resilience to CD among all modulation formats. It allowed for
up to 800 ps/nm of uncompensated dispersion in the system, account-
ing for more than 45 km of SMF, showing a sensitivity of −11.6 dBm
with the EAM biased at −2.24 V. This is due to the lower Baud-rate
that translates to twice the symbol period, 80 ns compared to the 40 ns
of NRZ, making it more tolerant to ISI caused by the same amount of
CD. In B2B, PAM4 was the most affected by the EAM bias condition
due to the unequal level spacing of the four signal levels caused by loss
of linearity. When lower bias values were used the best sensitivity was
achieved for intermediate values of dispersion, instead of B2B, due to
the initial distortion. For the lowest bias, a penalty of 3.0 dB was mea-
sured compared to the best case. However, this setting could support
800 ps/nm of dispersion with only a 0.7 dB penalty with respect to its
B2B performance.
Figure 3.23 summarises the CD tolerance of the four modulation for-
mats, evaluated in their best case scenario. NRZ is the most impaired
of the four, while PAM4 offers the longest reach, thanks to the reduced
Baud-rate. For the analysis results related to CD tolerance, the B2B sen-
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Figure 3.22: Sensitivity of a 25 Gb/s PAM4 signal for various EAM bias.
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Figure 3.23: Sensitivity of NRZ, EDB, NRZ-EDB and PAM4 modulation
under increasing chromatic dispersion.
sitivity obtained for the 25 Gb/s NRZ is worse than the EDB but this
is due to the different PIN receivers used, rather than being an intrinsic
property of the modulation formats. The 10 G PIN had a responsivity of
0.8 A/W at 1550 nm and a 400 V/W conversion gain from the TIA com-
pared to the 0.5 A/W responsivity and 150 V/W conversion gain of the
40 G photo-receiver. If a photodiode with the same parameters was used
for the BER measurements, NRZ would show the best sensitivity, as in
the case of Figure 3.16, where the same PIN photodiode was employed.
The analysis presented showed advantages and drawbacks of the most
promising candidate modulation formats for 25 Gb/s line rate in PONs.
NRZ remains attractive because it offers the simplest implementation
for the electronic circuitry in the transceivers. Using similar receivers,
NRZ also has a better sensitivity due to the higher level separation in
the binary signal (Figure 3.16). However, the speed of the electronic and
optical components has to scale-up with the bit-rate, with consequent
increase in the device cost and power consumption of the electronics.
Also, the high Baud-rate of the signal makes it the most affected by CD,
heavily limiting the fibre reach in uncompensated systems.
EDB is obtained through filtering of an NRZ waveform and the speed
required for the electronics is equal to the NRZ case, with the addition
of a pre-coder at the transmitter and a more complex two threshold
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receiver. Also, linearity of the devices is necessary to preserve level spac-
ing through transmission. However, at the cost of this more complex
implementation, EDB offers a tolerance to CD which can double the un-
compensated fibre reach compared to NRZ. The transceivers only need
to be equipped with modulators and photo-receivers whose bandwidth
is compatible with the previous generation of devices designed for 10 G
NRZ systems. It was shown that, in a full 10 G system, a transmitter
bandwidth in excess of the ideal quarter-rate low-pass filter needed for
duobinary filtering actually provides better overall performance because
the other bandwidth-limited elements of the network contribute to the
EDB filtering. These components generate instead additional undesired
ISI if an EDB transmitter with a precise quarter-rate bandwidth is used,
lowering the system performance.
Lastly, PAM4 has both advantages mentioned for EDB, with an even
more pronounced CD tolerance, and, in addition, the operational speed
of the entire electronic circuitry of the system is half the bit-rate. This
comes at the cost of a more complex circuitry that needs a 2-bit DAC at
the transmitter and a three-threshold receiver. The sensitivity of EDB
and PAM4 using the same devices was comparable and so one does not
offer a clear advantage over the other in terms of link power-budget.
Table 3.3 offers a summary of advantages and disadvantages of the inves-
tigated modulation formats in addressing architectural aspects relevant
to PON systems.
modulation
format
sensitivity complexity
required
bandwidth
dispersion
tolerance
NRZ
√√√ √√√ √ √
NRZ-EDB
√√ √√ √√ √√
EDB
√ √√ √√√ √√
PAM4
√ √ √√√ √√√
Table 3.3: Comparison between modulation formats.
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3.3 Linear burst-mode receiver
Multilevel modulation formats have the advantage of higher spectral effi-
ciency, as emerged from the experimental demonstrations reported in the
previous Sections, but the change from a binary to an M-ary constellation
requires all components in the system to be linear in order to preserve
unaltered symbol spacing. In PONs all the passive optical components
employed are linear, or can generally be considered such at the typical
operating power regimes. Hence, the system design needs to focus on
optoelectronic components at the transmitter and receiver ends, and on
optical amplifiers, if employed. The OLT receiver, which needs burst-
mode functionality, is usually the most challenging component in terms
of linearity and it is addressed in the following Section. The architectural
design of a new linear BM-Rx is firstly presented and discussed and the
operation of a prototype BM-TIA, the first building block, is then tested
and characterised in a PON scenario.
3.3.1 Linear burst-mode receiver design
The early and current generations of commercial BM-Rxs for PONs gen-
erally use a limiting post-amplifier (PA) stage, hence they are not linear.
G-PON or XG-PON systems, where the upstream is a 1.25 Gb/s or
2.5 Gb/s NRZ signal, respectively, do not employ electrical equalisation
at the receiver and only perform slicing of the incoming binary signal,
where the limiting amplifier stage does not represent a limit to perfor-
mance. However, with the increase in bit-rate and fibre length, tapped
delay-line electrical equalisers and more advanced modulation formats
are being considered as viable solutions in future PONs, which introduce
the need to preserve linearity during the conversion from optical to elec-
trical domain. A linear BM-Rx hence becomes a key device to enable
the use of advanced modulations and DSP techniques in PON upstream
channels. The desired output of a BM-Rx is an AC coupled signal with
no DC level and equal signal amplitude for every burst, irrespective of
their input optical power. As the photodiode output current is a DC sig-
nal proportional to the incident optical power, the electrical part of the
receiver has to perform two key operations: align the DC components of
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the bursts and equalise their amplitude.
Generally, in the architecture of a BM-Rx, the BM-TIA provides
partial burst amplitude compensation, featuring a variable-gain ampli-
fier, while the PA performs the residual amplitude equalisation. A first
approach is to have an AC coupled interface between TIA and PA with
large coupling capacitors, as shown schematically in Figure 3.24a). Such
an interface is preferred for its simplicity but, for burst-mode traffic, it
introduces a trade-off involving envelope transients over the AC-coupled
interface between the TIA and PA, due to the high-pass filtering effect.
For example, the use of a 100 nF capacitor in the AC interface of a 50 Ω
system, to suppress DC level decay during long consecutive identical dig-
its (CID) runs, would create transients on the order of microseconds,
Figure 3.24: Comparison of coupling schemes for BM-TIA and BM PA: a)
AC-coupled interface, b) DC-coupled interface, c) AC-coupled interface
with novel TIA design.
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which are unacceptable for burst-mode operation. The transients can
be avoided with the use of a DC coupled interface, as in Figure 3.24b).
However, unless the TIA and PA are integrated on the same chip, a DC-
coupled interface is generally undesired as it is more difficult to realise,
especially if the TIA and PA are developed with different technologies.
The idea behind the newly developed linear BM-Rx is that transients
through an AC coupled interface can be avoided if, at the TIA output, the
baselines of successive bursts are aligned to the same level, irrespective of
the burst amplitude, as in diagram c) of Figure 3.24. This design allows
the use of large AC-coupling capacitors between a burst-mode TIA and
a burst-mode PA, thus avoiding baseline wander during long strings of
CIDs while maintaining a short guard-time between bursts and a short
preamble at the start of each burst. Such an AC-coupled interface is
preferred over a DC-coupled one as the latter requires specifically co-
optimised chipsets while the former can enable easier integration of chip
parts from different developers or vendors.
The linear BM-Rx analysed in this Section was developed by the
micro-electronic design team in the Tyndall National Institute Photonic
Systems Group. The prototype BM-TIA was the first step in the reali-
sation of a complete BM-Rx. The variable-gain PA was not developed in
this chip but is not expected to pose important architectural challenges,
being a more common device. In addition, the BM-TIA characterised
offers an AC coupled interface and, hence, any commercial PA could
be employed with minimum compatibility issues. Figure 3.25 shows a
schematic diagram of the BM-TIA blocks. The photodetector current is
amplified by the TIA A1. A feedback loop, closed using the operational
amplifier OA1, restores the baseline of successive bursts by adjusting a
bias voltage (VOC) inside A1, such that its averaged output equals the
reference level Vref . The output of Vref and A1 are provided to the
differential buffer A2, which also drives 50 Ω termination resistors, to
perform single-ended to differential conversion. This approach of shift-
ing the single-ended output of A1, with respect to a reference, avoids the
dummy TIA conventionally used for single-ended to differential conver-
sion, saving power and chip area. The bandwidth of the feedback loop
formed by the amplifier OA1 can be adjusted by programming on-chip
capacitance settings, to make the TIA convergence time faster or slower.
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Figure 3.25: Block diagram of developed BM-TIA.
This bandwidth introduces the trade-off among settling time between
successive bursts and baseline wander during long CID sequences, which
is a key parameter of the receiver. Optimising this trade-off at this stage
in the receiver allows for the use of large coupling capacitors between the
successive building blocks of the receiver. The strategy used for baseline
restoration in this design does not need an external reset signal between
bursts, unlike other BM-Rxs, avoiding the necessity of peak detection
circuitry in the receiver. It is also to be noted that no specific symbol
pattern is needed in the preamble for the gain setting of the receiver,
easing the requirements and procedure in the system design.
The device tested was fabricated using 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS tech-
nology for the BM-Rx electrical chip, whose area was 1.4x1.3 mm2. The
chip was enclosed in a standard 14-pin butterfly package with differen-
tial GPO RF output and equipped with a linear PIN photodiode with a
responsivity of 0.5 A
W
. The photodiode was wire bonded to the electri-
cal chip but the package did not have an aligned optical fibre interface.
Hence, the device was mounted on a probe station and a cleaved SMF
was vertically aligned on top of the photodiode substrate to perform the
measurements. The measured analog bandwidth of the packaged receiver
was 12 GHz (Figure 3.26). An external micro-controller was used to set
the bandwidth of the BM-TIA restoration feedback loop, setting the ca-
pacitance value of an equivalent RC circuit by managing the connections
from a capacitor bank.
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Figure 3.26: Measured bandwidth of BM-TIA.
Figure 3.27: Packaged BM-TIA on optical probe station.
3.3.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup in Figure 3.28 was built to characterise the BM-
TIA. Two tuneable lasers were set with their wavelengths on two C-band
ITU-T channels, a gain-controlled SOA after each laser was used for carv-
ing of the signal, suppressing the emission during the off-state between
their transmission bursts. In this setup, two ONUs were implemented
and the TDMA protocol was emulated by synchronising the two SOAs’s
“on” and “off” states. An arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) was used
to merge the two optical signals, as it had lower insertion losses than a
power coupler and also could suppress the out of band ASE from the
SOAs. The combined signal was then sent into an EAM with a 3 dB
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Figure 3.28: Experimental setup for BM-TIA characterisation.
measured bandwidth of 13.1 GHz. The modulator was driven by a two
bit DAC generating a 25 Gb/s PAM4 burst signal, with a 20.5 ns guard-
band period, synchronised with the gain switching of the SOAs where
every burst was modulated during the on period of its transmitter. A
programmable optical filter was then used to arbitrarily control the power
of the two bursts, as independent attenuation values could be set across
the wavelength spectrum. By setting a different attenuation for the two
frequency channels, DR was generated in the system, that is the optical
power difference between bursts. The use of a programmable optical fil-
ter was chosen for experimental convenience because it allows for a wider
and more precise DR than using a single gating SOA at the transmit-
ter [87] and also is a more realistic implementation as the signal is not
optically amplified after modulation. In addition, it is simpler and does
not require multiple DACs and modulators, as in a full burst-mode setup
with independent ONUs [72,88]. In the remainder of this work, the opti-
cal bursts are conventionally named soft-burst and loud-burst to identify
the one with lower and higher optical power, respectively. The output
signal from the filter was sent to the BM-TIA whose electrical output
was captured with a 50 GS/s DSO, with a 12.5 GHz 3 dB bandwidth.
Off-line processing was then used on the waveform to synchronise the
incoming signal and perform BER counting.
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3.3.3 Receiver settling time
The receiver had a programmable capacitance on-chip whose value de-
cided the baseline restoration loop bandwidth and, hence, the circuit
time constant. The equivalent capacitance value was set by combining
elements from a bank of different size capacitors in the desired way. The
feedback loop time constant determines the settling time of the receiver,
which is the time needed to align the DC level of two incoming bursts
with optical power difference, or DR. On the other hand, it also affects
the baseline wander, that is the DC component shift during a run of CID.
The baseline wander has to be avoided as it causes BER increase due to
the fixed receiver slicer threshold that would differ from the optimum
decision threshold.
The settling time between bursts was measured for DR values of 0 dB,
6 dB and 12 dB (Figure 3.29). The settling times reported correspond
to the time needed for an excursion from 5 % to 95 % of the final value.
Increases in settling time with the DR was observed especially for the
soft-bursts and, for some intermediate settings, longer settling times were
measured, caused by oscillation of the signal. As expected, settings with
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Figure 3.29: Settling time of BM-TIA for different restoration-loop band-
widths.
the lower circuit capacitance performed faster in term of settling time and
appear more optimum for the desired burst-mode application. However,
in order to quantify the performance, the BER sensitivity was measured
for the various capacitance settings to capture the negative effect of base-
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line wander. Sensitivities were measured for a 25 Gb/s PAM4 signal with
different data patterns to capture the impact of the CID runs on the BER
degradation. Data content was a PRBS of either order 7 or 15, mapped
to the 4 symbols of the PAM4 constellation. Lower order PRBS have
a shorter seed and shift register delay line, which causes shorter unique
sequences in the final pattern and, hence, lower density disparity. While
the PRBS 7 case showed less than 1 dB penalty even in the worst case,
the PRBS 15 pattern had a penalty in excess of 7 dB, highlighting the
negative effect of a restoration loop with a very high bandwidth and
short settling time. Figure 3.31 shows the error distribution along the
PRBS patterns for the two orders of PRBS used, 7 and 15. The per-
formance of the shortest PRBS 7 was not significantly affected by the
capacitance setting and, in both cases examined, the error contributions
were generated by stressful symbols sequences evenly distributed along
the pattern. For the PRBS 15, on the other hand, the analysis showed
marked concentration of the errors in specific regions of the pattern when
a low capacitance was selected. The error concentrations corresponded
to pattern sections where the PAM4 symbols distribution was uneven,
for example with a majority of 0 and 1 over 2 and 3. This caused base-
line wandering and consequent envelope distortion of the waveform, as
visible in the inset, which also resulted in BER increase. PRBS 15 was
considered as a reference as the use of 64B/66B line coding, adopted for
example in the 802.3av IEEE 10G-EPON standard, ensures statistical
limits to the lengths of CID. Also, the off-line testing experimental setup
could not support analysis with PRBS of higher order. An interme-
diate BM-Rx setting providing a convergence time within 100 ns, while
ensuring less than 1 dB penalty for a PRBS 15 pattern was chosen as
the operation regime for the measurements to follow (setting no. 6 in the
reported graphs). It is also to be noted that the sensitivity penalty rises
sharply for smaller capacitance values (setting no. 7 or higher), hence
the chosen value offers more tolerance. This is compatible with future
PON standards which are targeting burst overhead times of maximum
200 ns including BM-Rx settling, clock data recovery (CDR) and even-
tual equaliser training.
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Figure 3.30: BER penalty induced by baseline wander.
3.3.4 Receiver dynamic range
The BM-Rx operation across a range of optical input powers is deter-
mined by two different noise mechanisms affecting the signal. The re-
ception of the so-called soft-burst, with the lowest optical power, is im-
paired by the thermal noise coming either from the photodiode or the
TIA, which lowers its SNR. On the other hand, the more energetic loud-
burst is subject to distortions coming from the electrical amplifier being
pushed into saturation. For the 25 Gb/s PAM4 transmission used in the
experiment the BER was, at first, measured during a continuous signal
reception, without using the burst-mode functionality of the receiver, to
identify these boundaries. The sensitivity of the receiver for a 10−3 BER
was measured to be −12 dBm and the overload power +1.3 dBm, re-
sulting in a supported dynamic range of 13.3 dB. Similar measurements
were then carried out in burst-mode to confirm that the BM-TIA was
not adding any source of degradation to the received signal when dealing
with optical bursts. The bursts from the two ONUs were separated by
a 20.5 ns guardband period, where both transmitters were off and the
initial 160 ns of every burst was used as a preamlbe for the BM-TIA
baseline recovery. During the measurements of the soft-burst BER, the
optical power of the loud-burst entering the receiver was kept fixed at
its expected 10−3 BER sensitivity, and vice versa when acquiring the
loud-burst BER trace. In this way, the receiver was stressed under the
highest DR it could support while guaranteeing satisfactory pre FEC
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Figure 3.31: Error distributions along the PRBS patterns for different
capacitance settings. Insets show the electrical waveform with visible
baseline wandering in one case.
performance. The observed BER behaviour as a function of the received
optical power did not show any significant differences between continu-
ous mode operation and burst-mode, both for the soft and loud burst,
confirming the suitability of the receiver to be employed in burst-mode
application.
Further analysis featuring this BM-TIA, conducted to increase its
sensitivity, in order to support a higher power budget, and enable trans-
mission over up to 40 km of SMF, where linear electronic equalisation
is employed, are treated in Section 4.1 of this work. In Chapter 5, on
the other hand, an alternative approach where power equalisation is per-
formed in the optical domain is presented in Section 5.2.
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Figure 3.32: BER curves in continuous mode and burst-mode.
3.4 PAM4 hierarchical modulation
In the previous paragraphs of this Chapter, the use of more advanced
modulation formats has been discussed and demonstrated as a way to
increase the bit-rate of the current generation of optoelectronic devices,
thanks to their higher spectral efficiency. A drawback of such modulation
formats is the higher optical power required at the receiver that reduces
the allowable power budget and drives the need for optical amplification
in the access domain. This paragraph introduces an alternative approach
to extend the maximum allowed power budget in the downstream direc-
tion, while maintaining the higher spectral efficiency of multilevel modu-
lation. A peculiar characteristic of PONs is the difference in transmission
path losses between the OLT at the head-end of the network and the var-
ious ONUs of the subscribers. This means that, in the downstream, for a
given launched power from the OLT, different users will have different re-
ceived powers. Hierarchical modulation can take advantage of the spread
in differential reach and loss budget present in PON optical distribution
networks to efficiently redistribute the optical power margin of the system
between different ONUs and improve the overall power budget [89, 90].
In this Section, a hierarchical modulation scheme is implemented in a
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PON downstream channel with the use of PAM4 modulation, which is
achieved by combining an interleaved detection scheme [91] with unequal
spacing of the PAM4 signal levels. Taking advantage of the asymmetry
in the PON physical structure, this allows a redistribution of the power
margin between ONUs that experience different path losses in order to
increase the supported losses of the ONUs most impaired by attenua-
tion, provided sufficient power margin is available in the ONUs nearer
to the OLT [55]. The following Subsection explains in detail the pro-
posed PAM4 interleaved detection scheme and hierarchical modulation
and it is followed by the experimental validation and transmission results,
where differential power budget is demonstrated, allowing for extended
maximum path loss.
3.4.1 Hierarchical modulation with interleaved ONUs detection
scheme
Hierarchical modulation, or layered modulation, is a multiplexing strat-
egy used to transmit multiple data streams into a single symbol stream.
It is generally realised with multi-dimensional constellations and can be
used in broadcast type transmissions to provide users with different qual-
ity of service depending on their reception quality [90, 92, 93]. In point-
to-multipoint TDMA networks, like PONs, hierarchical modulation can
be used to adjust the downstream constellation to the different SNR or
received power experienced by the various ONUs. It has been proposed
in previous works with optical OFDM [89], PSK [94] or QAM [95] where
two modulated data layers were simultaneously received by two ONUs
and adjusting the constellation to the receiver SNR resulted in improved
power budget or capacity. Here, hierarchical modulation is proposed
using PAM4, which is a simple one-dimensional modulation format. In-
terleaved detection of its two NRZ components is used to multiplex the
data stream into two layers and non-uniform spacing of the PAM4 levels
to determine the degree of hierarchical modulation in the network. The
system described in the following Sections allows the realisation of a PON
with ONUs divided into two groups, depending on their distance from
the OLT, with a different dedicated logical transmission channel (Figure
3.33). The advantage of the scheme is that it allows for redistribution
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Figure 3.33: PON system with PAM4 hierarchical modulation.
of the PON differential loss budget, transferring available power margin
from less impaired ONUs to the ones which suffer from a higher path
loss. This can provide service to ONUs that otherwise would be out of
reach due to the more severe impairments of the channel.
PAM4 Interleaved Detection
The traffic in PONs is generally managed by a TDMA protocol in which
every user is exclusively allocated a periodic time slot during which data
transmission is performed. In the downstream direction the OLT trans-
mits a continuous sequence of packets, which are destined for the various
ONUs, as specified in the packet header. The ONU receiver physically
operates in continuous mode, as its CDR is synchronised during the whole
transmission time, but the protocol layer only decodes payload data from
the packets which are addressed to the specific subscriber. In such a sit-
uation, where multiple detectors are receiving the same signal, PAM4 re-
ception can be implemented with an interleaved detection scheme where
the MSB and LSB data streams are assigned to two different groups of
ONUs [45, 55]. As a result, instead of a single ONU decoding two bits
per symbol during an exclusively dedicated time-slot, two ONUs simul-
taneously decode one bit each from different NRZ streams encoded in
the same PAM4 time division multiplexing (TDM) packet. If Gray cod-
ing is used to generate the PAM4 sequence, a single-threshold receiver is
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Figure 3.34: Gray coded PAM4 generation and interleaved detection of
the tributary NRZ streams.
Figure 3.35: MSB and LSB receivers for PAM4 interleaved detection.
sufficient for the MSB ONU type and a dual-threshold receiver, coupled
with an AND logic gate for the LSB ONU type (Figure 3.34, 3.35), both
of which are simpler than a full PAM4 receiver with three thresholds.
In practice, a single LSB ONU design can be deployed and electrically
reconfigured to act as an MSB ONU where required, by connecting one
of the threshold comparators to a logical one. In such an implementation
the peak-rate of each ONU is halved, but the aggregate capacity of the
PON system is unchanged, because two receivers are working simultane-
ously [55].
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Non-uniform PAM4 level spacing
Combining the above scheme with unequal spacing of the PAM4 sig-
nal levels, a higher portion of the signal power can be allocated in the
MSB stream, consequently reducing the relative power in the LSB. This
translates to generating a signal with a symmetric eye diagram but with
enhanced opening of the central eye and reduced opening of the outer eyes
(Figure 3.36). The ER of the inner eye and the outer eyes determines,
respectively, the sensitivity of the MSB and LSB receivers. Hence this
strategy improves the single-threshold MSB receiver sensitivity, whereas
the sensitivity is reduced for the corresponding double-threshold LSB re-
ceiver. In this implementation, the excess power budget from the ONUs
with lower loss paths can be transferred to the ONUs closer to the sensi-
tivity limit, effectively increasing the maximum power budget supported.
Since the eye diagram is kept symmetric, the degree of unequal level spac-
ing in the signal is quantified using the level mismatch separation ratio
Rlm metric, as defined for PAM4 in IEEE P802.3bj clause 94.t. The
minimum opening of the three eyes, Smin, is calculated as
Smin = min (V3 − V2, V2 − V1, V1 − V0) (3.9)
where V0 to V3 are the average values of the PAM4 signal levels at the
sampling point (Figure 3.36) and Rlm is calculated with the following
expression:
Rlm =
3Smin
(V3 − V0) . (3.10)
Because of the eye diagram symmetry the outer eye’s opening is the same
for both of them as the inner eye opening is increased, hence the above
metric corresponds to a unique condition of the transmitted signal. For
a PAM4 eye diagram with equally spaced levels Rlm is 1 and increasing
power allocated in the MSB stream corresponds to Rlm decreasing from
1 towards 0 (Figure 3.36). As the opening of the inner eye increases, the
difference in required optical power between the two detectors becomes
greater, with the MSB receiver achieving higher sensitivity than a full
PAM4 receiver and the LSB showing decreased performance. To better
understand the expected performance of the system, the symbol error
probability for the two receivers in an AWGN scenario was calculated as
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Figure 3.36: Eye diagrams with increasing asymmetry levels.
a function of Rlm. Defining wi as the opening of the inner eye, wo as
the outer eye’s opening and E as the opening of the full PAM4 eye, the
following relations hold:
wi + 2wo = E , (3.11)
wo =
E
3
Rlm , (3.12)
wi = E
(
1− 2
3
Rlm
)
. (3.13)
If σ represents the added AWGN standard deviation for the rail, the
error probability of single-threshold and double-threshold receivers can
be expressed, respectively, as:
PMSB =
1
4
erfc
(
wi√
2σ
)
, (3.14)
PLSB =
1
2
erfc
(
wo√
2σ
)
(3.15)
which, as a function of Rlm, are equivalent to:
PMSB =
1
4
erfc
(
E
(
1− 2
3
Rlm
)
1√
2σ
)
, (3.16)
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PLSB =
1
2
erfc
(
ERlm
3
√
2σ
)
. (3.17)
Defining the SNR as
SNR =
E2
σ2
(3.18)
the following expressions describe the BER as a function of SNR for the
MSB and LSB receivers, respectively:
PMSB =
1
4
erfc
(√
SNR√
2
(
1− 2
3
Rlm
))
, (3.19)
PLSB =
1
2
erfc
(√
SNR√
2
Rlm
3
)
. (3.20)
Because the above expressions have a different factor multiplying Rlm
as the argument inside the erfc function, their behaviour is not exactly
symmetrical, with the LSB performance degrading more rapidly in terms
of SNR than the gain obtained by the MSB for the same Rlm settings.
Figure 3.37 reports the theoretical BER for the two receivers as a func-
tion of the electrical signal SNR, also compared to a conventional PAM4
receiver and to an NRZ receiver of the same Baud-rate. As Rlm decreases,
the MSB performance approaches that of a binary NRZ signal while a
higher SNR is required for the LSB receiver which is affected by the
smaller opening of the outer eyes. The difference between a full PAM4
receiver and the case where Rlm = 1 is due to the Gray coding adopted
in the PAM4, which minimises the BER for a given SER. In order to
better capture the trend when varying Rlm, the sensitivities from the
theoretical curves for a BER of 10−3 are plotted in Figure 3.38, where
the difference between the two offers a direct indication of the system
differential power budget, acting as a guideline for the design of a system
once its physical layer properties are known. The different slopes for the
two receiver sensitivities are expected from the above BER expressions,
due to how the Rlm term appears in the erfc function.
3.4.2 Experimental demonstration of power budget extension
The system described above was experimentally implemented and
demonstrated in a PON scenario. The test setup (Figure 3.39) had
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Figure 3.37: Theoretical BER curves for MSB and LSB receivers under
different Rlm.
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Figure 3.38: Sensitivities and differential power budget for MSB and LSB
receivers under different Rlm.
an OLT capable of generating a PAM4 signal with the characteristic
needed for hierarchical modulation and interleaved detection capabili-
ties, an asymmetric network plant with users placed at different physical
reaches, and two ONUs detecting, respectively, the MSB and LSB com-
ponents of the downstream traffic.
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Experimental setup
In the OLT of the experimental setup, a C-band laser centred at 1550 nm
was externally modulated using an EAM with a 3 dB bandwidth of
13.1 GHz. The EAM was biased at -1.36 V to work in its linear re-
gion, to preserve the symbol spacing of the PAM4 constellation. The
EAM input power from the laser was +9 dBm and the optical power of
the output signal was +1.7 dBm. The modulator was driven by a 2-bit
DAC whose output amplitude was kept constant to ensure that the ER,
measured to be 5.8 dB, was unchanged for all the hierarchical modulation
degrees investigated. The DAC was fed by two tributary NRZ streams,
the MSB and LSB components of the resulting PAM4 signal. The DAC
unit had a dedicated electrical amplifier controlling the output power of
each of the NRZ components, so that their relative amplitudes could be
set arbitrarily by tuning the bias voltages of their amplifiers. Adjusting
these relative amplitudes, the module could generate a symmetric PAM4
signal with enhanced or reduced opening of the central eye (Figure 3.36).
The DAC was operated at 12.5 GBd thus in order to obtain a 25 Gb/s
bit-rate. The transmitted data content was a four-level pseudo-random
sequence of order 15, obtained by combining one by one the bits of the
two PRBS of order 15 used as tributaries, one of which was delayed by
half a pattern length. An asymmetric network plant was employed with
a common, 12 km span, SMF trunk line, a 50:50 colorless power splitter
and VOAs used to emulate the additional power splitter insertion losses.
A first ONU was connected directly after the power splitter, whereas a
Figure 3.39: Experimental setup for hierarchically modulated PAM4
characterisation.
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second ONU was connected after an additional span of either 12 km or
25 km of SMF, to emulate different degrees of differential reach. Both
ONUs were equipped with commercial 10 G receivers, composed of a PIN
photodiode and linear TIA, to detect the optical signal. The outputs of
the PIN receivers were captured using a 12.5 GHz, 50 GS/s DSO and
processed off-line for CDR implementation, pattern synchronisation and
error counting. Separate error counting of the two NRZ tributary streams
forming the PAM4 signal, MSB and LSB, was implemented off-line for
this analysis, as described earlier (Figure 3.35).
Experimental results and discussion
The MSB and LSB detectors were characterised in optical B2B for differ-
ent Rlm values, ranging from 0.8 to 0.5, and compared to the sensitivity
of a 25 Gb/s PAM4 receiver (Figure 3.40). This PAM4 receiver was
chosen for comparison, even though its peak data rate is higher, as it
would provide a network capacity per wavelength equivalent to that of
our interleaved approach. As the opening of the inner eye increases,
meaning a lower Rlm is used, the difference in required optical power be-
tween the two detectors becomes greater, with the MSB receiver achiev-
ing higher sensitivity than a full PAM4 receiver and the LSB showing
decreased performance. Symmetrical behaviour was obtained for MSB
and LSB sensitivities at different degrees of hierarchical modulation, so
that a lower Rlm setting corresponds to an increased differential reach
that could accommodate higher differences in path losses in the network
plant (Figure 3.40). As an example, the system operating with an Rlm
of 0.5 had a 7.5 dB differential power budget between the two groups of
users at a pre-FEC BER threshold of 10−3. Separate detection of the
MSB binary stream provided 3.5 dB improvement in sensitivity com-
pared to PAM4, while the corresponding LSB receiver required optical
power was increased by 4 dB, due to smaller opening of the upper and
lower eyes. Intermediate values could be chosen to achieve a differen-
tial power budget that optimally adapts to the network physical plant
conditions. The histogram in Figure 3.41 shows the differential power
budget achieved for various transmitter settings and how they translate,
in terms of power margin reduction, for the LSB detector and improved
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Figure 3.40: BER curves for optical back-to-back transmission.
power budget for the MSB receiver.
The sensitivity for a pre-FEC BER of 10−3 was then measured for
both detectors adding transmission over various lengths of SMF, under
different level separations conditions (Figure 3.42). The EAM bias was
lowered from −1.36 V to −1.56 V, which was an optimised value for the
Figure 3.41: Power margin and differential power budget in asymmetric
PON.
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intermediate length of 25 km, to induce a certain amount of pre-distortion
in the signal, which partially compensates for chromatic dispersion. The
same bias value was used for all fibre lengths, as in a realistic scenario for
a signal transmitted from the OLT to all the network ONUs. This bias
setting explains why the B2B case did not have the highest sensitivity
and the best performances were achieved for a positive overall value of
chromatic dispersion. The extinction ratio was 6.2 dB for all the Rlm
investigated in the experiment and the launched power from the EAM
was +0.8 dBm. The MSB detector had similar performance between the
optical B2B and with addition of fibre spans up to 25 km, meaning the
chromatic dispersion had little effect, also thanks to the EAM bias setting
explained previously. The same receiver showed increased sensitivity
penalty when 40 km of fibre were used, in which case higher received
optical powers were required and the maximum Rlm supported to achieve
a 10−3 BER was 0.9. However, even in such conditions, the scheme
clearly offered advantages over a PAM4 receiver, in terms of CD tolerance
allowing for a 40 km transmission for half of the ONUs in the network,
which would otherwise require dispersion compensation techniques [13].
Regarding the LSB detector performance, it could support 25 km of SMF
or less but proved to be impractical for longer reach as the pre-FEC BER
could not be achieved after a 40 km span without the use of chromatic
dispersion compensation.
A full system implementation with different fibre spans was then re-
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alised where the LSB detector was placed after 12 km of SMF and the
MSB after an additional 12 km or 25 km for a total span of 24 km or
37 km, respectively. Rlm could be changed in the system to improve
the MSB receiver sensitivity after the additional fibre attenuation and
dispersion and achieve the desired differential power budget. BER per-
formance for Rlm values from 0.6 to 0.8 are shown in Figure 3.43 for a
12 km differential distance, with MSB and LSB ONUs at distances of,
respectively, 12 km and 24 km. Differential power budgets of 3.1 dB
to 6.7 dB were measured between the 12 km and 24 km ONUs to ac-
commodate for the extra fibre or splitter losses (Figure 3.43). Similarly,
Figure 3.44 shows the measured BER curves for the 12 km and 37 km
ONUs scenario where differential power budgets of 1.8 dB to 5.8 dB were
obtained. This means that, provided the power margin in the LSB ONU
is sufficient, the Rlm of the signal can be decreased to achieve better
sensitivity for the MSB stream, if needed, to allow for longer reach. In
this implementation, an Rlm value between 0.7 and 0.8 would provide the
differential sensitivity needed to compensate for the 4.8 dB loss of the
additional 25 km SMF and have the same power margin for both ONUs.
This scheme offers the possibility of optimising its performance to fit
existing deployed network plants, by flexibly reconfiguring the degree of
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Figure 3.43: BER curves for 12 km and 24 km ONUs with various Rlm.
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Figure 3.44: BER curves for 12 km and 37 km ONUs with various Rlm.
hierarchical modulation. Using a high resolution DAC at the OLT trans-
mitter, the Rlm value could be changed on a burst by burst time-scale,
therefore generating the optimum differential power budget between two
ONUs, depending on their different optical path losses.
3.5 Summary
This Chapter discusses the advent of advanced modulation formats in
PONs as a means to enable the bit-rate increase needed for the upcoming
100 G (4x25 Gb/s) systems in a cost-effective way. DMT, PAM4 and
EDB modulations, in particular, are addressed and their potential is
evaluated through experimental demonstrations.
In Section 3.1, a variation of OFDM, namely DMT modulation, is
introduced. DMT can avail of high order modulation formats, such as
QAM, to increase its spectral efficiency while keeping the attractive as-
pects of being suitable for IMDD systems like current PONs. While
requiring substantial DSP for the implementation of all the functional-
ities, DMT relieves the requirements of the physical layer, in particular
the bandwidth of the optoelectronic components. Its low spectral occu-
pancy, along with the flexibility offered in shaping the spectral content,
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allows previous generation devices to support the bit-rate of the suc-
cessive PON standards leading to the demonstration of a 10.4 Gb/s,
XG-PON compatible, bit-rate where a 1 GHz G-PON DML is used in
the transmitter.
Section 3.2 looks into simpler multi-level modulation formats, in par-
ticular PAM4 and EDB. Their spectral efficiency is lower than DMT but
they offer simpler implementation since, potentially, no DSP is required
and the electrical front-end devices have less strict requirements. They
are, hence, proving themselves a promising solution for the realisation
of 25 Gb/s line-rates with the 10 G generation of optoelectronic devices.
Their performance in term of bandwidth restrictions and chromatic dis-
persion tolerance are analysed and compared to NRZ and they emerge
as attractive candidates as they do not require the newer and more ex-
pensive 25 G components and are less impaired by dispersion, thanks to
their lower Baud-rate or the incorporated filtering.
Focusing then on the enabling devices, Section 3.3 introduces a novel
linear BM-TIA developed in Tyndall National Institute, a key compo-
nent necessary to support the mentioned advanced modulation formats
in the upstream direction. The idea behind this BM-TIA architecture
removes the common issue of transients introduced by AC interfaces and
the need for DC coupling among chip parts in the integrated circuit, mak-
ing the fabrication cheaper and open to the integration of components
from different vendors. The BM-TIA prototype is tested with 25 Gb/s
PAM4 traffic and shows burst-mode capabilities with a settling time be-
tween bursts of less than 100 ns and a supported dynamic range of up to
13.3 dB.
Finally, in Section 3.4, an innovative way of exploiting PAM4 char-
acteristics is proposed to increase the power budget of PONs where a
degree of asymmetry is present. A hierarchical modulation scheme for
25 Gb/s PAM4 downstream in PON systems is proposed using inter-
leaved detection of the tributary binary streams and unequally spaced
levels of the PAM4 signal. The network power budget is increased, ben-
efiting from the improved MSB detector sensitivity which is increased
by up to 3.5 dB. This receiver also has higher chromatic dispersion tol-
erance enabling data transmission over 40 km of fibre without the need
for dispersion compensation techniques. An asymmetric network plant
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with ONUs at 12 km and 37 km is demonstrated where the sensitivity
of the latter has been improved to account for additional path losses and
chromatic dispersion induced penalty.
Among the modulation formats discussed in this Chapter, DMT pro-
vides the best gain in terms of spectral efficiency, thanks to its ability
to employ complex modulation formats. A 10 Gb/s system is realised
with a 1 GHz device and similar conclusions hold for higher rates of
25 Gb/s, 40 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s which can be achieved with 10 G de-
vices [50, 56–61, 85]. The DSP requirements limit its application in the
cost-constrained field of PONs, with the results obtained for XG-PON
holding for NG-PON 2 as well. Another limiting factor of DMT, when
moving to higher Baud-rates, is that it relies on high-speed ADCs and
DACs which are expensive and power hungry, both undesirable aspects
for their employment in PON transceivers. This translates into the con-
sideration that even though DMT will not be chosen for the 25 Gb/s line
rate in PONs, it could be considered again for future standards where
the target bit-rate will be increased further. Large scale development of
DMT will also depend heavily on the advance and cost of the underlying
CMOS technology necessary to support its DSP requirements. PAM4
and EDB, on the other hand, are more likely to be adopted in the short
term where they can enhance the performance of the 10 G generation
of devices but will require higher bandwidth components to scale up to
future higher line rate. Hence the availability and affordability of such
higher speed components will be key to determine whether they could
provide an attractive solution.
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The most recent PON standards and the ones that are currently being
drafted are aiming to reach SMF lengths of up to 40 km, as well as data-
rates of 10 Gb/s and 25 Gb/s per wavelength. The desirable use of cost-
effective transmitters such as DMLs or EMLs generates phase modulation
in the optical signal which interacts with CD to induce distortions that
translate into sensitivity penalties at the receiver, or loss of the signal
altogether. The degrading effect of CD is enhanced by higher Baud-
rates and by the use of multi-level modulation formats, such as the ones
discussed in the previous Chapter. Hence, there is a need to investigate
compensation strategies for the upcoming high data-rates in the access
domain. There is still space for debate regarding the transmission window
to adopt as the C-band, which is attractive for its low attenuation, has
a high CD coefficient for long reach at high Baud-rates, while, on the
other hand, the O-band offers low dispersion but higher attenuation. In
the O-band FWM also needs to be considered as the systems operate
near the zero dispersion wavelength. While the IEEE, in its upcoming
100G-EPON standard, is considering the use of O-band for the upstream
and C-band for downstream, the ITU NG-PON 2 standard has specified
both the upstream and downstream transmission windows to be in the C-
band. The newest ITU XGS-PON standard, reuses the upstream O-band
wavelength window, and downstream C-band window, of the previous G-
PON and XG-PON systems. Understanding of CD induced limitations
and effectiveness of compensation schemes is therefore vital for the design
of next-generation optical access systems.
In high-rate and multi-span IMDD optical links, a common way to
address the accumulated CD is to use DCF, which has an opposite and
higher in magnitude dispersion coefficient than SMF, to optically com-
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pensate for the dispersion introduced by the transmission fibre. Despite
being an effective solution, DCF is bulky and expensive due to the several
kilometres of fibre needed in the exchange nodes and it also introduces
additional insertion losses. PONs can also have a high differential reach
which means it is not possible to compensate for all the users simultane-
ously, due to the different amounts of accumulated CD. For such reasons
it is not practical in PONs and, especially, at the subscriber ONU, where
the cost and footprint per unit are critical. Another solution to optically
compensate CD is represented by chirped fibre Bragg gratings which offer
reduced footprint and insertion losses. However, they require additional
components, such as a circulator, and their wavelength operational range
is relatively narrow which again is not ideal for PONs. In addition, the
installation and optimisation for both solutions requires physically dif-
ferent components based on every link reach and wavelength and has to
be performed during the installation phase. EDC has recently become a
topic of interest thanks to its small footprint, no insertion loss, wide range
of adaptability for different compensation scenarios and potentially low
production costs leveraging the state-of-the-art CMOS industry [96]. In
particular, the ability to deal with different levels of impairments makes
it a strong candidate for PON upstream where a burst-mode implemen-
tation of an EDC filter can compensate for different amounts of CD in
the bursts. An EDC filter is not transparent to the modulation formats,
whereas optical domain compensation is, hence it is also of interest to
investigate its use with higher order modulation formats, for example
PAM4.
In Section 4.1 a linear tapped delay-line filter with feed-forward
equaliser (FFE) and decision-feedback equaliser (DFE) is introduced with
a burst-by-burst adaptation feature tailored to PON upstream burst-
mode application. The results of the investigation into its compensation
capabilities are reported and it is then employed in a system demonstra-
tion, along with PAM4 and a linear BM-TIA, to demonstrate a burst-
mode upstream 25 Gb/s single-lane bit-rate over an equivalent of 37.5 km
SMF in the C-band. The application of EDC in the upstream direction
is of particular interest as the cost of a single unit is shared among all
network subscribers.
While the above solution is very attractive for the PON upstream,
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it could be too expensive to equip every ONU receiver with a dedicated
equaliser chip to compensate for CD in the downstream traffic. Ideally,
the most complex components would be located in the OLT and their
cost shared among all the subscribers, hence a pre-compensation scheme
would be preferable for the downstream direction. The use of a chirp-
free Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) could allow the target PON reach
without the need for post-compensation at the receiver. However, the
use of MZMs is generally undesirable due to their cost, size and added
complexity of their control circuitry. When an EAM is used a simple
strategy is to change the bias point of the modulator to change its chirp
according to the target distance, even if this could offer sub-optimal
performance when the differential distance between ONUs is large. The
preferred transmitter would be a DML due to the cost related advantages,
however the chirp generated by direct modulation heavily limits the reach
when a dispersive fibre is used for transmission.
Section 4.2 discusses a chirp management technique for DMLs us-
ing narrow optical filtering with multi-level amplitude modulation. The
proposed solution is particularly interesting for the PON downstream as
it supports transmission of a 25 Gb/s PAM4 signal over up to 50 km
SMF employing a simple slicer at the receiver as no DSP is required for
post-compensation purposes.
4.1 Adaptive burst-mode linear equaliser for upstream
traffic
EDC is a promising solution for CD impairment compensation in PONs
thanks to the reduced footprint, no insertion loss or additional optical
components needed and the attractive feature to be able to compensate
for bursts with different levels of impairments, which is potentially re-
quired if the fibre plant is asymmetric [53, 54, 96]. EDC approaches the
problem of CD induced ISI in the electrical domain rather than in the
optical one. Various implementations of EDC for optical systems are
possible. The simplest are continuous-time filters (CTFs) which present
an adjustable frequency response that can be tuned to better compensate
for the low-pass filtering effect of CD. While simple to implement and
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cost-effective their application is limited to situations where CD is not
large. FFE and DFE are another family of equalisers which use a tapped-
delay line approach to compensate for ISI whose interference spreads over
multiple symbol periods. The linear FFE quantifies how adjacent sym-
bols affect the symbol under decision so that optimum tap coefficients
can be determined to cancel the undesired contributions of the future
and past symbols, namely pre-cursors and post-cursors. The DFE uses
a feedback loop to determine the contribution of the post-cursors after
their detection. FFE and DFE filters will be presented in more detail in
Subsection 4.1.1 of this Chapter. Maximum likelihood sequence estima-
tion (MLSE) equalisers are a more complex class of filters that implement
a Viterbi decoding algorithm to estimate the channel frequency response
and determine the symbol sequence with higher likelihood. They offer
the best compensation performance but require a complex implementa-
tion due to the high amount of DSP involved, memory buffer which also
increases latency and also higher power consumption when compared to
the previous options.
A combination of FFE and DFE represents the preferred choice for
PON systems offering the desired trade-off between complexity and per-
formance [96]. They have significantly better dispersion compensation
capabilities than CTF and do not require the large amount of DSP nec-
essary for MLSE. Also, analog implementation of such filters is possible,
thus avoiding the need for high-speed ADCs at the receiver front-end.
This Section focuses on the adoption of FFE and DFE linear filters for
EDC with higher modulation formats (PAM4) and in the burst-mode
scenario typical of PON upstream traffic.
4.1.1 FFE and DFE filters
Tapped delay-line filters are designed to reduce the ISI by weighting the
neighbouring symbols based on the estimated interference they have on
the sample under reception, thereby removing their undesired contribu-
tions. Due to bandwidth limitations and/or CD, a symbol is spread
outside of its period affecting the neighbouring ones and generating ISI.
The symbol being detected at a given instant is named cursor and the
preceding and following symbols are called post-cursors and pre-cursors,
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Figure 4.1: Pulse spreading through a dispersive channel and induced
ISI between successive pulses.
respectively (Figure 4.1). The values of the post-cursors and pre-cursors
outside their symbol period add to the cursor during detection and are
responsible for ISI. The channel response determines the extent of the
pulse spreading outside its symbol period and, hence, how much it af-
fects its neighbouring symbols during detection. The idea behind FFE
and DFE filters is that ISI can be compensated for using a delay line to
preserve a copy of the neighbouring symbols while evaluating the cursor
and selecting appropriate coefficients for the pre- and post-cursors, so
that their interference can be subtracted.
General architecture
Figure 4.2 is a simplified scheme of a linear filter which incorporates a
FFE part along with a DFE and the expanded block diagram of the same
is in Figure 4.3. The FFE acts on a delay-line fed with the incoming
sampled analog input, where tap coefficients are placed at intervals de-
fined by delay blocks which can be a full symbol period or a fraction of it.
Figure 4.2: Block diagram of linear equaliser with FFE and DFE.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of linear equaliser with FFE and DFE where delay
blocks and tap coefficients are visible.
The DFE, on the other hand, has a delay line with a full symbol period
spacing only and its input is the output signal after a hard decision has
been taken on the symbol values by a comparator block, or data slicer.
The output xFFE of the FFE filter, with a total of M taps, is calculated
as
xFFE,k =
M∑
i=1
cixk−i (4.1)
where ci with i = 1, 2, ...,M are the M coefficients of the FFE filter, while
the output xDFE of the DFE component having N taps is
xDFE,k =
N∑
i=1
diaˆk−i−D (4.2)
with di, i = 1, 2, ..., N being its coefficients, D the filter delay and aˆ the
estimated output symbol obtained after the decision-threshold slicing of
the output y, which is the sum of the two components above
yk = xFFE,k + xDFE,k. (4.3)
Due to the feedback loop, a DFE can only compensate for the post-
cursor symbols, whose reception has already taken place, while a FFE
can compensate for both pre- and post-cursors, depending on the position
of the cursor symbol in the delay line. The filter delay D is determined
by the reference tap chosen for the cursor symbol in the delay line of the
FFE, which identifies the position of the output symbol being corrected,
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and the amount of pre-cursors and post-cursors the filter is compensating
for. While the FFE structure is independent of the system modulation
format, the DFE requires a slicer commensurate with the constellation
to ensure appropriate symbol decisions.
Burst adaptive design and convergence timing
The equaliser in this work was designed for burst-mode upstream traffic
and had a training function running at the beginning of every burst to
set the filter tap coefficients according to the level of impairment, which
could vary from burst to burst. Similar equalisers have been studied for
10 Gb/s NRZ systems, where adaptive FFE and DFE filtering was im-
plemented [72, 96]. While a similar architecture can be adopted for the
FFE filter, additional complexity is necessary in the DFE comparator to
correctly decode the received symbols. Also, the different SNR require-
ments and higher complexity of the constellation makes it necessary to
reassess the filter performance and the convergence timing requirements.
A detailed scheme of the equaliser is shown in Figure 4.4. Every optical
burst was equipped with a common training sequence in their preamble
and during the training process the filter output yk was compared to the
internally generated training signal ak to compute the error ek = ak−yk.
A least mean square (LMS) algorithm was used to calculate the optimum
coefficients of both FFE and DFE to minimise the error. The LMS al-
Figure 4.4: Block diagram of FFE and DFE equaliser with burst-by-burst
adaptive training feature.
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gorithm updates the vector of the filter coefficients, w, which is formed
by the FFE and DFE coefficients, wk = [ c1,k c2,k ... cM,k d1,k dN,k ],
following the Equation
wk+1 = wk + µLMSxkek (4.4)
where the LMS gain, µLMS, has been introduced. The convergence speed
of the LMS algorithm in setting the coefficients is determined µLMS,
and the precision of the coefficient values depends on both µLMS and
the duration of the training process. Careful choice of these parameters
is needed to ensure limited transmission overhead while guaranteeing
satisfactory ISI cancellation. After the training period, the coefficients
could be tracked using the filter output aˆk to compute the error instead
of the training sequence. However, assuming the fibre channel to be time
invariant within the duration of an optical burst, the adaptation could
be carried out at the beginning of the reception and the coefficient then
be used unvaried to filter the burst payload. The results offered by the
two approaches are compared in the following to confirm whether the
coefficient tracking during the burst payload is necessary.
4.1.2 Filter parameters optimisation
An appropriate experimental setup was realised in order to generate op-
tical bursts of traffic and perform off-line analysis on them to test various
EDC filter options. The adaptive equaliser was implemented in a numer-
ical analysis environment where its parameters could be easily varied to
provide an accurate characterisation of their effect on the performance
for the desired application as a burst-mode capable upstream equaliser
for PONs. With off-line processing it was also possible to use the same
received waveforms to compare all the different variants in implementa-
tions and parameters settings of the equalisers, making the results less
susceptible to experimental measurement variations.
In this type of filter, a variety of parameters can be tuned to obtain
the optimal trade-off between performance and complexity which is key
for application in PONs. The equaliser can have FFE components only
or can also be supported by a DFE, both with a different number of taps.
The delay line of the FFE portion can have different spacing between taps
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with delay blocks of either a full symbol or a fraction, obtaining what are
called symbol-spaced equalisers (SSEs) or fractionally-spaced equalisers
(FSEs), respectively. The delay D introduced by the FFE is dictated by
its reference tap which determines the balance between pre-cursors and
post-cursors ISI compensation and can be adjusted depending on the
channel response and the size of the DFE. For the desired burst-mode
capable application, effective and fast training of the equaliser is required
and the appropriate training sequence length and LMS gain coefficient
have to be used. Also, the content of the training sequence can be varied
and plays a role in the performance of the adaptive filter as it determines
the coefficients’ value.
All these aspects are experimentally investigated in the following in
term of compensation performance and adaptation speed in order to pro-
vide useful guidelines for the design of EDC devices for the next genera-
tion of PONs with the use of multilevel modulation formats. Variations
of the equaliser were implemented with or without DFE circuitry, looking
at different FFE taps spacing and different number of taps for the FFE
and DFE. The length of the training period and the modulation format
of the training sequence were also varied for the FFE, being either NRZ
or PAM4, to evaluate the different impact on the optimum coefficient
setting.
Experimental setup
The adaptive linear filter described above was implemented off-line using
a numerical computing environment. The experimental setup in Figure
4.5 was used to generate optical data bursts separated by a 20.5 ns guard
time to evaluate the capabilities of the adaptive equaliser. A C-band DFB
laser emitting at 1539.37 nm, or 194.75 THz, which is inside the NG-PON
Figure 4.5: Experimental setup for EDC filter characterisation with
25 Gb/s PAM4.
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2 allocated upstream band [18], was externally modulated by an EAM
driven with a PAM4 signal. The small-signal modulation bandwidth of
the EAM was 13.1 GHz and the PAM4 signal had a Baud-rate 12.5 GBd,
resulting in a 25 Gb/s bit-rate. A VOA controlled the signal input power
into a SMF of either 25 km or 40 km. Alternatively, a TDCM was used to
have finer granularity in the CD analysis and confirm the results obtained
with the fibre. A 10 G PIN receiver with linear TIA was used in front
of a DSO that captured the traces for off-line analysis. Figure 4.6 shows
how the logical portions of the optical bursts used in the experiment
were organised. The initial part of the burst was a preamble which
would be used by the BM-Rx for the alignment and gain equalisation
of the incoming bursts. Subsequently, the PRBS used to train the filter
coefficients was inserted, followed by the payload which was the pre-
dominant portion of the burst, carrying the data. The content of the
training sequence was a PRBS of order 7, either modulated using NRZ
or PAM4. The payload content was also a PRBS, in this case of order 15
and mapped into a PAM4 constellation. At the receiver the waveforms
were synchronised off-line, the preamble was discarded and the received
training sequence was then used as input to train the equaliser, using an
ideal sequence internally generated as a reference for the error calculation.
The payload was then filtered with the coefficients obtained after the
training period and BER count was performed, taking into account the
payload portion only.
Figure 4.6: Logical structure of the optical bursts used in the experiment.
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Taps spacing
The effect of different spacing of the FFE taps was investigated at first,
looking at the BER sensitivity obtained with a SSE and various FSE
whose input symbol-rate rate was T
f
with f ∈ {2, 3, 4}. For the measure-
ments with just the FFE filters 7f and 13f coefficients were evaluated
after 25 km and 40 km of fibre (Figure 4.7). For the BER evaluation
the sampling point was optimised in each of the conditions investigated,
in order to obtain the optimum performance. The 25 km measurements
show that FSEs allowed for a better sensitivity over SSEs and no further
improvement was obtained using a finer taps-spacing than 2 per period.
Looking at the 40 km measurements obtained with a 7f taps FFE, an
improvement can be seen between the 2 and 3 taps-per-symbol FSEs
suggesting that when the equaliser was undersized and did not provide
optimal ISI cancellation, as evident from the 2 dB difference with re-
spect to the 13f taps FSE, finer spacing beyond 2 taps-per-symbol could
provide superior performance.
In addition to the advantage in terms of ISI reduction, a fraction-
ally spaced filter also offers better performance in term of tolerance to
the phase delay of the incoming signal. Figure 4.8 shows the sensitivity
penalty for different tap spacings when the input signal to the filter was
delayed with respect to the optimum sampling point by fractions of unit
intervals. SSEs and FSEs with 13f taps were used and measurements
were taken after 25 km of fibre. While the ISI compensation capability
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Figure 4.7: Sensitivity penalty for various FFE taps spacings.
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Figure 4.8: Sensitivity penalty for various FFE taps spacings as a func-
tion of input signal phase-delay.
was heavily affected in the case of a symbol-spaced FFE, the fractionally-
spaced ones showed equal sensitivity across a range of phase delays span-
ning an entire symbol unit. This means that a fractionally-spaced FFE,
provided its clock is locked to the transmitted symbol rate, does not need
any phase adjustment to perform at its best and the filter itself can take
care of phase recovery functionality [96]. This is particularly attractive
in PON upstream where bursts can reach the OLT with different phase
due to temperature and the devices’ operational regime variations and
no extra component is needed to perform the phase alignment.
Due to the above considerations, the 2 taps-per-symbol FSE was con-
sidered to be the best option and was used throughout the following
analysis.
FFE reference coefficient
The delay of an FFE determines the capability of the filter to compen-
sates for ISI induced by the pre-cursors or post-cursors indicating the
position along the tapped delay line of the cursor, the received symbol
which is being compensated for ISI. An FFE whose reference tap is 1
can only compensate for the post-cursors, introducing no latency in the
reception, while when the reference tap is the Nth, the filter weights the
contribution of the pre-cursor symbols only. Figure 4.9 show the sen-
sitivity measured for a 26-taps FSE with 2 taps-per-symbol while its
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Figure 4.9: Sensitivity penalty for various FFE reference taps.
filter reference tap was shifted along the delay line for both 25 km and
40 km transmission lengths. While the behaviour is more evident in the
40 km case, due to the higher amount and extension of the ISI, both
show a similar trend, namely that best performance is achieved when the
reference-tap is centred in the delay-line, so that compensation is evenly
spread among pre- and post-cursors. In the 25 km curve the tolerance
was higher as the level of impairments was lower and the taps further
from the cursor provided minimal contribution to the filter output. Based
on these results, the position of the reference tap was kept in the middle
of the tapped delay line when conducting the analysis to follow.
FFE coefficient number
The effect of the FFE size in the filter was then investigated for a T
2
FSE, whose reference tap was set as explained above, for 25 km and
40 km of SMF (Figure 4.10). Increasing the length of the FFE provided
marked improvement up to a size that could compensate for the entire
extent of the ISI trace of a symbol. As a matter of fact, beyond a certain
size, further improvement was minimal or not present at all, and an
excessive number of FFE taps could also reduce its effectiveness due to
the amount of noise introduced. The optimum trade-off lengths were
different for the two SMF lengths used due to the different amount of
CD and, hence, the extent of the impulse response broadening in the
two cases, but a similar trend was obtained. It is worth noting that, for
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the 40 km measurements, intermediate lengths of 6 and 8 taps showed
better sensitivity than some of the longer FFEs, probably due to a sub-
optimum balance between ISI spread and noise in the farther pre- and
post-cursors. However, best overall performance was still achieved with
a longer delay-line. With respect to the 40 km case, a T
2
FFE size of 26
provided the best compensation capabilities without being oversized and
was then kept as a reference size for the other parameter evaluations in
the following.
DFE reference coefficient
The DFE portion of a linear equaliser compensates for the post-cursor
symbols after a hard decision has been taken on their value with a set of
comparators that assigns the received symbol to the most likely constel-
lation value. Ideally, the FFE should provide a signal with very small
pre-cursor ISI and the DFE compensate for the post-cursors with the ad-
vantage of not introducing noise propagation as its input symbols have
undergone a hard decision before being fed to the DFE delay-line and
weighted with the taps coefficients. To evaluate whether the optimum
reference coefficient of the FFE would be different when a DFE filter was
added, a similar analysis of the previous was conducted for the same T
2
26-taps FSE. This FFE was used in conjunction with a DFE whose size
was varied from 1 to 7 taps and the measured sensitivities are reported
in Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: Sensitivity for various reference taps of the equaliser in a
filter with various DFE sizes.
When the size of the DFE was not enough to compensate for the
extent of ISI in the post-cursors, the optimum reference tap was again
found to be in the middle of the delay line so that the FFE could cover
a longer span of post-cursors. When the number of DFE taps was in-
creased, less contribution in cancelling the post-cursors ISI was needed
from the FFE and higher delays could be used. However, the sensitivity
improvement was minimal suggesting that, in the scenario analysed, the
frequency response of the channel did not have deep notches and the
intrinsic noise propagation of the FFE did not have an important effect
on the performance. As the choice of a reference tap in the middle of
the FFE delay line provided optimum or near-optimum performance for
every choice of DFE lengths it was the selected option for the next sets
of measurements.
DFE coefficient number
The effect of the increasing number of DFE taps was then investigated
for a combination of T
2
FSEs and again tested over 25 km and 40 km of
fibre. The set of sensitivities are reported in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 for the
two different fibre lengths as a function of number of taps for both parts
of the equaliser. For both SMF lengths the observed trend was similar
in that, when the number of FFE taps was sufficiently high, the addition
of DFE taps did not provide significant further improvements. However,
when the FFE size was not enough to cover for the full impulse response
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Figure 4.12: Sensitivities for various T
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a DFE of increasing length compensated for the remaining post-cursors
and offered improved sensitivity.
With reference to the previous T
2
FFE, Figure 4.14 shows its perfor-
mance compared to when a 5-taps DFE was added. The DFE provided
its greatest advantage when the FFE length was not appropriate for the
channel response, while the sensitivity improvement offered was less than
1 dB if a proper size for the FFE was selected. The results can be used
as guidelines for a practical implementation when deciding on the di-
mension of a linear equaliser and whether, in the specific design, a FFE
alone is preferred for simplicity, or a DFE with smaller FFE size could be
more convenient for the chip area and power consumption. For an ana-
log or mixed implementation the size of the chip scales with the number
of taps and an implementation with a lower number of combined FFE
and DFE taps would likely occupy a smaller chip area, saving fabrication
cost. The power consumption would also benefit from the lower num-
ber of taps used in the design. On the other, hand the circuit design is
easier for an FFE-only chip thanks to the lack of the feedback circuitry.
For an adaptive equaliser implementing the DFE, training also requires a
slicer which could present complications in CMOS design, especially for a
multi-level signal such as PAM4. For bit-rates beyond 10 G the design of
analog filters with sizes bigger than 10 taps could prove very challenging.
Hence, the preferred solution would be a DSP based implementation in
which case most of the cost and power consumption would come from
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the high-speed, high-resolution ADC.
LMS gain and training sequence length
In all the previously reported results the adaptation of the filter was
achieved during a 4000 symbol long training sequence and a low gain co-
efficient for the LMS algorithm to ensure convergence of the equaliser as
the focus was to evaluate the optimum capabilities in compensating for
the ISI. However, due to the burst nature of the network, the adaptation
speed is a key parameter and deserves a dedicated analysis. The choice
of the LMS gain coefficient, µLMS, determines, on the one hand, the con-
vergence speed of the algorithm and, on the other hand, the precision in
the choice of the coefficients which can be affected by granularity noise
if the adjustments at every iteration are too large. Before filtering, the
received PAM4 signal is normalised between −3 and 3, and the constel-
lation {−3, −1, 1, 3 } is used for the training signal. Figure 4.15 shows
the sensitivities obtained for a combination of training sequence lengths
and gain coefficients µLMS for the adaptation of a
T
2
26 taps FFE after
a 40 km SMF. On one side of the graph, where the value of µLMS is
higher, the sensitivity was impaired by the noise in the choice of the co-
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Figure 4.15: Sensitivity penalty for combination of LMS gains and train-
ing sequence lengths.
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efficients as the steps of the LMS algorithm were too big to achieve a fine
adjustment. This behaviour does not show dependence on the training
length as, with a high µLMS, convergence is fast and the noise is intrinsic
in the coefficient value. On the other hand, a low LMS gain required
more time to converge to the optimum coefficient values and the penalty
due to incomplete convergence was dependent on the training sequence
length. A longer sequence allowed for a wider range of gain coefficients to
be used relaxing the trade-off between convergence time and coefficient
noise. However, it also introduced a higher burst overhead reducing the
transmission efficiency. A satisfactory trade-off was found in using 1000
training symbols, for an equivalent of 80 ns, and µLMS = 0.001. As the
standardisation targets for the total overhead time are within the hun-
dreds of nanoseconds [17,18] this represents a suitable approach without
the need for faster but more complex convergence algorithms.
Training sequence constellation
An interesting aspect of FFE is that the coefficient training does not
need a decision device and so does not need to be bonded to a specific
data constellation, unlike a DFE. Hence, an FFE could be trained with
a NRZ sequence when used in conjunction with a PAM4 transmission.
This translates to a simpler implementation of the FFE, as the internally
generated training sequence is binary and also means the same receiver
could potentially be used at the network OLT to equalise transmissions
from ONUs using different intensity modulation formats. To investigate
the impact of the training sequence content, different bursts were tested
at the receiver with either a binary or quaternary signal in the portion
dedicated to the equaliser training (Figure 4.16). The data content was
a PRBS of order 7 in both cases but in NRZ format for one experiment
and mapped into a PAM4 signal for the other. For the NRZ training
Figure 4.16: Structure of bursts for FFE training with either NRZ or
PAM4 training sequence.
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sequence, the amplitude was normalised to the PAM4 signal, meaning
the equivalent of symbols ”0” and ”3” were transmitted. Figure 4.17
shows the mean squared error (MSE) of the payload after equalisation for
different lengths of the training sequence and various LMS gains for the
two approaches, using a 40 km SMF. A T
2
26-taps FFE was used and the
same received optical power was used for the two bursts, corresponding
to the 10−3 BER sensitivity achieved using a PAM4 training sequence.
When training the equaliser with a PAM4 sequence the MSE con-
verged to a stable value and the convergence time was dictated by the
chosen LMS gain. When a binary sequence was used for training the con-
vergence was faster for the same LMS gain, as only the outer points of the
constellation were used and the measured errors had higher magnitude.
Again, the MSE converged to the same value but ripples were visible
during the training process with a periodicity of 127 symbols which is
the length of the used PRBS 7, suggesting some critical portion of the
sequence induced a coefficient setting different from the optimum one
needed for the PAM4 payload. The extent of the ripples was dependent
on the value of µLMS and could be reduced by using longer convergence
time. The difference in the achieved MSE value is an indication of the
different BER measured which was higher when binary filter training
was used. Despite the worse BER, the approach is viable and choosing
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Figure 4.17: MSE measured for various training sequence lengths and
LMS gains using binary or multi-level training.
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the appropriate LMS gain still provides convergence in less than 1000
symbols and stability of the coefficients value. The performance loss,
which is reported in more detail in the following, is compensated for by
advantages in term of construction complexity, receiver inter-operability
and the possibility of reusing chips designed for NRZ operation even in
a PAM4 system, provided the proper training sequence is used.
Continuous coefficients adaptation
In the filters used in all the previous analysis, the taps coefficients were
calculated during the training period and used unchanged for the entire
payload filtering. An alternative is to keep track of the error, which
is then calculated from the output of the filter instead of the training
sequence, and to continuously adjust the coefficients accordingly during
the filtering of the entire burst. This second approach is commonly used
for continuous transmission where the channel conditions change over
time while, in the PON upstream scenario considered here, bursts have
a maximum duration of hundreds of microseconds. These two solutions
are here compared to confirm whether the assumption of stable channel
conditions during a burst is justifiable and does not lead to performance
loss. Figure 4.18 shows BER curves, after a 40 km fibre, for different
FFEs and DFEs whose adaptation was achieved with a 1000 symbol
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Figure 4.18: BER curves using various LMS gain coefficients during the
payload adaptation for a) FFE only filters and b) FFE with DFE filters.
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training sequence and µ = 0.001 was used. An FSE filter with 2 taps per
symbol was used where the FFE size was varied from 14 to 26 and the
DFE size fixed to 5 taps, when used. Three approaches were investigated
where the LMS gain after training was either unvaried (µ = 0.001),
changed to a lower value (µ = 0.0004) or coefficient tracking was not
performed at all (µ = 0).
Adaptive tracking of the coefficients during the filtering of the payload
did not actually offer any advantage compared to the approach of fixing
them after training, even when the LMS gain was switched to a lower
value to avoid abrupt changes. For larger filters the coefficients tracking
actually resulted counter-intuitively in worse sensitivities. This validates
the approach of using the taps coefficients without modification after
training in an upstream transmission with sub-millisecond lengths of the
optical bursts and also simplifies the filter architecture.
4.1.3 Impairment compensation
After the proposed overview of the optimisation process to adapt the
architectural features of an EDC filter to provide the best performance
for the target application, this Section reports on the capability of such
equalisers to compensate for common impairments in PONs. Based
on the results obtained previously, for all the following measurements
a training sequence length of 1000 symbols was used in order to have
a reduced burst overhead of 80 ns. A suitable LMS gain value of
µLMS = 0.001, or µLMS = 0.0005 in the case of a binary training se-
quence, was used to ensure convergence within the training period and
to reduce noise in the coefficients. The cursor position in the FFE delay
line was selected as the middle tap.
Chromatic dispersion
With C-band SMF transmission, CD is one of the main limiting fac-
tors due to the symbols spreading during propagation, resulting in ISI
at the receiver. A filter whose size was chosen according to the analysis
described above was placed under test with a TDCM adding variable
amounts of CD. The same measurements were also confirmed through
25 km and 40 km of real SMF. A 13-taps SSE and a 26-taps FSE, with
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and without a 5-taps DFE, were compared to show their capability to
compensate for CD induced ISI and the effect of taps spacing and feed-
back equalisation (Figure 4.19). In accordance with the trends observed
in the previous analysis, an FSE offered improved sensitivity over an SSE
with a consistent gain of 1 dB or more and improved performance espe-
cially for higher amounts of CD. The addition of a DFE in the equaliser
offered an advantage but the sensitivity gain was minimal, since the FFE
size was chosen in accordance with the previous results for 40 km and
covered the entire symbol impulse response.
Similar measurements were carried out for the same SSE and FSE
when their training sequence was a NRZ signal instead of a PAM4 signal
and reported in Figure 4.20. Similar behaviours were observed for SSE
and FSE with the latter offering consistently better compensation. The
sensitivity trends show that little difference exists between a binary or
quaternary coefficients training for small amounts of CD but the use
of an NRZ training sequence exhibits reduced performance for longer
spans of fibre. Nevertheless, it provides a valid alternative as the penalty
difference after 40 km was 1.4 dB compared to the PAM4 but with the
advantage of being a simpler and more versatile device.
All the filter varieties offered an important improvement over the
uncompensated transmission that suffered high penalty for a 25 km SMF
and could not reach FEC threshold over longer fibre lengths.
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Figure 4.19: Sensitivity penalty for various EDC filters under increasing
chromatic dispersion.
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Figure 4.20: Sensitivity penalty for various training sequences of the FFE
under increasing chromatic dispersion.
Bandwidth restriction
The bandwidth of the optoelectronic devices in the system is a key metric
to enable higher symbol-rate transmissions. Restrictions are generally in-
troduced by the components used at the transmitter and receiver such as
DMLs, external modulators, TIAs and electrical amplifiers. The trans-
mitter bandwidth was limited in the experimental setup using different
electrical bandpass Bessel filters, with a 3 dB bandwidth of 5 GHz and
7.5 GHz, before the EAM, in order to emulate a bandwidth limited de-
vice. The results are reported in Figure 4.21 for measurements in optical
B2B and after a 40 km SMF. Again, the analysis was carried out for
SSE and FSE with and without DFE. Without the use of equalisation,
the target BER could not be reached with a transmitter bandwidth of
7.5 GHz or lower, irrespective of the fibre length. In optical B2B, all 4 fil-
ters used could compensate for transmitter bandwidths as low as 5 GHz.
After 40 km, on the other hand, only the FSE DFE was able to recover
the signal at a 10−3 BER for the minimum bandwidth of 5 GHz, while
the other filters only allowed for a transmitter restricted bandwidth of
7.5 GHz. Little difference was observed in B2B between DFE and FFE
suggesting the prevalence of deterministic ISI coming from bandwidth
restrictions and low amounts of noise amplification during the FFE fil-
tering.
The receiver bandwidth was then limited using numerical analysis
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Figure 4.21: Sensitivity penalty for various transmitter bandwidth using
different filters.
and filtering of the received waveform off-line with a 4th order Bessel
filter before synchronisation, equalisation and error counting were per-
formed (Figure 4.22). The same FSE filters as above with 2 taps per
symbol were used, with 26 FFE taps and 5 additional taps when a DFE
was used. In optical B2B without equalisation two effects are visible
when changing the receiver bandwidth. A bandwidth restriction reduced
the sensitivity due to the introduced ISI and below a certain threshold,
8.8 GHz was measured in this specific case, a 10−3 BER could not be
obtained. On the other hand, an excessive receiver bandwidth affected
the signal quality due to the increased electrical thermal noise coming
from the higher frequency components. For the 12.5 GBd transmission
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Figure 4.22: Sensitivity penalty for various receiver bandwidths.
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used in the experiment, the optimum operating conditions were obtained
for a 3 dB receiver bandwidth of 11.2 GHz. When equalisation was per-
formed both FFE and DFE could very effectively eliminate the signal
ISI in B2B with bandwidths as low as 4 GHz and the DFE proved to be
more impactful in this scenario. Also in this case results were similar,
meaning that the FFE was suffering minimally from noise amplification
of the high frequencies which were suppressed by the filter. After trans-
mission through a 40 km SMF similar behaviour was observed for both
filters but with an additional penalty deriving from uncompensated CD
which affected both the maximum sensitivity that could be reached and
the receiver bandwidth beyond which the performance stabilised. After
40 km the difference between FFE and DFE was more marked, as in the
transmitter case, highlighting the higher capability of dealing with CD
and chirp interaction when a feedback loop is introduced. The equaliser
also proved effective in eliminating the high frequency noise as a FSE can
provide matched filtering and so the sensitivity did not degrade above
11.2 GHz.
Level mismatch ratio
When more advanced modulation formats, such as PAM4, are employed,
linearity becomes a key requirement in the system to preserve the cor-
rect symbol spacing. For PAM4 the level of linearity distortion in this
work was evaluated using the Rlm metric, as previously used in Section
3.4. The Rlm of the signal was intentionally lowered in the experimental
setup, thereby distorting the transmitted signal and FFE and DFE filters
were used at the receiver. The applied distortion was achieved by chang-
ing the gain of the electrical amplifiers controlling the MSB and LSB of
the PAM4 signal and resulted in symmetric enhancement or reduction of
the inner eye of the PAM4 eye diagram. This way of creating only sym-
metric distortion, which was dictated by limitations of the experimental
setup, is a simplified analysis in that, non-symmetric distortion are not
considered. During the synchronisation procedure at the receiver the
decision thresholds were adjusted to optimise the BER of the received
signal but the more pronounced eye closure was responsible for sensitiv-
ity degradation. Neither filter could provide effective compensation, due
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Figure 4.23: Sensitivity penalty for Rlm degradation of the PAM4 signal.
to the nature of the distortion which was not due to ISI or system fre-
quency response. Both improved the tolerance to Rlm distortions thanks
to the noise reduction through matched filtering but other techniques are
required to provide an effective response to this type of impairment.
4.1.4 25G burst-mode upstream system demonstration
The adaptive linear equaliser described and characterised above was then
employed in a system demonstration to enable a burst-mode 25 Gb/s
PAM4 transmission over 40 km of SMF in C-band, where the signal is
subjected to CD. The linear BM-TIA presented in Section 3.3 was used
as an upstream receiver front-end to provide a linear AC-coupled copy
of the optical signal as input to the tapped delay-line.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup implemented two ONUs with their DFB lasers
tuned to different channels of the 50 GHz ITU grid, at wavelengths of
1538.19 nm and 1539.77 nm within the NG-PON 2 upstream band [18].
Each laser was followed by an SOA that was switched off during the
burst-off state in order to carve bursts from the optical signals. The
two signals were merged with an AWG and sent to a 13.1 GHz band-
width EAM driven with a Gray coded PAM4 12.5 GBd burst signal.
The choice of using an AWG was not dictated by the PON requirements
but rather an experimental implementation convenience as it had lower
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Figure 4.24: Experimental setup for 25 Gb/s PAM4 burst-mode up-
stream traffic.
insertion losses than a power coupler and also suppressed the SOA gen-
erated out-of-band ASE. The structure of the modulated bursts was the
same as described in Figure 4.6, with the payload being a PAM4 mapped
PRBS 15 and a 20.5 ns guardband period was set between bursts. A
25 km SMF was used as optical trunk line and an optical programmable
filter was used to introduce variable attenuation and CD difference be-
tween the two channels creating a power DR between the bursts and
emulating differential fibre reach. The filter could create DR in excess
of 30 dB between soft-bursts and loud-bursts, and add CD in a range of
±200 ps/nm. It is important to remark that the transmission system is
based on a TDMA protocol with the ONUs transmission windows time
Figure 4.25: Optical burst-mode upstream traffic with a 14 dB DR be-
tween soft and loud burst.
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synchronised and the use of different channels for the two transmitters
was only an experimental expedient to enable the use of a programmable
filter to emulate an asymmetric fibre plant. The two wavelengths were
chosen to be close, with a spacing of 100 GHz only, in order to min-
imise any wavelength dependent effect from the optical components of
the setup.
At the receiver, a linear BM-TIA integrated with a PIN photodiode
was used in conjunction with an EDFA to enhance the sensitivity, acting
as an optically pre-amplified receiver. The use of the optical amplifier
was also necessary because the receiver tested was just a BM-TIA and
not a full BM-Rx with post-amplifier stage. The EDFA employed had a
fast transient control feature in order to suppress overshoots when used
with burst-mode traffic. Its gain was set to 24 dB as it was found to
be the optimum value to have an extended DR and good sensitivity, not
saturating the BM-TIA or working below its thermal noise limit. More
details about the BM-TIA design and technology can be found in Section
3.3 of this thesis. The BM-TIA settings for the baseline restoration loop
were the same as used in Section 3.3 and proved to support DC-level
convergence within 100 ns with less than 1 dB penalty on the sensitiv-
ity of a PRBS 15 payload. The EDFA was followed by a 4 nm wide
optical bandpass filter to suppress the out of band ASE, while allowing
both channels to be detected. A 10/90 optical splitter was used after
the optical filter to send the smaller portion of the signal to an opti-
cal spectrum analyser (OSA) to facilitate power reading of the channels.
Post-equalisation of the signal and error counting were done with off-line
processing on the differential signal captured by a 50 GS/s, 12.5 GHz
DSO. For this demonstration a fractionally spaced, 2-taps per symbol,
adaptive FFE with 14 taps was used with a 500 symbol long training
sequence.
Experimental results
The BM-TIA was characterised in optical B2B in Section 3.3 where burst-
mode operation was confirmed not to add any penalty to the receiver
performance and a DR of 13.3 dB was demonstrated. The same BM-
TIA was here part of an optically pre-amplified OLT receiver and was
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Figure 4.26: Optical burst-mode upstream traffic with a 14.7 dB DR
between soft and loud burst.
characterised in B2B to measure the sensitivity achieved with an EDFA
at the interface. Continuous mode and burst-mode operation were again
compared and showed no performance degradation up to the maximum
DR supported. The measurements in Figure 4.26 were obtained in burst-
mode where, during the soft-burst measurements, the loud-burst power
was fixed at the BER 10−3 overload threshold and the soft-packet power
was progressively reduced, thereby increasing the DR. Similarly, for the
loud-burst BER count, the soft-burst power was fixed at its 10−3 sen-
sitivity. In B2B the soft-burst sensitivity observed at the input of the
pre-amplified receiver was −24 dBm and the overload input power was
−11.6 dBm, which translates to a supported DR of 12.4 dB. Using the
adaptive FFE linear filter to compensate for ISI introduced by compo-
nent non-idealities, the B2B sensitivity and overload powers were shifted
to −25.5 dBm and −10.8 dBm, respectively, resulting in an extended
14.7 dB DR. The lowest soft-burst received power at the OLT interface
of −25.5 dBm translates to a supported 34.5 dB power budget when
considering a launched power of +9 dBm at the ONU [18].
The system was then tested with 25 km of SMF which made it nec-
essary to compensate for CD with the EDC in order to obtain a BER
below 10−3 for any input power. The loud-burst overload power was
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Figure 4.27: Optical burst-mode upstream traffic with a 13 dB DR be-
tween soft and loud burst after 25 km.
measured to be −10.7 dBm, similar to the B2B case, while the soft-burst
sensitivity was −23.7 dBm, showing a 1.8 dB penalty caused by the resid-
ual CD induced ISI. The small change in the loud-burst overload power
was expected as the eye closure due to CD distortion is a less impairing
condition in the higher power regime of the loud-burst. It is also worth
noting that the distortions caused by the TIA saturation could not be
compensated by the FFE and were the dominant error cause, prevailing
over CD distortion. The system was, therefore, demonstrated to support
13 dB DR after 25 km of fibre with the use of a 14-taps fractionally
spaced FFE.
A demonstration of differential reach was also carried out to confirm
the capabilities of the adaptive EDC to equalise independently every in-
coming burst, irrespective of the neighbouring ones. A different amount
of CD between the loud and soft bursts was created with the optical
programmable filter. After the 25 km long fibre of the optical trunk line,
+195 ps/nm dispersion were added to the soft-burst, for an accumulated
amount of CD equivalent to 37.5 km of fibre, and either +195 ps/nm or
−195 ps/nm to the loud, emulating respectively 37.5 km and 12.5 km of
SMF at the operating wavelength. The system was hence tested for a dif-
ferential reach of 25 km, where the loud-burst would only have travelled
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Figure 4.28: BER performance of soft and loud bursts under different
differential fibre reach conditions.
through 12.5 km compared to the 37.5 km of the soft, and the results
were compared to the reference case where both signals had a 37.5 km
equivalent amount of CD with no differential fibre reach. Also, in this
case, the fractionally spaced 14-taps FFE EDC was needed to achieve a
BER value below the pre-FEC threshold at the receiver and all measure-
ments were performed in burst-mode. The measured overload powers at
BER 10−3 for loud-burst were −11.3 dBm and −12.3 dBm, respectively,
for 12.5 km and 37.5 km (Figure 4.28). The 1 dB difference was due to
the higher amount of accumulated CD in the loud-burst when subjected
to an effective transmission distance of 37.5 km that caused eye-closure
penalty, in addition to the TIA saturation distortion. The power of the
loud-burst was then fixed at the receiver overload and the BER per-
formance of the soft-bursts was acquired in burst-mode, changing the
soft-burst attenuation to increase the DR. The measured sensitivity was
−22.6 dBm for both sets of measurements, and so no penalty was intro-
duced by the 25 km differential reach, demonstrating the burst-to-burst
capabilities of the BM-TIA and adaptive EDC. The 2.9 dB penalty with
respect to the B2B case was due to the residual CD, which could not
be fully compensated by the equaliser and caused a closure of the eye
diagram.
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For all the measurements presented above, adaptation of the filter was
observed within 500 training symbols corresponding to 40 ns, following
a 160 ns long preamble. This translates to a 200 ns total overhead per
burst which is compatible with the PON standards recommendations
[17,18,97].
4.2 Chirp controlled directly modulated laser transmit-
ters
This Section reports on the application of narrow optical filtering tech-
niques at the transmitter side to enhance propagation performance of
DMLs over SMF in the dispersive transmission window. Direct modula-
tion of lasers, achieved by modulating their input current, is attractive
when compared to the use of external modulation, in terms of production
and operational costs and also in terms of higher output power, which is
important for meeting the stringent power budgets of PONs. However,
during direct modulation, chirp is inevitably generated and this broadens
the modulated spectrum of the laser with, usually, detrimental effects on
the transmitter performance, thereby heavily limiting the reach. The
bias conditions of a DML determine the chirp magnitude of the output
signal as well as its ER, both of which affect the receiver sensitivity in
opposite ways. This means that, in a lightwave communication system,
a DML can be operated at an optimal bias condition to optimise the
performance by selecting the best trade-off between ER and chirp mag-
nitude [98,99]. However, with the recent transition to the new generation
of systems, where Baud-rates are increased and/or more advanced mod-
ulation formats are used, the mentioned trade-off would not represent a
viable solution since the sensitivity penalty at the receiver would be too
high or the transmission would not possible at all at the desired BER.
A class of NRZ transmitters called chirp managed lasers (CMLs) has
been realised, by combining a DML with a multi-cavity filter acting as
an optical spectral re-shaper. They have been shown to increase the dis-
persion tolerance of 10 G NRZ transmitters up to 200 km of SMF by
managing the generated chirp [100]. In the work presented in this Sec-
tion, a transmitter was designed with a DML followed by a narrow optical
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filter whose purpose was to be able to operate the laser at a favourable
chirp condition and improve the ER by selectively filtering the chirped
component of the signal [52, 100]. In this way it is possible to overcome
the direct modulation trade-off mentioned previously and obtain superior
transmission performance. The transmitter was employed in a 25 Gb/s
PAM4 system and proved to be effective for multi-level modulation for-
mats. The proposed architecture is particularly suited and attractive for
a PON downstream transmitter as it enables the use of simple receivers
at the subscriber’s ONU, while the cost of the additional components
at the transmitter side is shared among all network users, making it
more affordable. As a proof of concept, a reach of up to 50 km was
demonstrated without the use of EDC or optical CD compensation at
the receiver, which was a simple and cost-effective fixed-threshold slicer
performing hard detection of the incoming symbols.
4.2.1 Chirp in directly modulated lasers
Direct intensity modulation of semiconductor lasers is an attractive way
of generating an optically modulated signal as it does not require addi-
tional external modulators. It is achieved by modulation of the current
flowing through the laser active region that results in a modulation of the
carrier density which, in turn, modulates the gain. However, the carrier
density also modulates the refractive index of the active region, caus-
ing modulation of the signal phase. The bias-current induced change
in refractive index modulates the optical length of the cavity, causing
the resonant mode to shift back and forth in frequency, depending on
the modulating signal applied to the laser. In addition, for very low
modulation frequencies, typically below 100 MHz, the chirp induced by
temperature variations of the laser chip may be also observed but inves-
tigation of this effect is beyond the scope of this work.
Adiabatic and transient chirp
The chirp of a single-frequency laser may be described by the following
equation [101]
∆ν(t) ' − α
4pi
(
d
dt
lnP (t) + κP (t)
)
(4.5)
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where ∆ν(t) is the instantaneous frequency deviation, α is the linewidth
enhancement factor of the active region material, κ is the adiabatic chirp
coefficient, and P (t) is the laser output power. Looking at the contribut-
ing terms on the right side of Equation 4.5 two mechanisms of phase
modulation, or chirp, can be distinguished in a DML: transient chirp
and adiabatic chirp. The first term in the expression, which is propor-
tional to the derivative of the logarithm of the output power, is indepen-
dent of the laser-structure and is called transient chirp, which leads to
severe chirping during intensity state transitions. The second, which is
a structure-dependent term directly proportional to the optical output
power, is the adiabatic chirp and generates a wavelength shift between
high-power and low-power constellation points in the optical waveform.
Transient chirp is manifest as an abrupt phase change during the
transitions of the signal between symbols with different intensity, e.g.
a modulated ”0” and ”1”. When the injection current is suddenly in-
creased, the carrier density rises before the light output can increase to
re-establish the equilibrium in the cavity. The result is a temporary jump
in carrier density which leads to a temporary reduction in the refraction
index of the active region. As a consequence, the optical path length
of the laser cavity is shortened and this causes a blue-shift of the sig-
nal, that is, a shift towards shorter wavelengths. Similarly, a decrease of
injection current decreases the carrier density which briefly falls below
its equilibrium value and the wavelength shifts to the red, lowering the
signal frequency [102].
Adiabatic chirp, on the other hand, is the frequency gap between
symbols with different intensity, due to the change in optical length of the
semiconductor cavity during the symbol transmission period. Being the
consequence of a steady-state condition, it is determined by the bias point
and peak-to-peak excursion of the modulating signal and is frequency
independent. The relative contribution of these chirp components can
be controlled, to a certain extent, by changing the bias conditions of the
DML.
For the generation of a 25 Gb/s NRZ signal a high bandwidth laser
was needed, hence a high-speed DFB buried heterostructure multiple
quantum well (MQW) DML from ExOptronics (EX-DY7005-C) with a
3 dB bandwidth of 18 GHz was used. Figure 4.29 shows the light cur-
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rent (LI) curve of the device whose threshold current was found to be
8 mA. In order to capture its behaviour, a chirp characterisation was
carried out for the high-speed DML. The laser was modulated varying
both its bias point and the amplitude of the RF modulating signal and
the chirp was measured for every combination of settings. Chirp traces
of the DML were captured experimentally to evaluate the amount of
phase induced modulation. The waveforms in Figure 4.30 are some of
the measured phase traces obtained by applying a binary modulation to
the laser under increasing bias conditions. The constant phase difference
between symbols is the adiabatic chirp while the presence of sharp peaks
between symbols of different intensity is the transient chirp contribution.
Operation of the laser close to threshold generates both adiabatic and
transient chirp, as clearly visible, for example, when the bias is set to
30 mA. Increase of the bias causes a suppression of the transient chirp
and predominance of the adiabatic chirp. The chirp magnitude for the
entire range of measurements is reported in Figure 4.31 as a function
of the driving signal amplitude and for different bias points. The adia-
batic chirp was extracted from the traces as in Figure 4.30, by averaging
the values corresponding to different symbols and taking their difference.
The transient chirp instead, was measured looking at the maximum ex-
cursion of the phase traces from the transient peak to the convergence
value. The extent of the adiabatic chirp was also confirmed with an OSA,
by looking at the lines of the optical spectrum. Lower bias of the device
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Figure 4.29: Experimentally measured LI curve of an ExOptronics EX-
DY7005-C high-speed DFB laser.
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Figure 4.30: Experimentally measured chirp traces of an ExOptronics
EX-DY7005-C DML under different bias conditions.
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leads to a higher amount of generated chirp, while increasing the bias has
the effect of lowering the chirp for the same modulation voltage. This
change in chirp magnitude is less pronounced as the bias is progressively
increased.
To offer a clearer picture of the chirp generation, Figure 4.32 sepa-
rates the contributions coming from adiabatic and transient chirp. The
two effects were measured separately from the chirp traces, as described
previously. It is evident from the graphs that the two chirp mecha-
nisms follow separate trends. Operation close to lasing threshold gen-
erates a high amount of transient chirp but, if the bias current is well
above threshold, this is greatly reduced and almost completely masked
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Figure 4.31: Measured chirp magnitude under varying DML bias condi-
tions.
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Figure 4.32: Measured adiabatic and transient chirp magnitudes for dif-
ferent bias conditions of the DML.
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by the adiabatic chirp (Figures 4.30, 4.32). On the other hand, adiabatic
chirp also changes with the bias but at a smaller rate and maintains
a linear relation with the modulating signal amplitude. The two chirp
mechanisms have different effects on the signal propagating through a
dispersive medium and their role has to be taken into consideration in
the design of the chirp managed transmitters proposed in this work.
Extinction ratio and chirp in DMLs
For intensity-modulation applications, frequency chirping broadens the
modulated spectrum of the laser, hindering the transmitter effectiveness
in optical fibre communications. When a signal is transmitted through
a dispersive fibre, the transient chirp interacts with CD and distorts
the signal, hence a DML regime that avoids transient chirp generation
is preferred. However, the drawback of operating the laser well above
threshold is the reduction in the signal ER due to the poor suppression
of the modulated zeroes, which results in a receiver sensitivity penalty.
Figure 4.33 summarises the operational regimes that can be identified
for a DML. The common way of operating the DML close to threshold
allows for high ER but is responsible for the generation of transient chirp
that, as shown in the following, represents a serious limitation on the re-
covered signal quality after fibre propagation. The second regime, where
the bias is well-above threshold, cannot offer a satisfactory ER for most
applications but has the advantage of suppressing transient chirp, which
is exploited in the following work.
The dependence of ER and chirp on bias current is shown in Figure
4.34. The lower ER (higher bias) results in poorer receiver sensitivity
due to SNR degradation. On the other hand, small chirp (higher bias)
improves the transmission distance by reducing the pulse broadening, so
a trade-off exists between increased chirp at higher ER and reduced SNR
at lower ER [98, 99]. The ER is limited at high bias by the achievable
peak-to-peak amplitude of the modulating signal and values in excess of
3 dB could not be achieved. The penalty due to reduced ER of the signal
can be expressed with a simple analytical expression. On the other hand,
it is not trivial to extract a penalty trend from the combined effects of
adiabatic and transient chirp and numerical modelling or experiments are
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Figure 4.33: Operation regimes for a DML transmitter.
the best option. Hence, it is not generally simple to accurately describe
analytically this optimum trade-off and, in this work, it is addressed
through experimental results.
Figure 4.35 offers an insight into the chirp components and ER con-
ditions in different operational regimes of the EX-DY7005-C DML. Dif-
ferent behaviours can be appreciated for adiabatic and transient chirp
generated by amplitude modulation on their relation to ER. Increasing
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Figure 4.34: Measured total chirp magnitude and corresponding ER of
the signal.
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the laser bias the magnitude of the adiabatic chirp generated to obtain
the same ER is higher and this is due to the necessity of using a higher
voltage amplitude of the driving signal. On the other hand, the relation
between ER and transient chirp does not show a marked dependence on
the bias and suggests that, for the highest value of 70 mA, the transient
chirp was masked by the adiabatic chirp, rather than being completely
suppressed. The graph shows how high DML bias can be used to reduce
transient chirp at the cost of having lower ER and higher adiabatic chirp,
for the same ER of the signal.
In Section 3.2 it was discussed how multilevel modulation formats can
be employed to enhance the bit-rate to 25 Gb/s while still using 10 G
bandwidth limited devices. A 25 Gb/s transmission based on PAM4
was performed in this Section using a 10 GHz DML transmitter and will
be reported in more detail in Subsection 4.2.3. In order to show the
effect of chirp during transmission over a dispersive medium the receiver
sensitivity of the 25 Gb/s PAM4 signal for a pre-FEC BER of 10−3 was
measured in optical B2B and after having travelled through 12 km of
SMF. From the curves in Figure 4.36 it is evident that the dashed lines,
corresponding to the B2B measurements, are lying on top of each other,
meaning that, the sensitivity in such cases is only dependent on the
ER and did not vary with the DML bias and, hence, with the amount
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Figure 4.35: Magnitude of adiabatic and transient chirp as a function of
the signal ER for different laser bias.
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Figure 4.36: Sensitivities for a 10−3 BER in the PAM4 system, in optical
B2B and with 12 km of SMF.
of chirp. Such behaviour is expected in a direct detection receiver as
the phase noise does not affect the received signal. On the other hand,
when the signal was transmitted through 12 km of SMF, the interaction
of chirp and CD induced distortions led to sensitivity degradation. In
particular, the trend that can be observed is that the transient chirp,
generated by operation close to threshold, is interacting with CD heavily
and affects the quality of the received signal. Higher bias must be used
to avoid severe sensitivity penalties. The signals generated with bias
values of 30 mA and 40 mA, which had a high magnitude of transient
chirp (Figure 4.35), could not be detected at a BER below 10−3. Only
bias values of 50 mA or higher could lead to a pre-FEC BER at the
receiver after the 12 km fibre, with performance improving as the bias
was increased and the 70 mA setting showing results close to the B2B
case.
The DMLs should thus be biased at high current to suppress the
transient chirp and improve the tolerance to CD, thereby enabling higher
reach over SMF. This approach, however, could not achieve high ER and
this limited the sensitivity due to poor level-separation in the signal (Fig-
ure 4.36). The proposed solution to overcome such limitations, explained
in the following Subsection, is to bias the DML at a high value well-above
threshold (70 mA in this specific case) so that the detrimental effects of
transient chirp and CD interaction are avoided and then increase the ER
using a narrow optical filtering technique.
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4.2.2 Narrow optical filtering technique
In the previous Section, the different operating conditions of a DML were
analysed, resulting in the discussed trade-off between ER and amount of
chirp generated. This Section describes the filtering technique used to im-
prove the ER of a DML signal while avoiding transient chirp generation.
The idea was to generate a signal with poor ER and suppressed tran-
sient chirp and successively employ an optical filter to improve the ER
(Figure 4.37). For this purpose, a DML was operated in high bias con-
ditions so that mostly adiabatic chirp was generated, with the transient
component heavily suppressed. This means that, in an amplitude modu-
lated scenario, the various logical signals have a different frequency shift
from the carrier and, hence, uniquely correspond to different frequency
lines. A schematic representation of the chirped spectrum for NRZ and
PAM4 modulated signals is shown in Figure 4.38 where the frequency
lines correspond to the amplitude modulated levels. Taking advantage
of the symbol frequencies distribution, a narrow optical filter was used
to selectively suppress the adiabatic components of the signal and im-
prove their intensity level separation. Figure 4.39 shows the optical
spectra obtained with the EX-DY7005-C DML for a binary and quater-
nary modulation with increasing ER. The modulation frequency used for
these measurements was 1 GHz so that the adiabatic chirp contribution
is dominant over the modulation spectrum in the frequency profile and,
at the same time, thermal shift contributions to the chirp are negligible.
The modulated symbols are clearly visible from the spectra, where two
Figure 4.37: DML followed by a narrow optical filter to improve signal
ER.
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Figure 4.38: Adiabatic chirped spectral component for a 2 and 4 level
amplitude modulated signal.
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Figure 4.39: Measured optical spectra of EX-DY7005-C DML for a) 2
and b) 4 level amplitude modulated signal at 1 GHz.
peaks are visible for NRZ modulation and four peaks when PAM4 was
used instead. At higher amplitudes of the modulating electrical signal
the peak separation increases both in frequency and power, indicating
increased chirp and ER, respectively.
Aligning the filter so that the linear region of its rising or falling edge
is overlapped with the signal, the symbols of the multilevel constellation
are attenuated while maintaining their original relative level spacing.
The difference of the filter insertion-loss between the higher and lower
symbol of the constellation is the amount by which the ER is increased.
The slope of the filter edge and the chirp magnitude determine the ER
gain obtained in the output signal. In the literature, the approach used
with NRZ modulation [100] aligns the filter slope in such a way that the
attenuation introduced enhances the original ER by adding additional
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attenuation to the modulated ”0”. However, observing that the initial
ER of the signal is generally low, an opposite solution with inverted filter
slope can also be used. The two solutions represented in Figure 4.40
for PAM4 modulation are hence proposed and investigated in this work.
The first, similar to the common approach used for NRZ, makes use of a
filter to attenuate the red-shift of the signal. In this way, the lower energy
symbols of the constellation are further suppressed and the ER increased.
In the second approach, the filter has an opposite slope and is aligned
in order to attenuate the blue-shifted higher energy symbols. A steeper
filter edge is required to obtain the same ER of the previous scheme and
the overall insertion loss is higher. However, this solution can have other
advantages, as shown in the results Section. It is worth noting that, as
a consequence of the blue-shift filtering, the logical higher symbol of the
constellation corresponds to the lowest power hence the signal is logically
inverted, as well as the relationship between adiabatic chirp and intensity
level.
4.2.3 CML transmission performance
The transmitter described above was then implemented in its two vari-
ants to generate 25 Gb/s traffic, using both a 25 GBd NRZ OOK and a
12.5 GBd PAM4 modulation, and the scheme transmission performances
were evaluated.
Figure 4.40: Two optical filters adopted for chirp management of a PAM4
signal.
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Experimental setup
The experimental system in Figure 4.41 was assembled to characterise
the CD tolerance of DML generated 25 Gb/s traffic with optical filter-
ing for chirp management. Two different C-band transmitters were used
for NRZ and PAM4 modulation due to the different bandwidth require-
ments. For NRZ, the ExOptronics EX-DY7005-C characterised above,
which had an 18 GHz 3 dB bandwidth, was used in conjunction with a
programmable optical filter. The DML had a temperature tuneable cen-
tre wavelength around 1532 nm and a Peltier cell for temperature control
and centre frequency stabilisation. The programmable optical filter used
after the DML had a 1 GHz resolution and could achieve a 1.6 dB/GHz
slope. A rectangular shaped passband filter was used and the centre
frequency was adjusted to align its edge in order to create either a blue-
shift or red-shift filter. The PAM4 transmitter, on the other hand, was
an integrated module (Finisar DM80-01) consisting of a 10 G DFB DML
co-packaged with a multi-cavity etalon narrowband optical filter which
generated a 50 GHz periodic passband response. Temperature tuning
of both the DFB and the etalon filter allowed for appropriate optical
reshaping, either blue-shift or red-shift filtering. The transmitter could
operate on eight consecutive 50 GHz channels of the ITU grid around
1538 nm. In both cases, the filters were used in their linear region to
preserve linearity of the signal and, in particular, equal symbol spacing
for PAM4 levels.
The experimental setup had a 2-bit DAC for generation of either a
12.5 GBd PAM4 or 25 GBd NRZ OOK signal, modulated with a PRBS
of order 15. External bias was applied to the lasers and the DAC signal
was fed through a high-speed 50 Ω matched RF connector. Different
lengths of SMF were used in the system, spanning from 12 km to 50 km,
Figure 4.41: Experimental setup for characterisation of CML transmit-
ters.
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and a VOA was placed after the fibre to control the optical power enter-
ing the receiver. The PAM4 receiver was a 10 GHz PIN with integrated
linear TIA followed by a 50 GS/s, 12.5 GHz 3 dB bandwidth DSO. The
NRZ receiver used a 30 GHz PIN and a 80 GS/s, 36 GHz 3 dB band-
width DSO. The captured waveforms were then analysed off-line for syn-
chronisation and error counting, where a minimum of 1 million symbols
were processed. It is worth noting that no pre- or post-equalisation was
performed on the signal as the receiver was a simple slicer with 1 or 3
thresholds, depending on the modulation adopted.
NRZ experimental results
The sensitivity of the chirp managed 25 Gb/s NRZ transmitter was mea-
sured at a 10−3 BER for a range of ERs and SMF lengths (Figure 4.42).
When the transmitter signal was reshaped with a red-shift filter, sen-
sitivities of -14 dBm or better were measured up to 40 km, with less
than 1 dB penalty for 12 km and 25 km. For the optimum ER value of
4.9 dB, transmission over 40 and 50 km showed, respectively, a 0.1 dB and
1.8 dB penalty compared with optical B2B. For the two longer distances,
the best sensitivities were achieved for an ER which offered the optimum
compromise between penalty due to low ER (poor symbol suppression)
and chirp frequency spread and, hence, the distortion due to CD. When
the blue-shift filter was used at the transmitter the maximum achievable
ER was limited to 6.55 dB, due to the slope of the programmable optical
filter. In B2B the sensitivities were similar to the red-shift filter case,
with a < 0.5 dB penalty due to loss of linearity in the optical filtering.
However, after 12 km or 25 km of SMF the signal had worse sensitivities
compared to the previous filter and transmission through 40 km of SMF
or more was not possible. The best NRZ performance was hence ob-
tained using the conventional chirp suppression scheme as the blue-shift
filter could not support SMF lengths of 40 km or 50 km. This was due
to the loss of quality in the signal when using the external optical filter
as an open NRZ eye diagram could not be achieved with the blue-shift
filtering approach.
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Figure 4.42: Sensitivities for a 10−3 BER in the NRZ system for a) red-
shift filter and b) blue-shift filter.
PAM4 experimental results
The same sets of sensitivities were then measured for the 12.5 GBd PAM4
transmitter. Figure 4.43 shows that both filtering solutions were able to
operate up to 50 km with different optimum operating points. The sen-
sitivities of the red-shift filtered signal suffered progressive degradation
with the fibre length increase, indicating a higher level of impairment
as the accumulated CD increased. The blue-filtered signal, on the other
hand, had poorer performance in B2B due to a slight linearity degrada-
tion, but it exhibited best overall performance for 12 km and 25 km and
out-performed the conventional red-shift filtered signal for all the SMF
spans investigated. After 50 km the sensitivity improvement over the red-
shift filter was 1.75 dB. In Figure 4.44 the NRZ red-shift filter and the
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Figure 4.43: Sensitivities for a 10−3 BER in the PAM4 system for a) red-
shift filter ans b) blue-shift filter.
two PAM4 filters are compared, for an SMF length of 50 km. The best
overall sensitivity after 50 km for a 25 Gb/s line-rate was achieved using
PAM4 with the chirp blue-shift filtering, which provided a −12.4 dBm
sensitivity. A similar value of −12.3 dBm was achieved using NRZ and
the conventional red-shift filter, but this was only possible using more ex-
pensive 25 G components, while the PAM4 system employed exclusively
10 G devices.
In order to explain the better transmission quality of the blue-shift
filtered PAM4 signal, and the trend seen for its optimum sensitivity at
an intermediate length of fibre, a deeper analysis was done to better un-
derstand the mechanism of CD induced distortion. In the transmitter
the operation regime of the DML only generated adiabatic chirp which
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Figure 4.44: Sensitivities for a 10−3 BER after 50 km comparing three
filters.
caused a frequency displacement of the symbols. The accumulated CD
therefore caused the symbols of the constellation to have a different group
delay at the receiver, as they experienced a different group velocity de-
lay during fibre propagation. This generated an asymmetry in the eye
diagram which is called skewing. An example of a skewed eye diagram,
compared to an ideal one, was obtained through numerical simulation
and is shown in Figure 4.45. A heavily skewed eye diagram reduces the
sensitivity at the receiver for a multilevel signal as the optimum sam-
pling points for the secondary eyes in the eye diagram are not aligned.
In order to quantify the amount of skewing, the standard deviation of the
four symbols, in case of a PAM4 constellation, was calculated for different
time sampling points across a symbol period (Figure 4.45). The standard
deviation value represents the spread of the signal rail and its minimum
corresponds to the optimal sampling point to minimise the BER. In an
ideal undistorted eye diagram, the minima of the four symbols are aligned
at the same sampling instant and this is the optimum sampling delay for
the decision thresholds which provides the best achievable BER. In a
signal subject to skewing the opening of the three PAM4 eyes are not
aligned in time and the standard deviation minima are spread along the
sampling delay axis. This results in higher penalty when noise is added
to the signal as the reduction in eye opening occurs asymmetrically and,
depending on the sampling point, some of the secondary eyes dominate
the BER contribution.
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Figure 4.45: Ideal and skewed PAM4 eye diagrams and corresponding
standard deviation of the signal rails.
Looking at the transmitter developed here, direct modulation of the
device induced an initial skewing due to the laser dynamic, similar to the
one in Figure 4.45, which was further emphasised after fibre transmission
in the red-shift filter case when SMF was used and anomalous CD took
place in the C-band. On the other hand, using blue-shift filtering to invert
the relation between frequency chirped components and logical signal
levels, the direct modulation distortion acted as a pre-compensation for
the CD induced skewing. The eye diagrams in Figure 4.46 show how,
after 50 km, the misalignment between optimum sampling points in the
signal rails was improved for a transmitter performing blue-shift optical
narrowband filtering. Considering the time difference between the two
farthest standard deviation minima as a quantitative indication of the
eye distortion, it is evident how the blue-shift filtered signal provided an
advantage in terms of CD tolerance, resulting in a less impaired signal at
the receiver. While for both filters the initial skew was −3.8 ps, due to
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Figure 4.46: 25 Gb/s PAM4 eye diagrams in B2B and after 50 km for
the two filtering techniques.
the laser modulation, after 50 km the blue-shift filter exhibited a +8.8 ps
difference between the rails minima compared to the −16.3 ps of the red-
filter, which explains the higher penalty observed in sensitivity. Also,
the fact that for the blue-filtered signal the skew was initially negative
and became positive after fibre propagation is the reason for the better
performance of the 12 km and 25 km SMF, as the PAM4 eye diagram
after fibre propagation was more symmetric than the one generated at
the transmitter. The NRZ signal does not suffer from the CD induced
skew because it only has a single decision threshold at the receiver and,
hence, the blue-shift filter did not provide an advantage.
Extended reach results
For PON applications, where the link power-budget is a key parameter,
further improvement in sensitivity could be achieved using FFE filters
and/or APD receivers in combination with the chirp managed transmit-
ter. Also, long reach PON or data centre interconnect (DCI) links could
benefit from EDC to increase the maximum CD tolerance and, hence,
supported fibre length. Figure 4.47 shows 25 Gb/s PAM4 BER curves
after 50 km of SMF for the two filtering schemes and the improvement
offered by the use of a fractionally spaced FFE equaliser with 16 taps
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Figure 4.47: BER curves after a 50 km SMF for 25 Gb/s PAM4 with
FFE employed at the receiver.
and 2 taps per symbol. A 1 dB improvement was offered by the FFE for
the red-shift filtered signal and a 1.9 dB enhancement was achieved for
the blue-shift filter with a measured sensitivity of −15 dBm.
Transmission of the blue-shift filtered 25 Gb/s PAM4 was also per-
formed by equipping the receiver with a 10 G APD with linear TIA and
the FFE described above for longer spans of fibre. Figure 4.48 reports
some of the results obtained for SMF lengths of up to 90 km. After 50 km
the measured sensitivity was −15.8 dBm for the APD receiver and im-
proved to −21.2 dBm when combined with the FFE filter, compared to
sensitivities of −13 dBm and −15 dBm, respectively, when a PIN was
used. The APD provides an option to improve the power budget without
resorting to optical amplification. When longer SMF spans were used an
FFE was necessary to recover the signal and sensitivities of −19 dBm
and −13.2 dBm were obtained after 75 km using an APD and a PIN
receiver, respectively. For the longest reach tested of 90 km, only the
APD could provide a BER below threshold due to the high fibre attenu-
ation and a sensitivity of −16.8 dBm was measured. This suggests that
the chirp managed DML technology combined with multi-level amplitude
modulation is viable also for long reach PON and DCI application.
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Figure 4.48: BER curves for 25 Gb/s PAM4 transmitter with blue-shift
filter, for PIN and APD receivers.
4.3 Summary
In this Chapter, two different techniques to improve CD tolerance in
PONs are reported, aimed at both upstream and downstream. Section
4.1 discusses the potential of DSP enabled EDC as a solution for extended
reach and bit-rate enhancement of PON upstream channels where CD is
a performance limiting factor. Analysis of the requirements and perfor-
mance of linear FFE and DFE filters are carried out for an adaptive
burst-by-burst implementation that could find application in PON up-
stream channels with minimal overhead requirements. A 25 Gb/s PAM4
burst-mode traffic is demonstrated, employing 10 G devices only, using
a total preamble time of 200 ns including BM-TIA settling time and
EDC training. Using an optically pre-amplified receiver and a 14-taps
fractionally spaced FFE a sensitivity of −25 dBm is achieved and DRs
of 14.7 dB and 13 dB are supported in B2B and after a 25 km SMF,
respectively. The system is also demonstrated to operate under a 25 km
differential reach with the adaptive filter successfully compensating for
the different amounts of CD in the bursts confirming adaptation times
within 200 ns and, hence, to be a suitable technology for PON upstream
channels.
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Section 4.2 deals with the issue of CD offering a solution tailored for
the downstream which is located at the transmitter and implemented
in the optical domain, instead of the electrical receiver design discussed
previously. Narrow optical filtering is used to selectively suppress the
adiabatically chirped components of a signal obtained through direct
modulation to enhance its ER and allow the DML to operate in a regime
where transient chirp is suppressed. Analysis of 25 Gb/s DML based
chirp controlled transmitters, PAM4 and NRZ, is reported and their po-
tential application as PON transmitters is demonstrated as they allow
for a system configuration with a simple data-slicer at the receiver while
supporting up to 50 km SMF transmission in the dispersive C-band. A
novel optical filter suppressing the blue-shift component of the chirped
signal is proposed and demonstrated to offer the best overall performance
when used in combination with PAM4 modulation. The transmitter fil-
ter engineers the eye diagram skewing caused by direct modulation of
the laser in order to provide a pre-compensation that mitigates the effect
of CD induced skewing during fibre propagation. This allows for longer
reach and the potential of the scheme for transmission through lengths
of SMF of up to 90 km is demonstrated, opening to the possibility of its
adoption in DCI or long-reach PONs.
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5 Optical Amplification Strategies for Burst-
Mode Systems
Chapter 3 discussed how the drive for higher speed links in access net-
works is driving the adoption of higher order modulation formats in
PONs. These have several advantages among which are the higher spec-
tral efficiency and increased tolerance to chromatic dispersion compared
to an equivalent bit-rate NRZ modulation format. However, one of the
drawbacks is the reduced sensitivity which means the minimum optical
power required at the photoreceiver is higher. Classically, PONs are non
amplified systems, in order to keep their design simple and cost-effective.
However, optical amplification becomes necessary when the same power
budget specifications of legacy PON systems are adopted in higher bit-
rates systems [78]. In the downstream direction sufficient optical am-
plification can be achieved using a booster amplifier at the transmitter
side so that the ONU receivers do not need pre-amplification. For the
upstream, however, this design will not be cost-effective due to the high
number of devices needed to equip every ONU with a high power booster
amplifier. Hence, the strategy proposed is to use an optical amplifier in
front of the OLT receiver so that a single component is shared among all
users. In this application, the amplifier must be able to work effectively
with high DR burst-mode upstream traffic. This Chapter reports on two
different solutions investigated for amplification of PON upstream traffic
which, as mentioned, is the most challenging of the two signal directions
due to its burst nature. Section 5.1 presents the results obtained with
O-band Raman based amplifiers for different standards-compatible up-
stream transmissions, G-PON and XG-PON in particular. Section 5.2
investigates the use of SOAs with an electrically controlled variable gain
on a burst-by-burst basis to achieve optical DR compensation of the up-
stream traffic along with pre-amplification.
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5.1 Raman amplifiers for PON upstream traffic
Raman amplification in lightwave systems is obtained through SRS along
an optical fibre and the same fibre used for data transmission can be used
as an active medium for amplification. Raman amplification has been
successfully used in many diverse optical systems, particularly in long
haul because of the advantage offered by its distributed nature which
results in a lower NF than discrete amplifiers. However, recently Ra-
man amplifiers have also found application in shorter optical links and
access networks. The mechanism of Raman amplification for optical fi-
bre systems is introduced in 5.1.1 and then, in the following Subsections,
various applications of Raman based amplifier modules are proposed for
PON upstream systems in the O-band.
5.1.1 Raman based optical amplification
The Raman effect is an inelastic scattering mechanism which takes place
when a photon of an electro-magnetic field incident on a molecule is
scattered at a different frequency. The incident photon interacts with
the medium and its frequency is shifted to red or blue, where the extent
of this shift is determined by the material. When part of the energy
of the photon is transferred to the interacting medium and adds to its
internal energy a red-shift is observed, called Stokes Raman scattering.
On the other hand, when internal energy of the medium is transferred
to the photon, a blue shift is observed and this process is called anti-
Stokes Raman scattering. The energy gap between the incident and
the scattered particle is equal to the energy difference between vibra-
tional modes of the interacting molecule and is predominantly negative in
spontaneous scattering, which means emission of Stokes photon generally
dominates [103–105]. In a quantum mechanical description, the photon
is inelastically scattered by a quasi-particle, representing an excited state
of the molecule’s modes of vibration, called a phonon. Photon energy can
be lost, with a corresponding shift to lower frequencies and heating of the
molecular lattice (Stokes process), or gained, with a consequent shift of
the light to higher frequencies and lattice cooling (anti-Stokes process).
The frequency shift is equal to the oscillation frequency of the created or
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annihilated phonon, and the resulting spectrum is determined by the ma-
terial properties. Raman scattering is a spontaneous process that occurs
for a fraction of approximately 10−7 of the incident photons and takes
place in every medium. During the dominant Stokes emission a pump
photon at frequency νp excites a molecule up to a virtual energy level.
The molecule quickly decays to a lower level emitting a signal photon in
the process at frequency νs (Figure 5.1). The difference in energy be-
tween the pump and Stokes signal photons is dissipated by the molecular
vibrations of the interacting material. These vibrational levels determine
the frequency shift and shape of the Raman gain curve. In silica glass
the dominant Raman lines are due to the bending motion of the Si-O-Si
bond and, due to the amorphous nature of silica, the Raman gain curve
is broad in optical fibres [104, 106, 107]. The peak of the Stokes shift
in Germanium-doped SMF is observed at a distance of approximately
13.2 THz from the incident signal [103–105].
Figure 5.1: Generation of a Stokes photon through spontaneous Raman
scattering.
Figure 5.2: Signal optical amplification via stimulated Raman scattering
in a silica optical fibre.
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Raman scattering can also be stimulated if an intense pump is injected
into the medium along with the signal, where the pump frequency is
separated from that of the signal by the Stokes shift. When a signal
with frequency νs is incident on the material, simultaneously with a light
beam at νp, stimulated Raman scattering takes place and a quantum hνs
is added to the probe signal at νs that becomes consequently amplified,
while the pump beam loses a quantum hνp [108]. SRS was observed in
optical fibres in 1972 [106] and is at the basis of the gain mechanism of
Raman amplifiers, converting pump energy into signal energy.
Since Raman scattering is intrinsic to silica-based fibres, optical am-
plification is simply achieved by propagating a pump beam together with
the signal beam in the same optical fibre, making it an optically pumped
optical amplifier. The optimal frequency spacing between the pump
and signal corresponds to the peak of the Stokes shift at a frequency
of 13.2 THz lower than the pump signal. In its simplest configuration,
a Raman amplifier has a WDM filter or a circulator to inject the pump
beam into the same fibre used for signal transmission (Figure 5.3), either
in a co-propagating or counter-propagating direction, because Raman
gain does not depend on the relative direction of propagation of pump
and signal beams [104]. SRS can occur in any fibre and, since the ampli-
fication happens in the transmission fibre itself over a long distance, the
amplification has a distributed nature. The Raman gain spectral shape
depends primarily on the frequency separation between pump and sig-
nal, not their absolute frequencies, hence Raman amplification can occur
at any signal wavelength by proper choice of the pump wavelength. In
the Raman gain process, the pump photon is excited to a short-lived
virtual state and the response time of silica is evaluated to be less than
100 fs [105,107]. This means that, for amplification applications in opti-
Figure 5.3: Schematic of a Raman optical amplifier.
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cal systems, the gain appears instantaneous.
Raman amplification offers several advantages over discrete amplifiers
such as SOAs and EDFAs. Due to its distributed nature the resultant
NF is lower than for discrete amplifiers as the signal OSNR is maintained
at higher values and this has led to extensive research into Raman am-
plification for long-haul high-capacity optical links [109–112]. The possi-
bilities to flexibly allocate the amplifier wavelength window of operation
means it can be employed in spectral regions where other amplification
technologies are not available, being limited either by the fibre used as
the active medium in doped fibre amplifiers, or by the semiconductor
material in the SOA case. Also, the flexibility of Raman amplification
allows control of the spectral shape of the gain and the NF by combining
multiple pump wavelengths to make a polychromatic pump spectrum.
Using similar multi-pump approaches, an improved gain flatness and ex-
tended bandwidth can be achieved over a wavelength range as wide as
200 nm [113], which is a much greater span than SOAs or EDFAs could
achieve. The main disadvantage of Raman amplification is its inherently
low efficiency, due to the low occurrence probability of SRS, which makes
it necessary to use very high-power pump lasers. Such pump lasers can
be expensive and, in the case of semiconductor devices, require intense
cooling. In addition, the high-power beam propagating in the fibre adds
practical difficulties ranging from the connectors care to the safety con-
cerns for the installation workers.
Raman amplification could be very advantageous in PON upstream
channels where a single centralised amplifier module could be shared
and serve all the network customers. Amplification can be provided by
placing the pump lasers in the OLT without the need for introducing
active elements in the network plant, offering an architectural advan-
tage over other reach extender solutions which require the presence of an
active remote cabinet. Also, Raman scattering has advantageous prop-
erties such as high saturation power and a very fast gain process which
makes it appealing for burst-mode traffic. Due to its relative immu-
nity to gain saturation in the PON signals power regime, Raman am-
plification does not suffer from gain transients when the probe signal is
bursty [88, 114, 115]. However, application in access networks has been
limited by the lack of Raman pumps suitable for practical application
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in PONs that could work in the wavelength transmission windows of in-
terest. For wavelengths around 1.3 µm, Raman gain was traditionally
obtained by resorting to expensive and bulky fibre lasers with the obvi-
ous disadvantages in terms of cost and physical footprint of integrating
similar lasers into an OLT card. In recent years, however, high-power
semiconductor lasers, which are cheaper and less bulky than their fibre
based alternative, became available in the wavelength region suitable
for O-band amplification. Subsequently, Raman amplification has been
demonstrated as a way to extend the reach and power budget of PONs
proving to be a valid alternative to other optical amplifiers [116–123].
5.1.2 G-PON reach extender
Raman amplification is used here to provide optical amplification in the
G-PON upstream band. The regular G-PON upstream wavelength win-
dow is a 100 nm wide region from 1260 nm to 1360 nm [16] and, to cover
the entire window, a multi-pump approach would be necessary. Instead,
here single wavelength pumps were used which could still provide ampli-
fication for a reduced upstream window 20 nm wide. The pump lasers
used had a centre wavelength of 1240 nm which was designed to provide
the peak of the Raman on-off gain at a wavelength of 1310 nm, the cen-
tre of the G-PON upstream band [16]. The pump lasers employed were
developed as part of the European FP7 project Quaternian [84] by the
project partner Innolume [124]. One of the Quaternian project objectives
was to develop high power semiconductor lasers to operate in the 1.1 µm
to 1.3 µm wavelength range exploiting new materials. Quantum-dot ma-
terials grown on Gallium Arsenide substrates were chosen because they
offer an advance in the control of the carrier density of states and this has
led to significant device technology advances in the critical wavelength
range of 1.1 microns to 1.3 microns. Thanks to the QD technology it was
possible to access emission wavelengths not achievable with standard ma-
terials and, hence, to enable Raman amplification in new windows of the
wavelength spectrum using semiconductor based pumps. Optical am-
plification based on Raman stimulated scattering was employed here to
meet the higher power requirements of spectrally dense DMT, effectively
exploiting a shared resource to enable the use of lower performance, po-
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tentially lower cost, non-shared transmitters for the upstream.
Raman module characterisation
Two types of pump lasers were used, both emitting at 1240 nm but
with different spectral shapes. One type was equipped with a FBG in
the pigtail fibre to narrow the wavelength spectrum to a 1 nm width
while the other was not and had a broad emission across 7 nm. The
width of the emission spectrum prevented SBS of the pump signal at the
power regime used and, hence, loss of the amplifier efficiency [125]. In
both cases, a pump module was assembled with two similar lasers and
a polarisation beam combiner (PBC) to combine the power of the two
diodes with reduced insertion loss, to maximise the available power for
Raman scattering. The gain profile for the two modules was measured for
a counter-propagating configuration with the setup in Figure 5.4 across
a range of wavelengths. The probe signal from the tuneable diode laser
(TDL) was varied across the range of wavelengths of interest in steps of
2 nm to extract the gain profile of the Raman pumps. The on-off gain
was measured with an OSA to evaluate the difference in probe signal
power with the pumps on and off. The results for the two gain modules
are shown in Figure 5.5 for different pump powers. Both amplifiers had
their gain peak for a probe signal of 1312 nm but the profile of the laser
without FBG was smoother due to the large spectral occupancy of the
pump signal which was in excess of 7 nm [126,127]. The module without
FBG had a maximum output pump power of 27.46 dBm for which the
maximum gain was 13.2 dB for a probe signal from 1312 nm to 1314 nm.
A wavelength window of 13 nm was obtained with a gain flatness of 1 dB,
from 1306 nm to 1319 nm, and a 24 nm region with a gain flatness of 3 dB,
from 1299 nm to 1323 nm. For the module equipped with FBG in the
Figure 5.4: Experimental setup for on-off Raman gain measurements.
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Figure 5.5: Raman on-off gain spectrum for 1240 nm pump lasers.
pigtail, the maximum pump power was 27.04 dBm, which corresponded
to a 12.5 dB gain at 1312 nm. The region with a 1 dB gain flatness
was 14 nm wide, from 1307 nm to 1321 nm, and the 3 dB region was
25 nm wide from 1299 nm to 1324 nm. Because the on-off gain scales
proportionally with the pump power across the wavelength spectrum
a lower peak gain would result in a wider gain-flattened region. The
single pump approach could not cover the entire wavelength upstream
window of G-PON systems for which a multi-pump approach would be
necessary [128]. However, it provided gain with a maximum variation of
3 dB over a 20 nm window and so it could be sufficient for a narrower
transmission window as in the XG-PON case [17].
Experimental setup
The amplifier module characterised above was employed to amplify a
DMT transmission system based on the implementation reported in Sec-
tion 3.1. A variety of amplification strategies were investigated for the
upstream signal with the use of Raman pumps along with O-band SOAs.
Mono-directional backward Raman amplification, bi-directional Raman
amplification, a booster SOA and a booster SOA with additional back-
ward Raman amplification were implemented and assessed. When the
pump and the probe signals are counter-propagating, in the backward
Raman configuration, the gain saturation threshold is increased and also
relative intensity noise (RIN) transfer from the pump to the signal is mit-
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igated. Most importantly, this allows the pump lasers to be conveniently
placed at the OLT in PON systems and, hence, preserve the passive na-
ture of the network. If the presence of a remote active node is allowed,
then both discrete and distributed amplifiers could be used in order to
improve the OSNR of the amplified signal. An SOA could provide advan-
tages in terms of power consumption while a Raman forward amplifier
typically exhibits a lower NF, higher saturation power and can work with
a wider DR in the upstream, whilst not introducing patterning when the
input power is high. Both can be used alone or assisted by the backward
Raman amplifier module to increase the overall gain. The setup in Figure
5.6 was used to compare the different amplification strategies on a vari-
able rate DMT signal. A DML transmitter operating at 1306 nm with a
3 dB bandwidth of 1 GHz was modulated with a DMT signal generated
by an AWG. The DMT signal had a Baud-rate of 5 GBd and used QAM
constellations of different orders, from 2 to 64, for an aggregated bit-rate
ranging from 2.1 Gb/s to 10.4 Gb/s. A power loading scheme based
on the SNR estimation of the channel and subsequent power compensa-
tion over the sub-carriers was adopted, as discussed in Section 3.1. The
transmitter emission wavelength of 1306 nm was chosen to be within the
G-PON upstream band (1260 nm – 1360 nm) [16], obtained with engi-
neering of new QD materials investigated in the FP7 Quaternian project.
The ODN loss was emulated using a VOA to adjust the launch power
into the 40 km SMF of the OTL which introduced a fixed 14.5 dB loss.
Figure 5.6: Experimental setup for the characterisation of various reach
extender configurations in a DMT upstream system.
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Two types of reach extender were placed after the VOA at the input
into the OTL fibre, consisting of an optical pump for distributed for-
ward Raman amplification, as in configuration (a) of Figure 5.6, or an
SOA acting as a booster amplifier, configuration (b). At the OLT, a
second pump module was used for distributed backward Raman ampli-
fication over the 40 km long OTL fibre. Each of the Raman modules
consisted of two polarisation multiplexed, high power QD lasers emitting
at 1240 nm. The forward and backward modules generated fibre launch
powers of +25.2 dBm and +27.4 dBm, respectively, after their CWDM
filters. On the other port of the OLT CWDM a 20 nm optical passband
filter was placed before a 10 GHz PIN photodiode equipped with a linear
TIA. The bandwidth of 20 nm was chosen to emulate a system where
a wide upstream wavelength window could be received, from 1300 nm
to 1320 nm. The photoreceiver output was captured with a 100 GS/s
DSO and processed off-line for synchronisation, DMT decoding and error
counting.
Experimental results and discussion
The system total loss budget was measured for the various amplification
systems including the fixed 14.5 dB attenuation of the OTL 40 km fibre
and assuming a minimum ONU transmitter power of +2 dBm [16]. The
link budget was calculated measuring the input power into the OTL
fibre, or into the reach extender, which resulted in a BER of 10−3 at
the receiver. The available power budget was evaluated for the different
amplification strategies employed and for different QAM constellations
of the DMT signal and is shown in Figure 5.7.
The B2B is reported for comparison and is calculated from the DMT
sensitivities adding the +2 dBm of minimum ONU launched power. No
fibre transmission was used in the B2B case because its available power
budget was not enough to support the attenuation of a 40 km SMF for
bit-rates of 6 Gb/s or higher. The first amplification strategy consid-
ered to increase the supported ODN loss was the use of backward, or
counter-propagating, Raman amplification at the OLT side, as in config-
uration (c) of Figure 5.6. The advantage of this scheme is that it offers
amplification without introduction of any active elements in the outside
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Figure 5.7: Measured sensitivities of DMT signals with different bit-rates
for various reach extender configurations.
network plant because the Raman pumps are located in the Central Of-
fice. With a pump power of +27.4 dBm, or 549.5 mW, the upstream
signal experienced a gain of 12.6 dB in comparison with the unamplified
system.
The OSNR for all the working points was sufficiently high to sup-
port the QAM constellations used. The improvement in the link budget
was 10.1 dB for the quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) 2.1 Gb/s
DMT signal and decreased for higher order QAMs down to 8.7 dB for
the 10.4 Gb/s transmission. The penalty observed with respect to the
12.6 dB Raman gain is attributed to the insertion losses of the passive
components at the receiver and to the 20 nm wide optical bandpass filter
in front of the PIN that did not suppress effectively out-of-band ASE
noise and caused ASE-ASE beat noise at the photodetector. Increasing
the modulation order improved the bit-rate at the cost of lower sensitiv-
ities and, hence, reduced ODN losses. The total link budgets achieved
with backward Raman amplification ranged from 29.6 dB to 19.7 dB for
the 2.1 Gb/s and 10.4 Gb/s signals, respectively. While the 29.6 dB
power budget is enough to meet G-PON standard specifications [16], the
higher 10.4 Gb/s signal could only allow for a reduced split ratio or short
fibre span. In order to further improve the performance at higher bit-
rates APD detectors could be used to enhance the sensitivity or higher
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gain amplification systems can be employed.
As an alternative to backward Raman amplification the use of an
SOA placed in an active reach extender at the passive splitter location
was evaluated. The SOA exhibited superior performance in terms of
achievable loss budget due to its higher gain of 16 dB and lower inser-
tion loss of the passive elements at the receiver, as the CWDM was not
necessary. However, higher order constellations exhibited a penalty with
respect to Raman amplification due to the higher NF of the amplifier.
Moreover, particular care should be observed when using an SOA to avoid
operation in its gain saturation regime which would lead to significant
BER penalty, especially when DMT is used which requires linearity. In
contrast, the Raman amplifier worked in the linear regime for a wider
range of input powers thereby preventing waveform distortion. The SOA
booster allowed for link budgets of 35.6 dB and 25.8 dB for 2.1 Gb/s and
8.3 Gb/s, respectively, but could not support the 10.4 Gb/s transmission
due to the higher NF.
More advanced higher gain configurations combining multiple optical
amplifiers were also investigated to increase the overall supported ODN
loss. These included bidirectional Raman amplification, configuration (a)
in Figure 5.6, and the hybrid SOA booster with backward Raman ampli-
fication of configuration (b), which provided overall gains of 20 dB and
26.6 dB, respectively. The bidirectional Raman amplifier could support
a maximum bit-rate of 8.3 Gb/s for which it provided a power budget
of 29.2 dB. The main cause of performance degradation that prevented
the use of higher order QAM constellations was the RIN transfer from
the forward, co-propagating, pump lasers. The sensitivity penalty due
to RIN transfer for increasing bit-rates was less pronounced than in the
booster SOA case and so the noise added by the SOA had higher impact
on the DMT waveform. This was also due to the fact that the RIN noise
was frequency selective and the power loading feature of DMT mitigated
its effect. The best power budget performance was achieved employing
both an SOA reach extender and a Raman backward amplifier, support-
ing budget losses between 41.6 dB and 30.2 dB with bit-rates of 2.1 Gb/s
and 8.3 Gb/s, respectively. In this scenario, the main factor limiting the
use of higher order constellations was again the waveform degradation
introduced by SOA amplification which prevented the use of QAM con-
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stellations of order higher than 16.
Distributed backward Raman amplification among all the solutions
presented preserves the passive nature of the outer plant of the network
because no active reach extender is needed outside the Central Office.
It also showed the best performance in term of signal SNR thanks to
the lowest NF and was the only scheme that could support a 10.4 Gb/s
bit-rate. On the other hand, the power budget of the network was the
most constrained because the gain of the amplifier was the lowest among
the various approaches. The limited performances were also due to the
very restricted bandwidth of the DML transmitter, which forced the use
of a very spectrally dense modulation format with the consequently high
SNR requirements. With a higher-bandwidth transmitter higher Baud-
rates could be used and with power loading to compensate for the high
frequencies, attenuation could be mitigated. This would allow the use of
lower order constellations and a more efficient power distribution, leading
to an improved overall sensitivity at the receiver.
5.1.3 XG-PON reach extender
Raman optical amplification was also used in an XG-PON system to
provide extended reach for its upstream traffic. A backward configuration
was adopted adding suitable pump lasers in the OLT Central Office. The
pump and the probe signals were configured to be counter-propagating
which prevents gain saturation and also effectively mitigates RIN transfer
from the pump to the signal. Most importantly, backward pumping
allows the pump to be conveniently placed at the OLT in PON systems
and preserve the passive nature of the network. The designated XG-PON
upstream band is a 20 nm wide window allocated between 1260 nm and
1280 nm [17]. The Raman pumps’ emission wavelength was engineered to
be at 1210 nm in order to provide SRS in the XG-PON upstream window.
The pump modules were developed by the Quaternian project partner
Innolume [124] and based on the QD technology exploited for the 1240 nm
high power lasers used in the previous G-PON Raman reach extender.
High power semiconductor lasers emitting at the wavelength of 1210 nm
were a novel element that could enable Raman amplification in the XG-
PON upstream window, centred around 1270 nm, introducing Raman
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amplification into a spectral region that was otherwise not accessible with
other materials [129]. To ensure proper operation, however, the system
needed thorough analysis as the pump lasers were above the single-mode
frequency cut-off for SMFs and, hence, it was necessary to investigate
the scheme efficiency. The upstream traffic used in the XG-PON system
was a 2.5 Gb/s NRZ signal generated by uncooled DML transmitters.
Raman module characterisation
The pump lasers were high power modules emitting in excess of 500 mW
of power and equipped with a FBG in the fibre pigtail to narrow their
emission profile down to a 1 nm width. The relatively wide spectral
line was designed to prevent SBS of the pump signal and the consequent
efficiency loss that would accrue. Two of these devices were combined
with a PBC to maximise the output power of the module and reduce
polarisation dependent effects. A characterisation of the gain spectrum
offered by the 1210 nm Raman pumps was carried out for different pump
powers, similar to the previous one for the G-PON reach extender. The
setup in Figure 5.4 was used to measure the backward Raman gain over a
50 km long SMF. The gain spectrum is visible in Figure 5.8 for different
pump launched powers, up to a maximum of 28.8 dBm, for a range of
wavelength from 1250 nm to 1320 nm. For the maximum pump power of
+28.8 dBm the gain peak was obtained at 1278 nm and equal to 16.6 dB.
The amplifier could provide amplification with a 1 dB gain flatness in a
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12 nm wide window, from 1275 nm to 1287 nm. Also, despite offering
a simple single-pump approach, the module provided amplification with
a 3 dB gain variation in a 20 nm wavelength window, from 1269 nm to
1289 nm. It could be observed that the pumps used were not optimal for
the XG-PON upstream band as the gain dropped to 14.2 dB at 1270 nm
and 10 dB at 1260 nm. However, it is possible to design the pump
wavelength to be at 1200 nm which would centre the Raman gain peak
in the middle of the upstream band and provide amplification in the
entire region between 1260 nm and 1280 nm with a gain ripple within
3 dB.
Despite the fact that the pump wavelength of 1210 nm was well below
the single mode cut-off wavelength for SMF of 1260 nm, the measured
peak gain value of 16.6 dB is comparable with gain achieved in prior
work [122] for similar pump powers at longer wavelength, and in line with
the results of the previous Subsection 5.1.2, which suggests an efficient
mode coupling. Also, simulation results showed that a negligible part
of the pump power was coupled in secondary modes and that it still
provided Raman amplification due to the high physical overlap of the
modes in the fibre core [128].
Experimental setup
The experimental setup in Figure 5.9 was used to characterize the im-
pact of the Raman amplifier on XG-PON 2.5 Gb/s NRZ upstream traffic.
The data signal from the ONU was generated by an uncooled DFB DML
Figure 5.9: Experimental setup for Raman amplifier characterisation in
an XG-PON system.
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emitting at 1270 nm. The laser was packaged in a planar transmitter
optical sub-assembly and directly modulated with a 2.5 Gb/s NRZ pat-
tern formed of a PRBS of order 7 using a commercial electrical driver.
The ODN, which in a real scenario would include splitters and distribu-
tion fibre, was emulated here with a VOA to adjust the launch power
into the 50 km long trunk fibre. The Raman pumps were configured in
a single module, as described above, and a CWDM filter was used to
inject the pump signal into the OTL fibre and counter-propagate with
respect to the data signal. A 20 nm wide optical bandpass filter centred
at 1270 nm was placed in front of the OLT upstream receiver in order
to suppress the out-of-band ASE while still allowing the entire XG-PON
upstream band to reach the receiver. The upstream signal was detected
with a commercially available transceiver equipped with an APD and
limiting TIA and an error detector (ED) was used to measure the BER
in real-time. The XG-PON downstream, located in the L-band window
between 1575 nm and 1580 nm, well beyond the Raman gain bandwidth,
was not implemented since it was expected to have negligible impact on
upstream Raman amplification.
Experimental results and discussion
The impact of the reach extender module was evaluated in terms of power
budget extension offered to the upstream system, which experimentally
translated to the maximum attenuation supported in the ODN before
launching the signal into the OTL fibre. The OTL had a total loss of
22.6 dB, which was fixed for all the measurements due to the combina-
tion of the 50 km SMF attenuation and the CWDM and band-pass filter
insertion losses. The attenuation from the VOA was varied in the exper-
iment to emulate the passive splitter and distribution fibre losses. Hence
the total loss budget considered was the sum of ODN and OTL loss, with
the latter fixed to a value of 22.6 dB. In the power budget analysis, the
worst-case of an XG-PON transmitter with a launch power of +2 dBm
was considered [17]. Under this condition, for example, an input power
of −19.5 dBm into the OTL fibre would correspond to an ODN loss of
21.5 dB, that could account for a 1:64 split loss [130].
The APD receiver sensitivity measured after 50 km of fibre without
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the Raman pump module active was −36 dBm for a BER of 10−4, which
is the XG-PON BER reference level for the 2.5 Gb/s NRZ upstream [17].
For an OSNR limited transmission, the minimum required OSNR for
the same 10−4 BER was measured to be 8.2 dB. In order to determine
the maximum loss budget that could be supported, BER curves were
measured as a function of OTL fibre input power for the fixed 50 km loss
of 22.6 dB. Measurements were repeated for different pump powers and
are shown in Figure 5.10. For increasing Raman pump power the optical
power needed at the OTL interface decreased, which means the available
system power budget increased. This was due to the higher optical gain
experienced by the probe signal and means that, even at its maximum
gain, the amplifier was not operating in a saturation regime and not
introducing distortions in the signal. Hence, the amplifier module could
be operated at its maximum pump power of 28.8 dBm (759 mW) which
provided a gain of 14.2 dB for the 1270 nm upstream signal. In this
regime, an OTL input power of −22.1 dBm was achieved for a pre-FEC
BER of 10−4 for XG-PON [17], which corresponded to a maximum ODN
loss budget of 24.1 dB. This translates into a total system loss budget
of 46.7 dB when considering an ONU launch power of +2 dBm and the
OTL loss of 22.6 dBm. The 46.7 dB total power budget allows for a fully
Figure 5.10: BER curves as a function of the OTL input power for dif-
ferent Raman pump powers.
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passive network configuration with a 50 km SMF trunk fibre and a split
ratio of up to 1:64. At this operating point the received optical power at
the APD receiver for a BER of 10−4 was −31 dBm which was 5 dB above
the measured sensitivity in B2B. The OSNR in this condition, measured
with an OSA at 0.1 nm noise resolution, was 15.9 dB, which was 7.7 dB
better than the OSNR required for a 10−4 BER.
In order to investigate the cause of this penalty the ODN loss was
varied to assess its impact on the Raman amplified link. For different
values of OTL input power the OSNR, Raman gain and BER curves
were measured. Figure 5.11 reports the measured OSNR and Raman
gain when varying the OTL interface input power. The corresponding
ODN loss is also shown on the upper axis of the graph and was calculated
considering a +2 dBm ONU transmitter. The gain had a stable value of
14.2 dB for the entire range of input powers, confirming that the ampli-
fier did not reach the saturation regime, even for the higher input powers
of the probe signal into the OTL fibre. The OSNR increased proportion-
ally to the input power, which is expected since the ASE noise from the
amplifier is constant when the pump power is not changed. For all the
ODN losses investigated, the OSNR was above the minimum required for
a 10−4 BER for the 2.5 Gb/s NRZ transmission. This indicates that the
amplification scheme is robust to variations in ODN losses since no satu-
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ration was observed for high OTL input power and, hence, it can handle
a high DR in the upstream signal without degrading its performance.
Figure 5.12 shows the BER curves measured as a function of the
APD received optical power for various input powers at the OTL inter-
face. The sensitivity at a BER of 10−4 as a function of the latter is
reported in Figure 5.13. For high input powers into the 50 km OTL the
sensitivity was measured to be −36 dBm, as for the case with no Raman
Figure 5.12: BER curves for different input powers into the OTL fibre.
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Figure 5.13: Sensitivity at the OLT receiver measured at a BER of 10−4
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amplification, while a penalty arose when the input power was lowered.
The OSNR was, however, above the minimum value required (Figure
5.11) and so the dominant contribution to the performance degradation
was attributed to the significant ASE-ASE beat noise. This was caused
by the 20 nm width of the bandpass filter employed in front of the APD
receiver that allowed out-of-band ASE noise into the photodiode. This
broad bandpass region was responsible for the ASE-ASE beating but was
necessary at the OLT to allow signal reception for the entire XG-PON
upstream wavelength range. Narrow filtering could be used to enhance
the system performance by avoiding the ASE-ASE beat noise but that
would require a different network design, with more stringent emission
wavelength of the upstream devices [128].
Despite this source of penalty, the first quantum dot based Raman
amplified XG-PON upstream was demonstrated using 1210 nm pump
lasers which allowed optical amplification in the 1270 nm upstream win-
dow. The Raman on-off gain of 14.2 dB enabled a total loss budget of
46.7 dB allowing for a total fibre length of 50 km and a split ratio of 1:64
in a fully passive network configuration. Along with the demonstrated
Raman gain peak of 16.6 dB in the XG-PON upstream band these were
successful outputs of the FP7 Quaternian project and highlighted the
potential of Raman pumps for reach extension in PONs [84].
The above measurements were performed in continuous mode but
burst-mode operation of the system was also demonstrated by building a
setup where two DMLs were driven by burst-mode drivers and combined
in a TDMA upstream signal. Under a DR of up to 14 dB, the Raman
amplifier was demonstrated not to cause degradation in performance,
matching the results obtained for a continuous transmission [88, 131].
Figure 5.14 shows that the sensitivity penalty measured for decreasing
input powers into the OTL fibre does not depend on whether the trans-
mission is performed in continuous or burst-mode. This is due to the
very fast response times of the Raman scattering which prevents tran-
sients in the signal envelope. Also, the high saturation threshold of the
amplifier is responsible for the linear gain of the amplifier across a high
DR [88,115]. Raman amplifiers exhibit gain transients when they are in a
saturated regime but, in the application demonstrated here, the amplifier
showed a constant gain across the entire range of power, indicating that
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Figure 5.14: Penalty at the OLT receiver for different input powers into
the OTL fibre for a continuous mode and burst-mode transmission.
pump depletion was negligible, even for the higher input power from the
ODN and the amplifier did not saturate [132–135]. The burst-mode com-
patibility of this Raman amplifier shows its advantage over techniques
based on SOAs with a fast feedback control loop for the bias [136, 137].
The Raman amplifier offers greater implementation simplicity because no
dedicated high-speed electronic control boards are required to control the
pump lasers and their bias current would only need adjustment in case
it is desired to reconfigure the system to modify the Raman gain. How-
ever, a critical point to determine whether Raman amplification could
be implemented in commercial systems is the cost of the pump modules,
that limits its attractiveness. Also, special measures need to be put in
place in order to operate the very high-power amplifier cards.
5.1.4 100G-PON reach extender
The upcoming 100 G PON systems that will be enabled by wavelength
multiplexing 25 Gb/s single lane data-rate channels is likely to adopt
optical amplification to support the required power budget due to the
lower sensitivities of higher bit-rate signals [78]. A solution that does not
require introduction of active reach extenders in the network plant is rep-
resented by optically pre-amplified receivers. As seen in Subsections 5.1.2
and 5.1.3 Raman amplification can operate in burst-mode with a simple
amplifier module architecture without high-speed control circuitry [88].
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Also, Raman amplifiers work in their linear regime over a wide range
of input powers and so can be employed with multi-level modulation
formats. The IEEE P802.3 standard proposes to place the upstream
wavelength window in the O-band to reduce the effect of chromatic dis-
persion, albeit the wavelength plan is still under investigation [78]. In
this scenario, the pump lasers suitable for the G-PON or XG-PON up-
stream could be employed and the Raman broad gain spectrum would
advantageously provide gain for multiple channels.
In this Subsection, a Raman module using the high power QD pump
lasers at 1240 nm is proposed to provide optical amplification to a
1310 nm 25 Gb/s signal using either PAM4 or EDB modulation [51].
A counter-propagating configuration is adopted with the advantage of
having all the active devices located in the OLT and hence preserve the
passive nature of the network.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup in Figure 5.15 was used to characterise the per-
formance of Raman amplification for 25 Gb/s upstream transmission.
The ONU was emulated using a commercial 10 G DFB DML operating
at 1311 nm with an average output power of +8 dBm. The device had a
3 dB small-signal modulation bandwidth of 16 GHz. The electrical drive
signal for the DML was created using two 12.5 Gb/s NRZ pattern gen-
erators and a 2-bit DAC with multiplexer which could be configured to
generate either a 12.5 GBd (25 Gb/s) PAM4 or a 25 Gb/s NRZ electrical
Figure 5.15: Experimental setup for Raman amplifier characterisation in
a PON system.
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signal. The pattern used in both cases was a PRBS sequence of order 15.
For the 12.5 GBd PAM4 signal, Gray-coding of the constellation symbols
was used to minimise the BER at the receiver. The ODN was emulated
by a VOA placed between the ONU and the OTL fibre. The ODN loss
was calculated as the difference in power between the DML output of
+8 dBm and the launched power into the fibre at the ONU and OTL
interface. Trunk fibre lengths of 6 km, 10 km, 20 km, 30 km and 40 km
were used in the experiment to investigate the capabilities of Raman am-
plification for different PON reach and split ratios. At the OLT side an
optical circulator with a 0.8 dB insertion loss was used at the fibre in-
terface to inject the Raman pump signal into the transmission fibre and
redirect the upstream signal to the receiver. The Raman module was
formed by combining the output of two 1240 nm high power lasers, the
same used in Subsection 5.1.2, with a PBC to maximise the output power.
The lasers were equipped with a FBG in their fibre pigtail to narrow the
spectrum to a 1 nm width around the central wavelength of 1240 nm.
A 1 nm wide optical bandpass filter was placed in front of the OLT re-
ceiver to suppress the out of band ASE noise generated by the amplifier.
Two different 10 G class receivers were employed, being either a 7 GHz
APD or a 10 GHz PIN photodiode, both equipped with a co-packaged
linear TIA. The detected signal was sampled by a 12.5 GHz, 50 GS/s
DSO and analysed off-line using a numerical computing environment to
provide BER values and FFE filtering, where employed. For the EDB
system the optical signal generated by the DML was a bandwidth-limited
25 Gb/s NRZ waveform because of the 16 GHz bandwidth of the trans-
mitter. The use of 10 G receivers performed additional low-pass filtering
so that the signal could be detected as a 3-level EDB encoded signal.
The system therefore resembled the NRZ-EDB discussed in Section 3.2.
For the PAM4 implementation, post-equalisation was also considered at
the receiver using a T/2 spaced 10-tap FFE equaliser to compensate for
the bandwidth limitation imposed by the 10 G devices, especially for the
7 GHz APD. All measurements were performed here in continuous mode
but, as discussed above, burst-mode operation of the system is expected
to have negligible impact on the Raman gain and signal BER, even with
a high degree of DR [88].
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Experimental results and discussion
The Raman pumps used at the OLT had a lasing wavelength of 1240 nm
providing a peak-gain close to the DML output wavelength of 1311 nm.
The same pumps were used in Subsection 5.1.2 and their gain profile was
shown in Figure 5.5. The maximum launch power of the pump signal
into the OTL after the optical circulator was +27.6 dBm with both pump
lasers biased at 1700 mA. With this power the distributed Raman on-
off gain and probe signal OSNR were measured for various fibre lengths
(Figure 5.16). The measurements were repeated, varying the input power
of the probe signal into the OTL across a wide rage of values to emulate
different losses of the ODN. The on-off gain was constant across the range
of ODN losses showing a decrease in magnitude for input powers higher
than −2 dBm. Similar behaviour was observed for all the fibre lengths
analysed and indicates that the amplifier was partially saturated in this
high input power regime. Due to the counter-propagating configuration
the saturation effect was more evident in shorter fibre. However, the
gain drop was less than 1 dB for a maximum input power of +4.6 dBm,
meaning that the degree of saturation was low. Also, in a PON sys-
tem, typically the input power from a ONU into the OTL fibre is below
−5 dBm and so the amplifier would not operate in saturation in the
intended application. The OSNR increased proportionally to the input
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power, as expected, because of the constant power of the ASE noise gen-
erated by the amplifier. Also, the OSNR showed a decrease in the curve
slope for high OTL input powers, which was due partially to saturation
but also to the limited OSNR of the ONU signal for OSNR values in
excess of 50 dB.
The on-off gain obtained for different fibre lengths are shown in Figure
5.17 for an OTL input power of −6 dBm. An on-off gain of 13.3 dB was
measured for the 20 km long trunk fibre, which rose to a maximum
gain of 15.0 dB with an extended OTL of 40 km. While the gain was
significantly lower for a 10 km fibre, measuring 9 dB, using 20 km of
SMF for the OTL the gain was within 1.7 dB of its maximum value,
obtained along the 40 km span. Most of the gain occurs within the first
portion of fibre because the pump signal is weakened by absorption and
depletion during propagation and a small portion is left available after
the initial 20 km. This shows how the distributed nature of Raman
amplification makes it attractive for use over optical access length scales.
To offer an interpretation more oriented to the system implementation,
the net gain offered by the amplifier was also calculated. This was done
by subtracting the measured fibre loss experienced by the probe signal
during transmission and is shown in Figure 5.18. The fibre loss coefficient
measured at the signal wavelength of 1311 nm was 0.35 dB/km. The
optimum length, in terms of maximum net-gain achieved, was 12 km
for which the net-gain was 6.9 dB. This means a higher ODN loss is
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supported for such a length but at the cost of a reduced OTL length.
This trend will be reflected in the network system performance shown in
the remainder of this Subsection.
After the gain characterisation, BER curves were measured for both
the PAM4 and EDB ONU transmitter in optical B2B and after 40 km
of fibre. Using the 40 km fibre, the Raman amplifier was switched on
to evaluate eventual sources of penalty. Figure 5.19 shows the BER of
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Figure 5.19: BER curves for the 25 Gb/s EDB system for various re-
ceivers.
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the 25 Gb/s EDB system as a function of the received power in optical
B2B and after transmission through a 40 km SMF. Raman amplification
was used for the 40 km scenario and measurements were acquired for
both the PIN and APD receiver. No difference was observed for the PIN
receiver curves while a negligible penalty was measured using the APD.
The received power sensitivities at a pre-FEC threshold BER of 10−3 was
−16.4 dBm using the PIN and improved to −21.5 dBm with the APD.
The results confirmed that the limited amount of CD accumulated in the
fibre and the Raman amplifier are not affecting the signal quality.
Similar measurements were repeated for the PAM4 system and are
shown in Figure 5.20. In this case, the PIN receiver was also combined
with a 10-taps FSE T/2 FFE filter to improve its sensitivity compared to
a simple comparator. The APD was also used with the same 10-taps FSE
to compensate for its reduced bandwidth of 7 GHz. Similar to the EDB
case, no difference was observed between B2B and 40 km with distributed
Raman gain for a PIN receiver while a difference of less than 0.5 dB was
measured with the APD module. Receiver sensitivities of −15 dBm and
−16.5 dBm were measured for the PIN without and with the FSE filter,
respectively. The minimum received power decreased to −22.4 dBm with
the APD in B2B and −21.9 dBm after 40 km of SMF. The sensitivity of
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the PAM4 was 1.4 dB worse than the EDB for the same PIN receiver but
could be improved to similar values with the T/2 FFE. A similar 1.5 dB
difference was observed in Section 3.2 between NRZ-EDB and PAM4 and
is here confirmed after a 40 km Raman amplified link. Despite the higher
bandwidth of the transmitter used in the experiment in Section 3.2 their
NRZ-EDB performances were similar.
The system BER was then evaluated as a function of the input optical
power into the OTL fibre for a fixed trunk loss. This included the SMF
attenuation of 0.35 dB/km at 1311 nm and an additional insertion loss
of 3 dB due to the circulator and band-pass filter used at the OLT. The
OTL losses had values for example of 17 dB and 10 dB for the 40 km
and 20 km fibre case, respectively. Different optical power into the OTL
corresponded to a different ODN loss budget which was extrapolated
considering the +8 dBm launch power of the ONU DML. These values
were obtained by changing the attenuation of the VOA placed after the
DML that determined the input power at the OTL interface. The BER
curves obtained for different OTL lengths are shown in Figure 5.21 for
both the PIN and APD receiver. Because the receiver sensitivity was
not affected by the fibre length the trend reflected the net gain offered
by the distributed amplifier for different SMF lengths (Figure 5.18). To
offer a clearer picture, Figure 5.22 shows the maximum ODN loss sup-
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Figure 5.21: BER curves for the 25 Gb/s EDB system for various fibre
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ported by the two receivers as a function of the OTL length, which recalls
the pattern seen in Figure 5.18. The ODN loss budget, which does not
include the loss of the trunk fibre, followed the same trend as the net
gain shown earlier. The advantage offered by Raman gain was domi-
nant for shorter fibre lengths and the increase of on-off gain allowed for
higher ODN loss for increasing SMF lengths up to 20 km. Beyond this
reach, the fibre attenuation played a more important role and the ODN
power budget supported decreased because of the higher OTL loss. The
maximum ODN power budget supported among the SMF spans tested
was obtained for 20 km and was equal to 27.9 dB and 31.2 dB, respec-
tively, for a PIN and APD receiver. For an extended reach of 40 km
the achieved ODN losses dropped to 20.9 dB and 26.0 dB, respectively,
due to the reduction in net gain, as observed in Figure 5.18. The ODN
supported losses measured using the APD receiver could accommodate
a total split ratio of 1:512 for the 20 km trunk fibre, which reduced to
a 1:128 ratio for the 40 km extended reach, according to the splitter
insertion-loss values specified in [130]. In the 40 km reach-extended case,
accounting for a fixed OTL loss of 17 dB, the PIN receiver could support
a 37.9 dB link budget, which became 43 dB with adoption of an APD for
an EDB 25 Gb/s transmission. For the shorter 20 km trunk line, with
a 10 dB OTL loss, the achieved link budgets were 37.9 dB and 41.2 dB,
respectively, for a PIN and APD receiver.
Similar measurements were also conducted for the PAM4 system for
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the three receiver configurations showed earlier, a PIN without and with
FFE and an APD supported by FFE. The three sets of BER curves
measured by varying the input power into the trunk fibre are reported
in Figure 5.23 for fibre lengths of 6 km, 10 km, 20 km, 30 km and
40 km. Also, the ODN supported loss for the combination of OTL lengths
and OLT receivers is shown in Figure 5.24 for a BER of 10−3 in the
upstream signal. Similar to the EDB system, the trend of the ODN
power budget reflects the net gain experienced for different fibre lengths.
The PIN receiver offered the best performance at a length of 20 km with a
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supported ODN attenuation of 26 dB and 27.7 dB without and with FFE
respectively. This decreased to 20 dB and 21.4 dB for a 40 km trunk line.
The APD receiver was more affected by OSNR drop and accumulated CD
for longer fibres and offered the highest ODN power budget of 31.6 dB for
a 10 km SMF length. For the same APD, the supported ODN losses for
a 10−3 BER were 31.2 dB and 25.4 dB with an OTL of 20 km and 40 km,
respectively. The ODN power budget values obtained for the 25 Gb/s
PAM4 signal with an APD receiver supported by FFE were close to the
one seen for an EDB system and, similarly, could accommodate a split
ratio of 1:512 and 1:128 with a 20 km and 40 km trunk line, respectively.
Also, for the PAM4 system, the total power budget can be extrapolated
taking into account the fixed attenuation of the OTL fibre and passive
devices and the DML output power of +8 dBm. For the 40 km reach-
extended case, the PIN receiver supported a 37 dB or 38.4 dB total link
loss without or with FFE post-compensation, respectively, and, with the
APD receiver, the total loss budget increased to 42.4 dB.
For the entire range of BER measurements, in the worst case, the
OSNR was as high as 26 dB, indicating that the dominant noise source
was the thermal noise from the receivers. Also, the narrow optical filter-
ing in front of the photodiodes at the OLT receiver ensured that ASE-
ASE beat-noise was not a dominant source of impairment. This was
confirmed by the good agreement of the BER curves in optical B2B and
the ones after the 40 km amplified link (Figures 5.19, 5.20). All the com-
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ponents used in the transceiver implementation were devices designed for
10 Gb/s transmission systems, highlighting the benefit of using spectrally
efficient multi-level modulation formats for the target 25 Gb/s single line
bit-rate.
With the maximum achievable pump power of +27.6 dBm, the
25 Gb/s EDB system with an APD receiver could support a 20 km OTL
with a 31.2 dB ODN loss, enough to accommodate for a split ratio of
1:512. For the extended fibre reach of 40 km, the ODN loss decreased to
26 dB, which is sufficient for the insertion loss of a 1:128 optical split-
ter. If PAM4 is used instead, the supported ODN losses were 31.2 dB
and 25.4 dB for 20 km and 40 km, respectively, sufficient to support the
same split ratios seen for EDB. Highest split ratios are possible with a
fibre length of 20 km but Raman amplification is also very effective in
enabling extended reach links without having to drastically reduce the
number of ONUs. Comparing the various 25 Gb/s modulation formats,
EDB offers the best performance both in terms of sensitivity, which is
the highest, and simplicity, in which it does not require post-equalisation
at the receiver, contrary to PAM4.
5.2 Burst-mode gain controlled SOAs
The previous Section discussed the potential of Raman-based optical am-
plifiers for burst-mode compatible amplification of PON upstream traffic
and presented experimental demonstrations applicable to various PON
standards. Raman amplifiers are attractive because they do not require
complex control circuitry to work in a burst-mode scenario and can oper-
ate in wavelength windows inaccessible to other amplification technolo-
gies. Raman amplifiers do, however, require high-power lasers and offer
an inherently low-efficiency amplification process. In this Section, SOAs
are investigated as an alternative for adoption in burst-mode networks.
SOAs require lower driving currents, have lower temperature manage-
ment requirements than Raman pump lasers and could be integrated
monolithically with other optoelectronic devices. The SOAs are proposed
in a pre-amplified receiver architecture which provides both a sensitiv-
ity improvement and optical power equalisation of bursts. Variable gain
operation of the SOA on a burst-by-burst time scale is used to obtain a
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constant output power stream in front of the electrical receiver, thereby
removing the need for an electronic BM-Rx. Such implementation offers
improvement in term of maximum DR supported and also proves advan-
tageous when higher order modulation formats, which require a linear
channel, are used.
5.2.1 Semiconductor optical amplifiers
Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are optical amplifiers realised
with a semiconductor material as the active medium providing gain.
SOAs are based on the same principles as laser diodes in which they
exploit the stimulated emission effect of specific materials to produce
photons from an electrically pumped semiconductor material [138]. The
simplest implementation of an SOA is based on a semiconductor pn junc-
tion which creates a two energy level system with a ground state level,
called the valence band, and an excited state level, named the conduction
band. If a light beam with photons at a suitable energy is incident on
the material it can cause an electron-hole pair recombination in which an
electron moves from the conduction band to the valence band and loses
energy in the form of a photon. This photon, generated by stimulated
emission, has identical frequency, phase and direction as the incident
photon. In order to achieve optical amplification, a population inversion
condition has to be created, where the concentration of electrons in the
conduction band exceeds that in the valence band, thereby increasing
the probability of an incident photon causing stimulated emission. This
can be achieved by providing external electrical pumping to the pn junc-
tion in order to supply the conduction band with electrons. The simple
Figure 5.25: Schematic representation of semiconductor optical amplifier.
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scheme of a SOA in Figure 5.25 shows the basic blocks. The pn junction
of the bulk semiconductor material defines the active region where opti-
cal gain is taking place when a light beam is propagating through it and
causing stimulated emission. The semiconductor material is engineered
to create a waveguide structure across the active region to confine the
beam and increase the efficiency. The amplification takes place on the
travelling wave and so reflections are undesired and particular care is
needed in fabricating anti-reflective coating of the facets. The external
forward bias provides electrical pumping of the material to ensure the
population inversion of the carriers across the pn junction and to provide
electrons in the conduction band.
SOAs historically had lower performance than fibre-doped amplifiers
exhibiting lower gain, higher NF, lower saturated output power and suf-
fering from polarisation dependent gain and higher coupling losses at the
fibre and semiconductor device interface. However, with the renewed in-
terest, many of these aspects have been addressed and modern SOAs have
significantly improved performance which, added to their small physical
footprint, potential for monolithic integration with other optoelectronic
components [139] and lower fabrication costs has rekindled interest in
SOAs for applications in access networks [140]. Another advantage of
SOAs is their fast carrier dynamics which makes them suitable for burst-
mode traffic, unlike EDFAs which need electronic transient suppression
circuitry.
SOAs have been demonstrated as a way to extend the power budget in
PONs for both downstream and upstream traffic [141–143]. While they
can be used as a booster for the downstream, the most interesting appli-
cation for the upstream direction is to employ the SOAs as part of a pre-
amplified receiver. In this way, a single amplifier is shared among multiple
ONUs and no active components are needed in the ODN, preserving its
passive nature. The fast carrier dynamics makes them suitable for burst-
mode traffic, however the limited input saturation power of the device
can limit its operational DR due to saturation of the loud-bursts [144].
Employing an SOA based pre-amplifier with fixed bias current provides
sensitivity improvement but is limited in its DR capability [140, 143].
As an alternative, the SOA can be operated by varying its bias current,
and hence gain, on a burst-by-burst time-scale to work in an optimal
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condition for every power of an incoming burst. If the bias current is
carefully chosen so that the output power of the SOA is kept constant
across bursts, the amplifier can also perform optical power equalisation
of the upstream signal eliminating the DR at its output [87, 145]. In
this way, a burst-mode receiver can be realised combining a variable gain
SOA with a PIN photodiode and a simple AC coupled TIA removing the
need for an electronic BM-Rx. This is particularly advantageous when
multi-level modulation formats are used because high-bandwidth linear
BM-Rx are still not commercially available, while linear PIN receivers
with bandwidth in excess of 40 GHz can be readily obtained.
In some implementations in the previous literature, SOAs have been
used with fixed gain to reduce the signal DR inducing amplifier satu-
ration [146–148], however a similar implementation is not suitable for
multi-level modulation formats where linearity must be preserved dur-
ing transmission. Other works have implemented SOA power equali-
sation with complex structures employing multiple amplification stages
[136,137,147–150] or additional components. In this work, we propose the
use of a single SOA to realise a simple and more cost-effective receiver for
PONs that could potentially be monolithically integrated. The receiver
implemented here was tested with 25 Gb/s EDB and PAM4 upstream
signals to evaluate its performance in a linear burst-mode system.
Gain and OSNR characterisation
A C-band SOA was employed for the experimental realisation of the pre-
amplified burst-mode receiver with optical power equalisation. Because
the SOA was used in front of a PIN photodiode, high gain and low NF of
the device were preferred over high saturation output power in order to
enhance the receiver sensitivity. The device chosen for pre-amplification
purposes was an SOA-S from CIP operating around 1.55 µm offering a
wide optical bandwidth, low NF and low drive current with its maximum
gain at a 100 mA bias current. The SOA was initially characterised in
terms of optical gain and OSNR of the output signal under different
conditions of bias current and optical input power into the amplifier.
The experimental setup in Figure 5.26 was used for the characterisation
of the SOA parameters. The simple setup controlled the optical input
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Figure 5.26: Experimental setup for optical B2B continuous mode SOA
characterisation.
power of a 1550.1nm signal entering the SOA and the amplifier bias
current. An OSA measured the optical power and OSNR of the SOA
output for every operational regime and, consequentially, the gain was
calculated from these values.
Figure 5.27 shows the output power of the probe signal from the
SOA for given input power and bias conditions. A linear increase of
the output power with the SOA input power can be observed for lower
bias currents or when the device input power is below −10 dBm. On
the other hand, for higher SOA input powers, the slope of the curves
changes noticeably, indicating that the amplifier is in a saturation regime.
Figure 5.28 shows the gain of the device extrapolated from the previous
measurements for different operating conditions. It is evident that gain
saturation is determined by both the SOA bias current and the optical
power of its input. For the maximum bias of 120 mA, a gain drop of 3 dB
was measured with an input power of −10 dBm. On the other hand, with
Figure 5.27: Output power of the SOA for varying input powers and bias
currents.
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Figure 5.28: Gain of SOA as a function of its input power for different
bias currents.
a bias current lower than 20 mA, the gain could be kept constant for input
powers up to +5 dBm. For the lowest bias values the gain introduced by
the SOA was negative and so the signal was attenuated at the output.
To evaluate the gain compression when varying the input power the
saturation input power was also calculated. This metric corresponds to
the input power value that causes a drop in the gain with respect to its
maximum value, for a fixed bias current. It is reported in Figure 5.29
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Figure 5.29: Saturation input power of SOA as a function of its bias
current.
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for a gain compression of 1 dB and 3 dB. To have minimum distortion
of the signal, the bias should be chosen so that the optical power of
the incoming burst is below the input saturation power. Looking at the
graph it is evident how it is advantageous to change the SOA bias on a
burst-by-burst scale to enlarge its optimum operation with a wide DR
of the input upstream transmission. For bias currents below 22 mA, the
gain did not show saturation across the entire range of input powers from
−35 dBm to +5 dBm.
The OSNR of the output signal was also measured, with an OSA at
a resolution of 0.1 nm (Figure 5.30). The OSNR increases proportionally
to the input power for bias of 20 mA or higher, which indicates the
amount of ASE generated by the amplifier was constant. For lower bias,
when the population inversion condition is not ensured, the spontaneous
emission contribution is higher and, when the gain is negative, the ASE is
influenced by the signal input power, also affecting the OSNR trend. For
the intended application in burst-mode, without a dedicated electronic
burst-mode receiver, the SOA should provide identical output power for
every incoming burst by adjusting its bias accordingly on a nanosecond
scale. Figure 5.31 shows the conditions under which the output power
is constant using an appropriate bias value for a certain signal input
power. The output power is shown from −19 dBm to +12 dBm in steps
Figure 5.30: OSNR of SOA as a function of its input power for different
bias currents.
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Figure 5.31: Operational conditions of the SOA to obtain a constant
desired output power for a given input power.
of 1 dB. If the device is operated along one of these lines of constant
output power it could be employed in front of a photoreceiver with AC
coupled electrical interface to provide both optical pre-amplification and
bursts power equalisation. Operating the SOA below its saturation input
power for every optical burst and using a commercially available PIN with
linear TIA a linear burst-mode receiver can be implemented without gain
switching of the electrical RF amplifier.
5.2.2 SOA and multilevel modulation formats
The effect of OSNR degradation and SOA saturation on the signal quality
was evaluated for 25 Gb/s multilevel modulation formats, PAM4 and
EDB, by measuring their sensitivity at the PIN receiver under different
operating conditions. For EDB modulation, the transmitter was used
both in a bandwidth limited configuration and in a full bandwidth one
to implement either an EDB transmitter or an NRZ transmitter with
EDB detection, as explained in Section 3.2. Both were investigated to
asses whether sending a two or a three level optical signal into the SOA
could cause significant difference in the impairments suffered.
The setup in Figure 5.32 was used for the measurements. A DFB
laser was tuned to 1550.1 nm and its signal was modulated by an EAM
with a 3 dB bandwidth of 21 GHz. The modulator was driven by a
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Figure 5.32: Experimental setup for optical B2B continuous mode SOA
characterisation.
DAC generating a 25 Gb/s signal either NRZ or PAM4. To emulate a
bandwidth limited EDB transmitter, a 7.46 GHz electrical Bessel low-
pass filter was used in front of the EAM. The power of this modulated
signal entering the SOA was controlled with a VOA and the SOA bias
was changed from 14 mA to a maximum of 120 mA. A second VOA was
placed after the amplifier to control the signal reaching the photodiode
and a 1 nm optical bandpass filter was used to suppress the out-of-band
ASE noise. The receiver was a 10 GHz PIN photodiode co-packaged with
a linear TIA and its output was captured by a 50 GS/s DSO for off-line
waveform synchronisation and error counting.
Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show the sensitivity measured at a BER of
10−3 for a combination of SOA input powers and bias currents for the
Figure 5.33: Sensitivities for the SOA output under various operating
conditions for an NRZ system with EDB detection.
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Figure 5.34: Sensitivities for the SOA output under various operating
conditions for an EDB system.
two EDB systems, the NRZ with EDB detection and the EDB trans-
mitter respectively. Two effects are visible from the graphs, the OSNR
degradation when the SOA input power is lowered and gain saturation
when the SOA input powers are above a certain value. For lower input
powers high gain settings of the SOA ensured the best OSNR conditions
and hence the best sensitivities, while low bias currents needed to be used
for high optical powers entering the SOA. The NRZ system with EDB
detection showed a best case sensitivity of −17.2 dBm, better than the
−16.2 dBm of the EDB transmitter, confirming the results of Section 3.2.
The NRZ transmitter also had better performance in the OSNR limited
condition because of the lower SNR requirements. The NRZ transmitter
with EDB detection had a < 0.5 dB penalty region between −23 dBm
and +3 dBm of SOA input power which was, instead, reduced to the
range −21 dBm to +3 dBm for the EDB system. The latter also showed
higher dependence of the sensitivity on the bias current in the OSNR
limited regime.
The same set of measurements were performed for a PAM4 transmis-
sion system and are shown in Figure 5.35. Similar trends are visible at
both ends of the SOA input power ranges measured but PAM4 showed
a narrower optimum operation region due to the lower tolerance to both
OSNR degradation and gain saturation distortion. The best sensitivity
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Figure 5.35: Sensitivities for the SOA output under various operating
conditions for an PAM4 system.
measured for the PAM4 signal was −15.7 dBm, 0.5 dB worse than EDB
as would be expected from previous characterisations. The range of input
powers from −19 dBm to +3 dBm showed sensitivities within a variation
of less than 0.5 dB, provided the appropriate bias was chosen, and signal
reception was possible down to −25 dBm, although with an additional
penalty due to the OSNR degradation. For all three modulation formats
input powers higher than −13 dBm introduced an increasing sensitivity
penalty at high bias currents due to operation above the saturation input
power threshold. As seen in Figure 5.29, an input power of −13 dBm
would cause a gain compression within 1 dB and 3 dB when the SOA is
biased with a high current. The penalty due to lowering of the OSNR,
on the other hand, was more pronounced in EDB and PAM4, which have
multiple amplitude levels in the optically modulated signal.
From these measurements it can be inferred that if an SOA is used
as a pre-amplifier with an incoming burst signal and operated at a fixed
bias, a penalty, or complete signal loss, will occur for a high DR in the
upstream. This is because both the OSNR and the saturation input
power depend on the bias current used. Figure 5.36 shows, for every
SOA bias used, the range of input powers for which the sensitivity lies
within a 1 dB or 3 dB of its best value. Using NRZ-EDB or EDB the
widest DRs that can be supported to limit the sensitivity penalty to 1 dB
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Figure 5.36: SOA input power ranges within a 1 dB or 3 dB sensitivity
penalty for a fixed gain SOA pre-amplified receiver.
are 14 dB and 12 dB, respectively, which increase to 18 dB and 16 dB,
respectively, if considering a 3 dB penalty. For PAM4 the operating
range is even narrower, equal to 10 dB or 14 dB for a sensitivity loss of
1 dB and 3 dB, respectively. Also, careful ODN design must be ensured
to avoid overload and potentially permanent damage to the photodiode
from the high power output of the amplifier. The use of a fixed gain SOA
can provide benefits in terms of improved sensitivity at the OLT but still
requires an electrical BM-Rx to detect the upstream bursty traffic. In
particular, for the multi-level modulation formats used, a 10 GHz linear
burst-mode receiver is required, which is not available yet as a commercial
product.
In order to provide optical power equalisation with a single pre-
amplifier SOA, its output power must be kept constant for any input
condition. Changing the bias current on a burst-by-burst time-scale re-
moves the need for an electrical BM-Rx and an AC coupled photodiode
with TIA can be used instead. An optimum condition for the SOA output
power can be found to balance the OSNR and gain saturation penalties
and obtain the widest operational range. Figures 5.37, 5.38, 5.39 show a
colormap of the sensitivities obtained previously as a function of optical
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Figure 5.37: Sensitivity map of the SOA pre-amplifier for the NRZ system
with EDB detection.
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Figure 5.38: Sensitivity map of the SOA pre-amplifier for the EDB sys-
tem.
input power and SOA bias current. Also overlaid on the graphs are lines
from Figure 5.31 that indicate the conditions to obtain a constant SOA
output power and perform optical DR equalisation. The desired oper-
ating condition of the device must be along one of the constant output
power lines and ensure that the minimum required optical power for a
BER of 10−3 is lower than the SOA output power. When an optimum
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Figure 5.39: Sensitivity map of the SOA pre-amplifier for the PAM4
system.
SOA output power is selected, the signal reaching the photodiode is far
from sensitivity and, hence, not impaired by thermal noise. At the same
time, it has to be ensured that saturation is avoided in the entire range
of SOA input powers.
In order to optimally choose the operating regime the sensitivities ob-
tained for a constant output power condition are plotted in Figures 5.40,
5.41 and 5.42 for the three modulation formats. An output power higher
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Figure 5.40: Sensitivity of the SOA output along a constant output power
operating condition for the NRZ system with EDB detection.
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Figure 5.41: Sensitivity of the SOA output along a constant output power
operating condition for the EDB system.
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Figure 5.42: Sensitivity of the SOA output along a constant output power
operating condition for the PAM4 system.
than 0 dBm causes the performance to be limited by gain saturation on
one side and cannot be achieved for low input powers due to the limited
SOA gain. Output powers below −10 dBm instead suffer from poor NF
at high input powers, when a low bias current leads to a negative gain
and, hence, limits the OSNR in the low input power regime. For the
NRZ-EDB transmitter an output power of −7 dBm could support SOA
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input powers ranging from −27 dBm to +2 dBm without suffering from
signal saturation at high input powers. The OSNR penalty leads to a
worst case sensitivity of −15.5 dBm for an SOA input power of −27 dBm,
which, considering the SOA output power of −7 dBm, is sufficient to en-
sure that the photodiode is working well above sensitivity. For the EDB
system an optimum compromise was identified for an SOA output power
of −6 dBm and, similarly for the PAM4 system, such a value provided
the widest range of accepted input powers with a reduced sensitivity
penalty. In the three cases the selected output powers ensured that the
power entering the PIN receiver was above the sensitivity so that it could
operate in a regime not limited by thermal noise, to ensure a BER lower
than 10−3 for the entire DR of interest. The lower and higher input op-
tical powers used indicate that more than 25 dB DR can be supported
in the incoming burst-mode signal. When selecting the appropriate SOA
working condition it is also worth remembering that for the intended
application, as PON upstream pre-amplifier, optical powers reaching the
OLT are limited by the ONU launched power and minimum path loss. In
the most recent NG-PON 2 standard the maximum OLT overload power
is −5 dBm for the N1 class networks [18]. It is therefore preferable to
allow for reduced performance at SOA input powers > −5 dBm, that are
unlikely to be seen in a real scenario, and improve the performance for
received powers around −20 dBm or less.
5.2.3 Gain controlled pre-amplified receiver demonstration
The previous characterisation provided an insight into the capabilities
and optimisation of a pre-amplified SOA based receiver with variable gain
to provide optical power equalisation on a burst-by-burst basis. This Sub-
section presents the experimental demonstration of optical power equal-
isation of a 25 Gb/s burst-mode traffic by means of a switched gain
SOA. From the previous analysis the highest performing modulation for-
mat was NRZ with duobinary detection which supported the widest DR.
This was hence used at first to conduct a comparison of different optical
filter bandwidths to be employed between the SOA and PIN for ASE
filtering. The full burst-mode upstream system was then tested under
increasing DR for the three modulation formats in optical B2B and with
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SMF lengths of 25 km and 40 km.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup in Figure 5.43 was built to confirm the results
obtained in the continuous mode characterisation of an emulated TDM
burst-mode upstream system. The two DFB lasers in the setup were
tuned to two C-band ITU-T channels at a 100 GHz spacing with fre-
quencies of 193.4 THz and 193.5 THz, corresponding to 1550.116 nm
and 1549.315 nm respectively. A gain-controlled SOA driven by an ar-
bitrary function generator (AFG) was used after each laser to carve the
signal suppressing its output during the off-state between optical bursts.
Two ONUs were implemented and the TDMA protocol was emulated
by synchronising the two SOAs’s “on” and “off” states to alternate. A
guardband period of 20.5 ns was introduced between successive bursts
during which no data transmission took place to allow for the switch-
ing on and off of the transmitters. The optical bursts were 5.24 µm
long and consisted of payload and a 10.2 ns long end-of-burst sequence
which provides time for disabling the transmitter. The BER was selec-
tively measured only in the payload of the bursts which consisted of a
PRBS 15 sequence for the loud burst and an inverted PRBS 15 for the
Figure 5.43: Experimental setup for for burst-mode traffic analysis with
SOA based pre-amplified receiver performing optical equalisation.
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soft. No preamble was used in front of the payload at the beginning
of the bursts and, hence, no transmission overhead was introduced. An
AWG was used to merge the two optical signals, as it had lower insertion
losses than a power coupler and also could suppress the out of band ASE
from the SOAs, and the stream was then sent into an EAM. The modu-
lator was driven by a two bit DAC generating a 25 Gb/s NRZ or PAM4
burst signal synchronised with the gain switching of the SOAs, where
every burst was modulated during the on period of its transmitter. A
7.46 GHz Bessel low-pass filter was used after the DAC to emulate the
bandwidth of an EDB transmitter. The EAM bias was changed following
the guidelines obtained in Section 3.2 to provide optimised performance
for the amount of CD introduced by the fibre. A programmable optical
filter was then used to arbitrarily control the power of the two bursts
setting independent attenuation values across the wavelength spectrum
and generating the system DR, that is, the optical power difference be-
tween bursts. The optical bursts with lower and higher optical power
were conventionally named soft-burst and loud-burst, respectively. The
filter output signal was launched into a fibre of length 25 km or 40 km
and then fed into an SOA driven with variable bias current and, hence,
gain to act as a pre-amplifier with power equalisation capability. The
SOA output was sent to a 10 G PIN photodiode equipped with a linear
TIA and its electrical output was captured with a 50 GS/s DSO with
a 12.5 GHz 3 dB bandwidth. Off-line processing was then used on the
waveform to synchronise the incoming signal and perform BER counting
of the bursts separately.
Experimental results
The BER was measured independently for the loud and soft burst pay-
loads at first without the SOA pre-amplifier at the receiver, to confirm
the transmitter quality and whether the SOA carving was introducing
any source of impairment. No DR was introduced in this case because
the simple AC coupled PIN receiver could not detect burst traffic. The
BER curves in Figure 5.44 show that soft and loud bursts had very similar
performance and their sensitivity was measured to be −16.7 dBm, close
to the expected value from Section 3.2. No preamble was introduced at
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Figure 5.44: BER curves for soft and loud bursts in optical back-to-back.
the start of the optical bursts which means the payload, and hence the
BER measurements, started from the first bit after the guardband pe-
riod. This was only possible because the measurements were done using
off-line processing and the SOA gains were set programmatically knowing
the DR of the incoming signal. In a practical implementation the pream-
ble time will depend on the speed of the electronic control feedback-loop
used to set the gain of the SOA. Figure 5.44, along with the BER curves,
also shows the errors distribution in the payload of both soft and loud
bursts which appeared evenly distributed along the burst duration. This
means that the SOAs carving did not introduce any error correlation.
The system sensitivity was then measured for the OLT pre-amplified
receiver adding the gain-switched SOA. The SOA input power was mea-
sured for both soft and loud bursts with 0 dB DR and, also in this case,
their performance was similar and the error distribution analysis revealed
no error concentration along the burst to be attributed to the SOA gain
switching. Figure 5.45 shows the NRZ-EDB BER lines in B2B and for
25 km and 40 km of SMF. Two different optical bandpass filters between
the SOA and PIN were compared, with widths of 4 nm and 13 nm.
Less than 1 dB penalty was observed between the two filters meaning
the ASE-ASE beat noise contribution was limited and integrated devices
can be designed with ASE filters wide enough to accommodate the entire
upstream band. The B2B sensitivities were -28 dBm and -27.5 dBm for
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Figure 5.45: BER curves of soft and loud bursts for different fibre lengths
and optical filter bandwidth.
the soft burst with the 4 nm and 13 nm optical filter, respectively, an
improvement over the unamplified PIN receiver of more than 10 dB.
The system DR was then gradually increased keeping the soft burst
power into the SOA fixed at its sensitivity and increasing the power of
the loud burst, by changing the attenuation profile of the programmable
optical filter. The bias of the SOA was kept fixed for the soft burst and
adjusted accordingly during the loud burst period to have a constant
output power. A bias of −1.68 V was used for the EAM in this case,
to avail of the linear region of its transfer function. In B2B the BER
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Figure 5.46: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for NRZ-EDB in optical B2B.
of the loud burst measured for DRs ranging from 5 dB to 27.3 dB was
lower than 10−6 and, even at the highest input power into the SOA of
−0.7 dBm, the degradation effect due to gain saturation was negligible.
The eye diagrams of the loud burst are reported in Figure 5.46 and show
no sign of linearity degradation. Also in this case, no preamble was
used between guardband and payload in the bursts structure and the
error distribution did not show concentration of errors at the beginning
of the bursts. This means the SOA fast dynamic does not introduce
overhead in the transmission to perform optical power equalisation and
the adjustment time depends on the electronic circuit implementation
for the gain setting.
Figure 5.47 shows the wavelength profile measured with an OSA,
the optical signal entering the receiver SOA and the electrical signal
at the output of the 10 G photodiode for the various DRs used above.
From the Figures, it can be appreciated how the average signal power
at the receiver output is constant and no electrical transients are being
introduced by the photodidoe AC interface. As the DR range is increased,
the loud bursts have a higher peak to peak amplitude because of the
better OSNR of the signal and, hence, better suppression of modulated
zeros. Also, it can be noticed that the optical signal was a binary NRZ
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Figure 5.47: Optical spectrum, optical waveform before SOA equalisa-
tion and electrical waveform after power equalisation for increasing DR
measured with the NRZ-EDB system.
while the electrical signal after detection with the 10 G receiver became a
three level EDB. The maximum DR investigated was 27.3 dB because of
the experimental system limitations for the input power of the loud burst
which was limited to a maximum of −0.7 dBm. The analysis of Section
5.2.2 suggests that a higher DR could be supported. However, typically
the maximum DR in a PON is 20 dB when considering a maximum
differential optical path loss of 15 dB and the variation in the ONUs
launched power [18]. Also, among the NG-PON 2 ODN classes, the
maximum overload power at the OLT is −5 dBm and so the analysis
covers the implementation cases of an upstream PON channel [18].
The use of an SOA burst equaliser is demonstrated not only to remove
the necessity of an electrical BM-Rx but also to greatly improve the re-
ceiver sensitivity, providing a solution to the power budget requirements
when higher modulation formats are adopted. The pre-amplified system
sensitivity of −27.5 dBm measured with the 13 nm filter was 10.8 dB
better than the one of the PIN based photoreceiver and allowed for a
link budget of 32.5 dB, assuming a minimum ONU launched power of
+5 dBm with an EML [78, 140]. Also, the DR demonstrated is higher
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than that which is currently achievable with 25 G BM-Rxs [54,75,76].
Similar measurements were then repeated with the addition of 25 km
and 40 km of SMF after the programmable optical filter. The EAM bias
was lowered to −2 V and −2.24 V, respectively, to avail of the higher
dispersion tolerance despite compromised signal linearity. Figures 5.48
and 5.49 show the BER lines when reaching the OSNR limited regime of
the soft burst and the eye diagrams of the loud bursts for increasing DR.
Sensitivities of −28.5 dBm and −24.1 dBm were measured, respectively,
for the 25 km and 40 km case. In this case, the loud-burst maximum
powers that could be obtained were −7.2 dBm and −10.9 dBm for a DR
of 21.7 dB and 14.6 dB, respectively, using the 25 km and 40 km SMFs.
The BER of the loud burst for a DR of 5 dB or higher was lower than
10−6 when 25 km of SMF were used, while it showed a floor at a BER of
10−4 for the 40 km case due to the accumulated CD.
The eye diagrams in Figure 5.49 show the eye closure caused by CD
which was responsible for the BER flooring. Also, the slope of the BER
curve was different because of the influence of uncompensated dispersion.
Nevertheless, the system could operate over an extended reach of 40 km
using duobinary detection without any CD compensation scheme. The
Figure 5.48: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for NRZ-EDB with 25 km of
SMF.
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Figure 5.49: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for NRZ-EDB with 40 km of
SMF.
receiver sensitivities allow for a power budget of 33.5 dB and 29.1 dB
for the 25 km and 40 km system, respectively, assuming +5 dBm of
launched power at the ONU [78]. Also, in this configuration, there was
no error concentration at the beginning of the bursts, suggesting that the
SOA did not cause signal envelope transients and, hence, no transmission
overhead was required.
The burst-mode system was also demonstrated using EDB and PAM4
in B2B and with reaches of 25 km and 40 km. The 13 nm wide optical
filter was used to account for the more relaxed design specification which
offers more flexibility during the network design at the price of reduced
sensitivity. Figures 5.50, 5.51 and 5.52 show for EDB modulation the
soft burst BER at the OSNR limit and the loud burst eye diagrams for the
three reaches. Sensitivities of −25.9 dBm, −24.9 dBm and −22.9 dBm
were measured in the three cases, sufficient for power budgets above
29.5 dB in B2B or after 25 km. An extended reach of 40 km with EDB
modulation would require CD compensation to support a higher link
budget. The system was again tested in burst-mode up to the highest DR
achievable with the experimental setup and did not show performance
penalties arising from burst-mode operation or gain saturation in the
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Figure 5.50: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for EDB in optical B2B.
Figure 5.51: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for EDB with 25 km of SMF.
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Figure 5.52: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for EDB with 40 km of SMF.
loud-burst.
Finally, the same measurements performed with PAM4 are shown in
Figures 5.53, 5.54 and 5.55. The minimum received optical powers for a
BER of 10−3 were −24.6 dBm, −24 dBm and −21.5 dBm for increasing
fibre reach. For all the DRs investigated the linearity of the loud-burst
was not affected by the SOA, while the eye diagrams clearly show the
effect of accumulated CD on the uncompensated signal.
The optically pre-amplified BM-Rx was demonstrated in this Section
to operate with linear multi-level modulation formats without employ-
ing specifically designed burst-mode electrical components. A 25 Gb/s
bit-rate was achieved using EDB or PAM4 in a system realised with
10 G components only. A DR of the incoming upstream signal of up to
27.3 dB was demonstrated with no penalty in the loud-bursts. The best
performing NRZ-EDB modulation supported a power budget of 32.5 dB
33.5 dB and 29.1 dB in optical B2B and for fibre lengths of 25 km and
40 km. The system was also demonstrated to support transmission at a
pre-FEC BER of 10−3 after 40 km of fibre with no chromatic dispersion
compensation techniques at the receiver. The fast carrier dynamics of the
amplifier, combined with the wide range of saturation input powers that
are supported by a variable gain architecture, makes SOAs a promising
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Figure 5.53: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for PAM4 in optical B2B.
Figure 5.54: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for PAM4 with 25 km of SMF.
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Figure 5.55: BER curves of soft and loud bursts and eye diagrams of the
loud burst under different DR conditions for PAM4 with 40 km of SMF.
candidate for the realisation of high-speed, high-dynamic range, linear
BM-Rxs without complex variable-gain electrical amplifiers.
5.3 Summary
Optical amplification strategies compatible with the upstream burst-
mode traffic of PONs were analysed and discussed in this Chapter in
order to provide a solution to meet the power budget requirements of
more spectrally efficient modulation formats.
Section 5.1 presented Raman based amplifiers operating in the O-
band for reach extension of the upstream transmission in different scenar-
ios. A DMT based PON system was integrated with distributed Raman
amplification for reach extension. The upstream link employing G-PON
O-band quantum dot DML transmitters adopted flexible data-rate DMT
and transmission over a 40 km long optical trunk fibre was performed
employing various reach extender solutions based on Raman optical am-
plification or/and SOA. The link showed high design flexibility with a
trade-off between data-rate and power budget and a maximum 41.6 dB
loss budget for the lowest speed 2.1 Gb/s DMT was demonstrated.
The first quantum dot based Raman amplified XG-PON upstream
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was then demonstrated using 1210 nm pump lasers which allowed optical
amplification in the 1270 nm window which is not reachable by other
amplifier technologies. A pump power of 759 mW yielded a Raman on-
off gain of 14.2 dB which accommodated a total loss budget of 46.7 dB
allowing a fully passive network configuration with a total fibre length of
more than 50 km and a split ratio of up to 1:64.
Raman amplification in the 1310 nm O-band window was then pre-
sented for a 25 Gb/s upstream transmission using 1240 nm pumps. The
reach of 25 Gb/s EDB and PAM4 transmissions systems, with 10 G
class transmitter and receivers, was extended using backward propagat-
ing Raman amplification. A total loss budget in excess of 42 dB was
demonstrated for both modulation formats allowing transmission over
40 km and accommodating 1:128 splits. For a 20 km OTL a 41 dB loss
budget was achieved which allowed for a 1:512 split ratio.
Section 5.2 reported an analysis of the use of SOAs to realise a pre-
amplified OLT receiver for burst-mode traffic with optical power equalisa-
tion functionality. Driving the SOA with a variable bias current extended
its dynamic range of operation and removed the need for an electronic
BM-Rx. A characterisation of the SOA device showed its potential to be
used with a linear 25 Gb/s traffic and equalise a DR in excess of 27 dB.
The different multi-level modulation formats used were PAM4, EDB and
NRZ with duobinary detection, with the latter showing the best overall
performance. The SOA showed potential to be used in its linear region
over a wide DR and support the linearity requirements of multi-level
amplitude modulation formats.
A full system demonstration was realised implementing a burst-mode
upstream traffic with arbitrary DR and an SOA based bursts equaliser
and pre-amplified receiver. NRZ-EDB was demonstrated to work with
up to 27.3 dB of DR in optical B2B providing improved sensitivity and
without the need for an electronic BM-Rx. A commercial 10 GHz PIN
photodiode with linear AC coupled TIA was used after the SOA burst
equaliser. The system was demonstrated for the three modulation for-
mats over an extended reach of 40 km of SMF without using CD compen-
sation techniques. NRZ-EDB allowed for a power budget of 33.5 dBm
and 29.1 dB when 25 km and 40 km of SMF were used, respectively.
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Access networks are currently under increasing pressure in order to
respond effectively to the constantly increasing demand in bandwidth
which is occurring globally. Nowadays access networks still largely rely
on copper based communication but DSL technologies will not be able
to support the traffic growth foreseen in the near future. These networks
will have to go through an extensive upgrade of the physical layer and
move towards optical fibre, which can offer a much higher bandwidth and
will provide a solution for the next generation of access systems.
6.1 Contributions overview
Access networks are currently shifting towards the adoption of optical fi-
bre based networks, mostly based on the cost efficient PON architecture.
The structure of a PON is based on a tree topology point to multi-point
architecture where a single Central Office provides connection between a
metro node and the end customers. Fibre networks based on PON tech-
nology are gradually replacing copper cables in access networks thanks
to the superior performance and comparable costs.
In the past decades the evolution of PON systems was mostly driven
by technological advances in the supporting optoelectronic devices which
enabled enhanced bit-rates over a similar network topology. Recently,
because of the challenges of developing affordable optics for operation
beyond 10 Gb/s, WDM systems have been, or are in the process of being,
standardised. The 100 Gb/s PON system currently under study will be
enabled by wavelength multiplexing 4 channels providing a 25 Gb/s bit-
rate each. The challenges in the realisation of higher bit-rate PONs
are coming from the bandwidth limitation of the optoelectronic devices
and more advanced modulation formats can be adopted as a solution
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because they can more efficiently exploit the available bandwidth. The
network reach is limited by CD impairments, which are more severe at
higher Baud-rates, and power budget restrictions coming from the higher
required optical power at the receiver and insertion losses of wavelength
selective components. Propagation of a signal through an optical fibre
causes both attenuation, which has to be accounted for in the power
budget, and CD, which limits the maximum reach of a communication
system, because of the resultant ISI.
Advanced modulation formats in PONs can be the enabling tech-
nology behind the bit-rate increase needed for the upcoming 100 G
(4x25 Gb/s) systems in a cost-effective way. DMT, PAM4 and EDB
modulations, in particular, have been implemented in this study and
their potential is evaluated through experimental demonstrations.
DMT can avail of high order modulation formats, such as QAM, to
increase its high spectral efficiency while keeping the attractiveness of
being compatible with IMDD systems like current PONs. While requir-
ing intense DSP for the implementation of all the functionalities, DMT
relieves the requirements of the physical layer, in particular with regards
to the bandwidth of the optoelectronic components. Its low spectral oc-
cupancy along with the flexibility offered in shaping the spectral content
allows previous generation devices to support enhanced bit-rates lead-
ing to the demonstration of a 10.4 Gb/s, XG-PON compatible, bit-rate
where a 1 GHz G-PON DML is used in the transmitter.
Simpler multi-level modulation formats, in particular PAM4 and
EDB, can also be employed. Their spectral efficiency is lower than DMT
but they offer simpler implementation since potentially no DSP is re-
quired and the electrical front-end devices have less strict linearity re-
quirements. They are hence proving themselves a promising solution for
the realisation of 25 Gb/s line-rates with the 10 G generation of opto-
electronic devices. Their performance in terms of bandwidth restrictions
and chromatic dispersion tolerance are higher than NRZ at the same
bit-rate and, hence, they are attractive candidates as they do not require
the newer and more expensive 25 G components and are less impaired by
dispersion, thanks to their lower Baud-rate or the incorporated filtering.
Among the modulation formats investigated DMT provides the best
gain in terms of spectral efficiency thanks to its capability to employ
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complex modulation formats. However it has higher DSP requirements
and requires high-speed ADCs and DACs which are expensive and power
hungry. Even though DMT will not be chosen for the 25 Gb/s line rate
in PONs, it could be considered again for future standards where the
target bit-rate will be increased further. Large scale development of
DMT will also depend heavily on the advance and cost of the underlying
CMOS technology necessary to support its DSP requirements. PAM4
and EDB, on the other hand, are more likely to be adopted in the short
term where they can enhance the performance of the 10 G generation
of devices but will require higher bandwidth components to scale up to
higher line rates. Hence, the availability and affordability of such higher
speed components will be key to determine whether they could provide
an attractive solution in future higher capacity PONs.
A novel linear BM-TIA, a key component necessary to support the
mentioned advanced modulation formats in the upstream direction, was
developed in Tyndall National Institute and analysed in this thesis. The
idea behind this BM-TIA architecture removes the common issue of tran-
sients introduced by AC interfaces and the need for DC coupling among
chip parts in the integrated circuit, making the fabrication cheaper and
open to the integration of components from different vendors. The BM-
TIA prototype is tested with 25 Gb/s PAM4 traffic and shows burst-mode
capabilities with a settling time between bursts of less than 100 ns and
a supported dynamic range of up to 13.3 dB.
An innovative way of exploiting PAM4 characteristics is also proposed
as a solution to increase the power budget of PONs. A hierarchical modu-
lation scheme for 25 Gb/s PAM4 downstream in PON systems is designed
using interleaved detection of the tributary binary streams and unequally
spaced levels of the PAM4 signal. The network power budget benefits
from the improved MSB detector sensitivity, which is increased by up
to 3.5 dB if a degree of asymmetry is present in the path losses. This
receiver also has higher CD tolerance enabling data transmission over
40 km of fibre without the need for dispersion compensation techniques.
An asymmetric network plant with ONUs at 12 km and 37 km is demon-
strated, where the sensitivity of the latter has been improved to account
for additional path losses and chromatic dispersion induced penalty.
In order to improve the tolerance to CD, which becomes a more seri-
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ous impairment when the bit-rate is increased, two different techniques
are reported, aimed at upstream and downstream. A DSP enabled burst-
mode EDC is investigated as a solution for extended reach and bit-rate
enhancement of PON upstream channels where CD is a performance
limiting factor. Analyses of the requirements and performance of lin-
ear FFE and DFE filters are carried out for an adaptive burst-by-burst
implementation that could find application in PON upstream channels
with minimal impact on overhead requirements. Support for 25 Gb/s
PAM4 burst-mode traffic is demonstrated, employing 10 G devices only,
using a total preamble time of 200 ns, including BM-TIA settling time
and EDC training. The system is also demonstrated to operate under a
25 km differential reach with the adaptive filter successfully compensat-
ing for the different amounts of CD in the bursts confirming adaptation
times within 200 ns and, hence, that it is a suitable technology for PON
upstream systems.
The issue of CD was also addressed in the optical domain, instead
of the electrical domain, by designing a solution tailored for the down-
stream based on a CML transmitter. Narrow optical filtering is used to
selectively suppress the adiabatically chirped components of a signal ob-
tained through direct modulation to enhance its ER and allow the DML
to operate in a regime where transient chirp is suppressed. Analysis of
25 Gb/s DML based chirp controlled transmitters, PAM4 and NRZ, is
reported and their potential application as PON transmitters is demon-
strated as they allow for a system configuration with a simple data-slicer
at the receiver, while supporting up to 50 km SMF transmission in the
dispersive C-band. A novel optical filter suppressing the blue-shift com-
ponent of the chirped signal is proposed and demonstrated to offer the
best overall performance when used in combination with PAM4 modu-
lation. The transmitter filter engineers the eye diagram skewing caused
by direct modulation of the laser in order to provide a pre-compensation
that mitigates the effect of CD induced skewing during fibre propaga-
tion. This allows for longer reach and the potential of the scheme for
transmission through lengths of SMF of up to 90 km is demonstrated,
opening the possibility of its adoption in DCI or long-reach PONs.
Optical amplification strategies compatible with the upstream burst-
mode traffic of PONs were analysed and discussed in Chapter 5 in order
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to provide a solution to meet the power budget requirements of more
spectrally efficient modulation formats.
Raman based amplifiers operating in the O-band were investigated
for reach extension of the upstream transmission in PON scenarios. A
DMT based PON system was integrated with distributed Raman am-
plification for reach extension. The upstream link employing G-PON
O-band quantum dot DML transmitters adopted flexible data-rate DMT
and transmission over a 40 km long optical trunk fibre was performed
employing various reach extender solutions based on Raman optical am-
plification or/and SOA. The first quantum dot based Raman amplified
XG-PON upstream was then demonstrated using 1210 nm pump lasers
which allowed optical amplification in the 1270 nm window which is not
reachable by other amplifier technologies. A pump power of 759 mW
yielded a Raman on-off gain of 14.2 dB, which accommodated a total
loss budget of 46.7 dB, allowing a fully passive network configuration
with a total fibre length of more than 50 km and a split ratio of up
to 1:64. Raman amplification in the 1310 nm O-band window was also
presented for a 25 Gb/s upstream transmission using 1240 nm pumps.
The reach of 25 Gb/s EDB and PAM4 transmissions systems, with 10 G
class transmitter and receivers, was extended using backward propagat-
ing Raman amplification. A total loss budget in excess of 42 dB was
demonstrated for both modulation formats allowing transmission over
40 km and accommodating 1:128 splits. For a 20 km OTL, a 41 dB loss
budget was achieved, which allowed for a 1:512 split ratio.
An alternative solution was studied considering the use of SOAs to
realise a pre-amplified OLT receiver for burst-mode traffic with optical
power equalisation functionality. Driving the SOA with a variable bias
current extended its dynamic range of operation and removed the need
for an electronic BM-Rx. A characterisation of the SOA device showed
its potential to be used with 25 Gb/s traffic and equalise a DR in excess
of 27 dB. The different multi-level modulation formats used were PAM4,
EDB and NRZ with duobinary detection, with the latter showing the
best overall performance. The SOA showed potential to be used in its
linear region over a wide DR and support the linearity requirements of
multi-level amplitude modulation formats. A full burst-mode system was
demonstrated to work with up to 27.3 dB of DR in optical B2B providing
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improved sensitivity and without the need for an electronic BM-Rx. A
commercial 10 GHz PIN photodiode with linear AC coupled TIA was
used after the SOA burst equaliser. The system was demonstrated for
the three modulation formats over an extended reach of 40 km of SMF
without using CD compensation techniques. NRZ-EDB allowed for a
power budget of 33.5 dB and 29.1 dB when 25 km and 40 km of SMF
were used, respectively.
6.2 Future work
The 100 G PON standard is not in force yet and already the need for
a 400 G system is being discussed and, eventually, 1 Tb/s networks will
likely become the norm in less than a decade from now. During the
coming years, the increase of single wavelength bit-rate beyond 25 Gb/s,
to 40 or 50 Gb/s, will be the next challenge to be addressed in the short
term. The increase of the Baud-rate in access systems is likely to plateau
in the near future and, hence, both multi-level amplitude modulation and
DMT could be successful in providing an appropriate solution making
more efficient use of the available modulation bandwidth to increase the
bit-rate. This will most likely happen with the support of DSP techniques
for increasing complexity beyond linear filtering. Machine learning and
neural networks could represent a more efficient alternative to FFE and
DFE filters both for pre- and post-compensation purposes, provided they
become available at an affordable price for access networks.
The development of multi-wavelength capable devices will also be a
key point in the successful diffusion of WDM PONs. Increase in the num-
ber of wavelengths of WDM systems is a possible solution that could be
more cost-effective than adopting single channel bit-rates beyond 40 Gb/s
or 50 Gb/s, due to the complexity and cost of the electronics and opto-
electronic devices required. The number of wavelengths and the choice
of deploying either colourless or coloured devices will be determined by
the research and development advances and, eventually, the fabrication
cost of the necessary WDM components.
Optical amplification will also play an increasingly important role
in next-generation systems where WDM operation and the increase of
single-channel bit-rate will make it challenging to meet the power budget
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requirements. SOAs are interesting because they enable monolithic inte-
gration with other optoelectronic devices, potentially reducing cost and
physical footprint, and could represent a short term solution to increase
the network power budget. However, SOA performance is limited in
multi-wavelength systems due to channel crosstalk effects and gain satu-
ration. In the longer term evolution, Raman amplification could provide
a solution for WDM networks with numbers of channels in excess of four
or eight, thanks to the very high saturation power that prevents gain
compression and transient effects in the power regimes typical of PONs.
It is also to be remembered that Raman amplifiers can be designed with
an arbitrary optical gain profile and bandwidth in excess of 100 nm to
accommodate multi-wavelength environments.
Looking at a later stage of PON evolution, as IMDD will reach its
practical capacity limits, coherent transmission will likely find an in-
creasing role for application in access networks, enabled by lower cost
and simplified architectures of coherent DSP. A promising solution for
the entry point of coherent technology in PONs is the use of a single
coherent receiver at the OLT for the upstream traffic which will be more
efficient in compensating for transmission impairments caused by the use
of lower cost ONU transmitters and will see the cost of a single module
shared among the users. The availability of technologies derived from
core/metro networks at a more affordable price will be essential in deter-
mining when coherent solutions will take their place in access systems.
The eventual adoption of coherent technologies in data-centre optical
links could accelerate the development of simplified coherent transmis-
sion systems suitable for low-cost large-volume applications and their
adoption in access networks.
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